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The Low German Dialect of Concordia, Missouri

A resurgence of interest recently in various German dialects 

present in many regions of the United States has led to the gathering of 

data in many small towns throughout the Midwest whose dialects and 

dialect speakers will have died out within the next decade. With this 

realization, research efforts in these communities have been stepped up 

over the last five years, as we all feel the pressure of a most certain 

deadline. The researchers of this project, primarily graduate students at 

the University of Kansas under the supervision of Dr. William Keel, are 

seeking to record, analyze, and preserve these dialects for future study 

before they have completely died out. This paper is part of ongoing 

research into the Low German dialects spoken in the region of Western 

Missouri in and around Lafayette County, particularly in the towns of 

Concordia and Cole Camp (Benton County). Thus, this project has both 

dialectological and historical significance in helping to complete the 

bigger picture of Germans in America, their language and their culture.

As a specific example, fieldwork in the town of Concordia will be 

used to illustrate how cultural ties to the German homeland, the historical 

development of the town, its religious affiliations, and its Low German 

Club have contributed to a revitalization of sorts in its efforts to preserve
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its heritage and language. Included will be discussions of the town's 

history, the basic structure and sounds of the dialect, interesting or 

unusual characteristics of the spoken dialect, and some of the language 

behaviors exhibited by various speakers. Finally, some implications of 

the marketing and death of Concordia Low German will be examined.

William Noble Ballew, Ph. D.
Dept, of Germanic Languages and Literatures, 1997  
University of Kansas
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Foreword

A group of people may choose to leave its homeland for any number of 

reasons: overpopulation, natural catastrophe, political instability, religious 

persecution, famine, or the promise of a better life just over the horizon. 

Linguistically speaking, when a group leaves its homeland, be it as a 

cohesive, simultaneous migration or as multiple links in a "chain- 

migratory" pattern, it takes along the customs and language of the area it 

left behind and often forms one or more "islands," pockets of families and 

their descendants, in its newly chosen location. This tendency of 

speakers with a common language background to "clump" together is 

referred to by linguists as the creation of "speech islands."

"Speech islands" become interesting to linguists because they can 

capture an image of a language or dialect in an environment removed 

from the influences of the homeland and somewhat frozen in time when 

compared to the more dynamic processes of linguistic change generally 

present in the language of the homeland. Sometimes multiple dialects 

can become mixed as various groups come into contact with each other 

and with the dominant language in the newly settled region, or a dialect 

can die out completely if conditions in the new location favor assimilation
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to the dominant language over retention of the dialect. In any case, the 

sociolinguistic development of such transplanted groups will naturally 

diverge from that of the original group still living in the homeland, and it 

is this ever-increasing level of divergence which leads to the creation of a 

unique group of language speakers whose language may, given enough 

time, bear only partial resemblance to that of the homeland.

The discussion of "language loyalty" and "maintenance," along with 

their counterparts "language assimilation" and "loss," have become topics 

of recent research as the world in which we live becomes increasingly 

more mobile and global in its thinking. The effects of assimilation and 

loss began to appear to an ever increasing degree in the period beginning 

during World War I and continued to accelerate through the post-World 

War II era in the United States to the point that there are now ever fewer 

speakers who still consider a German dialect to be their first - or even 

second - language.1 Until recently, relatively few researchers have 

realized the importance of studying and preserving the dialects of these 

speech islands before language death has lead to their extinction. William 

Herbert Carruth's article "Foreign Settlements in Kansas," published in 

1893 along with J. Neale Carman's Foreign Language Units of Kansas,

1 See chapter 7 of this work for a more detailed discussion of dialect death and the 
effects of the World Wars on Concordia Low German.
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partially published in 1962, form the basis for the work being done 

currently by the Max Kade Center for German-American Studies on these 

speech islands in western Missouri and in the state of Kansas.

To varying degrees, all of the aforementioned political, economic, 

and social factors may have contributed to the decision of the Low 

German speakers from around Hannover, Germany, to migrate from their 

homeland to the rural farming regions of Missouri. We do know that 

reasons for migration existed in the socioeconomic conditions of early 

nineteenth-century Germany. In the area around Hannover these reasons 

centered around the mechanization of linen production and weaving, a 

rural cottage industry and consistent source of secondary income for 

many households in that region, and the coming industrialization in the 

Ruhr which would eventually drive the small-time cottage loom industry 

out of business in many rural German provinces.2 As these HeuerUnge, 

as the tenant cottage weavers were called, were driven out of business 

by the burgeoning mechanization of weaving in Ireland and the Ruhr, 

they had little choice but to take up subsistence farming or relocate. 

Hence, many eventually emigrated to America via the industrial centers 

in the Ruhr Valley, where they could work in the mills just long enough 

to earn money for boat passage. From ports in northwest Germany

2 Kamphoefner (1987, 8)
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many made the commitment to sail to America, and those first intrepid 

souls started the avalanche of chain-migration emigrants that was to 

follow throughout the nineteenth century.3

3 See also Chapter 2 in this dissertation for a more complete discussion of "chain 
migration" and emigration statistics.
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Introduction

Concordia, Missouri, is a farming community of around 1,200  

inhabitants located about an hour's drive east of Kansas City, Missouri, 

on Interstate 70. As a cohesive community, it has been in existence 

since the middle of the nineteenth century and was populated primarily 

by "chain migration" from the area north of Hannover in Germany. 

Hence, as a primarily German community with a proud German heritage, 

many Concordians of the older generation speak a dialect of Low German 

which came over with their ancestors during the period between the 

1830s and 1870s, and which has been preserved in the form of a 

spoken "time capsule."

Although no extensive research of Concordia Low German has 

been done prior to this study, there has been extensive work done with 

other Low German and many other settlement groups from Wisconsin to 

Texas. In Germany, much of the initial work on Low German was done 

around the turn of the twentieth century by Agathe Lasch (1979)

The fundamental methodology for fieldwork for German dialects 

was, of course, established by the German dialectologist Georg Wenker 

in 1876 when he disseminated questionnaires among school teachers 

asking them to render some written sentences as accurately as possible
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into the dialect spoken in their respective locations around Germany.

The transcriptions of these renderings were then used as the basis for

his Deutscher Sprachat/as. Wenker, too, had his difficulties as was

pointed out by George Schulz-Behrend at the Tenth Germanic Languages

Symposium held at the University of Texas at Austin in 1968:

I remember reading pleas for funds by Wrede and 
Wenker in Marburg around 1910: "If we only had 
one-tenth the cost of a battleship, we could do 
marvelous things in dialect studies." As it was, 
they were languishing in a basement and were not 
even enjoying full support of the university. . . .
Needed is an evangelist of this cause, because the 
speakers themselves don't give a damn. (Gilbert 
130)

Luckily for researchers, the latter blanket statement pertaining to the 

indifference of speakers does not always hold true, and this researcher 

would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the extreme 

helpfulness and cooperation of the Concordians which was instrumental 

in the completion of this project.

Schach, in his introduction to Languages in Conflict (1980), 

indicates that much of the motivation for early dialectological studies in 

the United States can be traced to a meeting of the American Council of 

Learned Societies in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in 1940 at which the Council 

called for the recording and analysis of all surviving non-English 

languages in the United States and Canada. As a result of the ideas
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outlined in the meeting, Schach credits three dissertations from the 

University of Nebraska: Jan Bender's "Die getrennte Entwicklung

gleichen niederdeutschen Sprachgutes in Deutschland und Nebraska" 

(1970); Andreas Gommermann's "Oberhessische Siedlungsmundart in 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA: Tochtermundart einer in Musci (Ungarn)

gesprochenen fuldischen Siedlungsmundart" (1975); Robert H. Buchheit's 

"Mennonite Plautdietsch: A Phonological and Morphological Description 

of a Settlement Dialect in York and Hamilton Counties, Nebraska" 

(1978).4 Although we find work done by researchers such as Paul 

Schach on Pennsylvania German settlements, Lester Seifert on Wisconsin 

Germans, and Carroll Reed on Amana Germans as early as 1940s and 

1950s, German dialect research in the United States was unusual and 

even unpopular, especially during and between the World Wars and 

continuing into the decade immediately following World War II. Much of 

the dialect research in Low German did not begin on the Great Plains 

until the 1960s and 1970s with the advent of modern, truly portable 

audio recording devices.

4 See the introduction to Schach (1980). Though his indication is that the Council 
meeting in Ann Arbor directly motivated these dissertations, this seems somewhat 
dubious considering the 30-year gap between the meeting in 1940 and Bender's 
dissertation in 1970. Nevertheless, the spirit of the tradition of dialect research is 
preserved by these statements.
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Typically, the existing Low German research has tended to 

precipitate into two strata: (1) historical accounts of an immigrant 

group's settlement of a given area, and (2) linguistic aspects of dialects 

spoken by these groups. Research belonging to the historical realm 

tends to deal specifically with socioeconomic, cultural, and political 

topics surrounding emigration from Germany, accounts of voyages, and 

pertinent historical documentation such as deeds, titles, birth and death 

certificates, and so forth. Most works of this type do not include 

scholarly accounts of linguistic and dialectological aspects beyond the 

few odd anecdotal phrases or stories meant to provide "local color." 

However, some very helpful and insightful historically oriented works 

include Kamphoefner's Westfalen in der Neuen Welt (1982), 

Mallinckrodt's From Knights to Pioneers (1994), Ross's Forging New  

Freedoms (1994), and Detjen's The Germans in Missouri 1900-1918: 

Prohibition, Neutrality, and Assimilation (1985). Additional specific 

information about the German language newspapers in St. Louis can be 

found in Rowan's Germans for a Free Missouri: Translations from the St. 

Louis Radical Press 1857-1862, published in 1983.

In Kamphoefner's Westfalen in der Neuen Welt, published in the 

German language edition in 1982 and the English in 1987, Kamphoefner 

elects to concentrate on the economic and social developments in
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Germany during the nineteenth century which led to mass migrations 

and then expands his scope to discuss the chain-migratory patterns of 

settlement in the United States. The degree of assimilation to American 

culture, as well as the subjects mentioned above, are discussed with the 

focus primarily oriented toward the agriculturally-based socioeconomic 

groups of German settlers in the nineteenth century. Throughout his 

work, Kamphoefner draws information from many diverse sources, 

including United States Census figures, genealogical and family records, 

local histories, and German-American newspapers in giving his overview 

of German immigrants in America and draws some of his conclusions 

about the acculturation process of German immigrants based on the 

experiences and documentations of other immigrant groups such as the 

Irish and Danish.

Anita Mallinckrodt's From Knights to Pioneers: One German

Family in Westphalia and Missouri is, on the other hand, a case study of 

her own family's exodus from the area in and around Dortmund to 

Missouri in 1831. She follows the family history from medieval 

knighthood to the deaths and property legacy of her ancestors in 

Missouri in the late 1890s, and thereby, provides the reader with a very 

in-depth look at one family's struggle to overcome the adversity of 

leaving the homeland and forging a new life in a strange land. Some
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overview of the history of Missouri directly affecting German immigrants 

is dealt with such as Quantrill's Raid on Lawrence, Kansas, and the 

bushwhacker activity along the Kansas-Missouri border during and 

following the Civil War, some of which is of interest in this dissertation 

to the degree that it affected the area in and around Concordia, Missouri. 

Since much of the book is centered around the Mallinckrodt family, it 

might prove somewhat less useful for other scholarly endeavors, 

although it does provide possibly the best personal perspective on the 

lives and hardships common to all immigrants during a time of relocation 

and settlement.

In dealing with foreign language legislation in the United States, 

William Ross's Forging New  Freedoms: Nativism, Education, and the

Constitution 1917-1927, provides the reader with a firm grasp of anti- 

German legislation during the period after World War I and the super- 

patriotic political push to cleanse public and private education of all 

foreign influences. Ross takes the reader on a state-by-state tour of anti- 

foreign language legislation in Nebraska, Oregon, and even Hawaii, and 

includes chapters on measures taken to fight such legislation. Ethical 

considerations of Supreme Court rulings on the constitutionality of 

refusing Germans the right to be educated in their first language in a 

country which claims no official language are also discussed.
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The four works mentioned above provide a sound basis for 

understanding the generalities surrounding the German immigrants of the 

nineteenth century, but they mention almost nothing of Concordia, 

Missouri. For a more specific look into the events in and around 

Concordia, one must turn to Harry R. Voigt's Concordia, Missouri: A 

Centennial History, published in 1960 by the Centennial Committee of 

Concordia, to two works by Rev. Alfred W. Rodewald and members of 

St. Paul's Lutheran Church, A Brief History and a Souvenir prepared for 

the Ninetieth Anniversary of the Dedication o f its First Church Building in 

1884, and Descending Love-Ascending Praise: St. Paul's Lutheran

Church, Concordia, Missouri, 1840-1990, and finally, Adolf E. 

Schroeder's Concordia, Missouri: A Heritage Preserved (1996). These 

works were invaluable historical references for the completion of this 

dissertation providing histories of the founding of Concordia and of St. 

Paul's Lutheran Church, the Civil War era, the development of the 

business district and the coming of the railroad, various lists of 

organizations, clubs and churches, family names, and famous figures in 

Concordia's past. Another valuable work for the Low Germans in the 

western Missouri region in and around Cole Camp, Missouri, is Hier 

Snackt Wi Pfattdutsch (1989) published by the City of Cole Camp and 

edited by Leonard Brauer and Evelyn Goosen.
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While the works of Kamphoefner, Mallinckrodt, Ross, and Detjen 

provide a sound historical overview of the migration process from 

Germany to the United States and eventual settlement in Missouri, they 

tend to offer no more than anecdotal access to the language spoken by 

these groups of immigrants from northern Germany. For an overview of 

Low German from the regions of Eastphalia, Westphalia, and North 

Saxony, Russ's The Dialects o f Modem German (1989) gives an

excellent review of the basic phonogical and grammatical characteristics 

of each dialect, including discussions of socioeconomic and age-

determinate factors related to speakers of Low German and the debate 

surrounding the teaching of Low German in public schools.

For a more linguistically historical approach to Low German, Peters 

and Sodman (1979) have compiled the works of Agathe Lasch into the 

very useful sourcebook Agathe Lasch: Ausgewahlte Schr/ften zur 

niederdeutschen Phi/ologie. Her various publications are indispensible 

representatives of some of the fundamental research in Old Saxon, 

Middle Low German, Hamburgisch, Berlinisch, Markisch,

Neuniederdeutsch, and the literary language of Klaus Groth's Quickbom

(Batt 1962).

Another relatively early researcher with a primarily historical focus 

is William Foerste, who makes an interesting observation about the
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speakers' perception of Low German in his Einheit und Vie/fa/t der

niederdeutschen Mundarten (1960):

Der Norddeutsche nennt seine angestammte 
Mundart bekanntlich 'Plattdutsch' oder 
schlechtweg 'Platt' und wenn er sie genauer 
bezeichnen will, sagt er etwa 'westfaolsk Platt, 
makelborger Platt, hamborger Platt,' niemals aber 
'nedderdutsch,' wie es doch in der korrekten 
Terminologie der Sprachwissenschaft und der 
amtlichen Redeweise heiBt ... Die Tatsache, daft 
der zusammenfassende Begriff 'niederdeutsch' 
nicht volkstumlich ist, deutet darauf hin, daft die 
sprachiiche Einheit des niederdeutschen Raums 
dem naiven Mundartsprecher entweder gar nicht 
oder nur undeutlich bewuftt ist.

This is a particularly pertinent statement with reference to the Low

German speakers in Concordia who view their dialect as very different

from the Low German dialect spoken in neighboring Cole Camp,

Missouri, and it further demonstrates the lack of conceptual

cohesiveness of Low German dialect speakers, especially those in the

United States, in perceiving linguistic relationships between their dialects.

Some of Foerste's other relevant publications include his investigations

into the Westphalian dialect, one published in 1950 on Middle

Westphalian entitled Untersuchungen zur westfalischen Sprache des 19.

Jahrhunderts, and one published in 1958 on modern Westphalian entitled

Der wortgeographische Aufbau des Westfalischen. Along less specific
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lines, he also published a general Geschichte der niederdeutschen 

Mundarten in 1957.

Much of the research on Low German on the North American 

continent has been done in Canada by Henry Dyck, whose works include 

"Language Differentiation Among the Low German Mennonites of 

Manitoba," (1967) and Wolfgang Moelleken, who contributed "Diaphonic 

Correspondences in the Low German of Mennonites from the Fraser 

Valley, British Columbia" (1967) and Niederdeutsch der Molotschna- and  

Chortitza-Mennoniten in British Columbia, Kanada (1972). Dictionaries of 

Canadian-Mennonite to English and Modern Standard German have been 

provided by John Thiessen in his Studien zum Wortschatz der 

kanadischen Mennoniten (1963) and Das Worterbuch der kanadischen 

Mennoniten mit eng/ischen und hochdeutschen Obersetzungen (1977).

While research into Low German dialects in the United States as a 

whole has been somewhat lacking, other groups, such as the 

Pennsylvania Germans, the Amish, and the Mennonites, have received 

copious attention over the last half-century, possibly due to the 

uniqueness of their dialects coupled with sociological eccentricities of the 

groups. The unfortunate side-effect of such attention given only to a 

few specific and relatively persistent, cohesive groups of speakers is that 

many other groups languish and their dialects die out without ever
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having been studied or recorded. Pennsylvania German will continue to 

exist for some time to come while Concordia Low German will cease to 

exist within the next ten to twenty years.

In the United States, much of the research done in the Upper 

Midwestern states of Wisconsin (Sauk County) and Minnesota and in the 

Lower Midwestern states of Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska has been on 

Mennonite Low German. Buchheit's aforementioned (1978) unpublished 

dissertation "Mennonite 'Plautdietsch': A Phonological and Morphological 

Description of a Settlement in York and Hamilton Counties, Nebraska," 

Goerzen's "The Phonology of Plautdietsch" (1950) and "Plautdietsch and 

English" (1952), and Kliewer's (1959) "Low German Children's Rimes" 

(notes on a dialect preserved at Mountain Lake, Minnesota) deal primarily 

with Mennonite Low German in the United States and Canada, while 

Baerg's dissertation (1960) "Phonology and Inflections of Gnadenau Low 

German, a Dialect of Marion County, Kansas," deals with a dialect 

located in east central Kansas.

Non-Mennonite Low German research in the Midwest is 

exemplified by Kehlenbeck's An Iowa Low German Dialect (1948), 

Bender's aforementioned "Die getrennte Entwicklung gleichen 

niederdeutschen Sprachgutes in Deutschland und Nebraska," (1971) and 

his "The Impact of English on a Low German Dialect in Nebraska" (1981).
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A number of various unpublished works have also been produced 

at the University of Kansas pertaining to the aforementioned Max Kade 

German-American study project. These include three papers on Low 

German Dialects in Kansas. "The Origin of Hermansberg Low German" by 

Phillip Mansfield (1980) and the combined effort "A Preliminary Study of 

the Hermansberg Low German Dialect" by Mansfield and Layne Pierce 

(1980) analyze interviews done with ten dialect speakers from the 

Hermansberg Hill area of Kansas. Eric Zelt's "Low German Dialect 

Interview" contains an interview based primarily on Wenker sentences 

with an informant from Marysville, Kansas, who speaks a dialect from 

the area of Northern Saxony. Finally, an unpublished master's thesis at 

the University of Texas (Austin) by Veronica Anne Bonebrake entitled "A 

Sociolinguistic and Phonological Survey of Low German Spoken in 

Kansas" (1969) delves into both the historical Missouri-Synod Lutheran 

policies on language transition and missionary work as well as a dialect 

analysis of Low German as spoken in northern Washington and Marshall 

Counties in Kansas. One useful overview article by William Keel in 

Schroeder's aforementioned Concordia Missouri: A Heritage Preserved 

specifically dealing with Concordia Low German is titled "The Low 

German Dialect of Concordia."
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Two indispensable bibliographies, German-American Relations and 

German Culture in America (2 vols.) and the Bibliography o f German 

Cuture in America to 1940, the former published by Arthur R. Schultz in 

1984 and the latter by Schultz and Henry A. Pochmann in 1953, are 

very thorough and draw resources and appendix information from 

Margaret Hobbie's Museums, Sites, and Collections of Germanic Culture 

in North America: An Annotated Directory o f German Immigrant Culture 

in the United States and Canada (1980). The majority of Schultz's 

entries pertaining specifically to Germans in Missouri are oriented toward 

the St. Louis area Germans, their Turnverein societies, and the German 

press publications in that area, and tend to be more historically based 

than linguistic in terms of the information provided. Included in the 

bibliography by Schultz and specifically pertinent to this dissertation is 

Adolf Schroeder's (1979) section in Deutsch a/s Muttersprache in den 

Vereinigten Staaten (Teil 1) entitled "Deutsche Sprache in Missouri" and 

W.A. Willibrand's article in the Publications o f the American Dialect 

Society (1957, vol. 27) entitled "English Loan Words in the Low German 

Dialect of Westphalia, Missouri." Beyond these articles, it would appear 

that research into Low German dialects spoken in Missouri is sorely 

lacking.
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Chapter 2

Historical Background of the Low Germans in Missouri

Emigration to the United States1

"Now that you've made up your mind, go forward calmly and with 

an optimistic spirit, and don't torment yourself with needless worries," 

was the advice given to Wilhelm Bruggemann2 upon his departure from 

the village of Lotte in Westphalia. This advice came to serve him well in 

the coming hardships he was to endure, which are described in Walter 

Kamphoefner's work, The WestfaUans: From Germany to Missouri.

Taking into account reports on the New World by figures such as 

Gottfried Duden,3 Kamphoefner points to the phenomenon of "chain 

migration" as linking heavy, pre-existing populations of Germans in the 

Missouri area to family and friends in the homeland as the primary 

driving force behind the mass migrations of the mid 1800s. Chain 

migration, however, is dependent upon some first generation of 

emigrants having made the "blind leap" into the New World in order to

1 For an excellent in-depth statistical analysis, see Kamphoefner's discussion of 
migratory patterns of Germans landing in various port cities in the United States and the 
relative concentrations of Germans per population with reference to origins in the 
German homeland for various American cities and states beginning in chapter 3 of 
Kamphoefner (1987).
2 Kamphoefner (1987, 5)
3 Duden's (1980) report of 1829 on his travel to the Western States and his several- 
year's stay along the Missouri River helped generate a strong desire to emigrate in the 
homeland.
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establish the initial link in the chain. From there, sometimes entire 

villages would follow. Such was the case for the village of Lotte (in 

Westphalia), which by 1860 had been almost entirely transplanted to 

areas in and around St. Louis including St. Charles and Warren counties 

fifty miles west of St. Louis along the Missouri River.

The reasons for an initial "blind leap" could theoretically be 

manifold, each reason bound up specifically with various conditions in 

one's homeland with reference to religion, war or socioeconomic 

upheaval. In the case of the Westphalians, according to Kamphoefner, 

the specific reasons derive from a socioeconomic origin as ". . . the rural 

linen industry had created a large rural lower class of dependent tenant 

farmers who had no place to go but overseas when their sources of 

supplementary income began to dry up in the 1830s and 1840s."4 

Farming, in and of itself, did not provide enough to make a living and, 

with the coming of industrialization, linen mills were moving to more 

urbanized industrial centers. Hence, it was those first intrepid tenant 

farmers who made the journey from their homeland and unwittingly 

establishing the first link of the migratory chain.

4 Kamphoefner (1987, 9)
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Emigration from the Hannover Region to the United States

Figures per 1,000 inhabitants for the districts in and around 

Hannover, Germany, indicate that the emigration rates for 1870-71 were 

in the neighborhood of twenty-six to fifty immigrants arriving in the 

United States for the inland provinces. For the coastal provinces, the 

numbers jump to between seventy-six and one-hundred-twenty-five per 

1,000 inhabitants. This is understandable due to proximity and 

convenience to ports of departure for the coastal inhabitants in contrast 

to the inlanders.5 Unfortunately, no suitable figures exist on handloom 

weaving in the Hannover region and no statewide emigration figures are 

available from before 1859, well after the peak years of emigration. 

Figures for this region must therefore be extrapolated from data obtained 

in surrounding regions, all of which point to combinations of factors that 

fueled migratory desires such as industrialization in urban areas, which 

show less emigration overall than rural areas, and increasing population 

density in protoindustrial and rural areas. Both protoindustrial and rural 

areas showed moderate levels of crowding, possibly levels too great to 

be tolerated by the rural character of the inhabitants, leading to higher 

emigration figures for these regions.6 Some rurals did migrate to the coal

5 Kamphoefner (1987, 14)
8 Kamphoefner (1987, 24)
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fields of the developing Ruhr industrial region into cities such as Bochum 

and to the textile mills of Wuppertal, but overall, the preference seemed 

to be for overseas migration. Overseas migration had already set in 

before the Ruhr region really had much to offer rurals in outlying regions 

economically, and according to Kamphoefner, the rurals in these regions 

simply tended to follow the patterns of chain migration established in the 

preceding decades.7 This view is further supported by data suggesting 

that rurals from areas without this chain-migratory tradition tended to 

resettle in Ruhr industrial areas instead of migrating overseas, refuting 

the idea that coal mining was simply too alien an activity for the 

Hannoverian rurals to become enticed to major industrial centers in the 

Ruhr.

Yet another factor that could have resulted in some migration from 

rural areas came about at the turn of the nineteenth century in many 

communities as a result of the dividing of the common grazing lands, 

called the Markenteilung. The dividing and privatization of common 

lands was not wholly malevolent since the intention was to halt the 

depletion of those lands by overgrazing. However, by way of this 

division many tenant farmers lost the privilege of grazing their cattle on 

common lands and received nothing in compensation for their loss. In

7 Kamphoefner (1987, 34)
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most communities, they were not even consulted in the dividing process 

and the resulting divisions of common lands left many small parcels of 

infertile land between large farms that were of little use. With no land 

worth farming available to them, they were pushed to either pursue a 

protoindustrial means of existence or emigrate. Though this theory 

makes logical sense and could have accounted for some of the migratory 

and emigration activity in the decades prior to 1859, it is not always 

borne out statistically for the entire region of Hannover, which shows 

little correlation between the progress of division and the rate of 

emigration in some villages.8

Into the Midwest and Missouri

In coming to America, many immigrants from Northern Germany 

sailed from the port city of Bremen to Baltimore, since the heavy tobacco 

trade between those two cities meant frequent departures and arrivals. 

New York was an ever popular destination and many others approached 

American shores through the port of New Orleans, where steamers and 

riverboats had made travel upriver directly into the heart of the Midwest 

less strenuous than the rougher overland routes from the East Coast port 

cities.

8 Kamphoefner {1987, 36)
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Average migration by Hannoverians to various regions of the United 
States per 1,000 immigrants in 1870
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As demonstrated in the chart above,9 improvements in travel 

access and transportation methods helped determine the settlement 

patterns of many immigrants across the United States. The opening of 

the Erie Canal in 1826 improved access to Ohio, accounting for the 

concentrations of German immigrants in that state; and steamboats up 

the Mississippi River help to account for the rising figures of Germans in 

Missouri as travel upstream was made quicker and more convenient. As 

of 1870, United States Census10 figures for the region of Missouri in the

9 The chart above represents averaged figures for the regions based on Kamphoefner's 
table p. 76, which in turn is based on 1870 U.S. Census records. Major population 
areas, both rural and metropolitan, included under each of the regions are as follows: 
East Coast: Boston, Rest of New England, New York City, Rest of New York, New 
Jersey, Philadelphia, Rest of Pennsylvania, Baltimore, Rest of Maryland, Delaware, 
Washington D.C.;
Lower Midwest: Cincinnati, Rest of Ohio, Indiana, Chicago, Rest of Illinois, St. Louis, 
Rest of Missouri, Kansas;
Upper Midwest: Michigan, Milwaukee, Rest of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska; 
South and West: New Orleans, Rest of South, Texas, Western Territories, San 
Francisco, Rest of California, Oregon, Nevada
10 Kamphoefner's calculations are based on figures from the published volumes of 
United States Census figures for 1860, 1870, and 1880. U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
Twelfth Census o f the United States, 1900, Vol. I: Population, pp. 732-35 , 806-62. 
See also: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census o f the United States, 1910, 
Abstract, p. 191; Thirteenth Census, Vol. I: Population, p. 879.
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Lower Midwest, particularly around St. Louis, showed high 

concentrations of German immigrants. In fact, figures for Missouri 

showed more than double the expected concentration of German 

immigrants when compared with many other states in the Lower 

Midwest region including Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Kansas. St. Charles 

and Warren counties, both near St. Louis, showed nearly five times the 

number of Hannoverians expected statistically when compared with the 

rest of Missouri.11 These figures are logical when one considers that 

New Orleans, with its direct access to the major centers of population in 

the Midwest, had become a favored port of entry for many immigrants 

by the 1870s.

As Kamphoefner's statistics clearly demonstrate, these migrations 

tended to be conservative in nature, seeking to maintain regional and 

cultural ties while retaining no "nostalgia for the rural social order back 

home."12 This conservatism is part of the nature of chain migration 

emigrants and the lack of desire to retain or imitate the standing social 

order back home was understandable due to the oppressive social 

stratification and looming socioeconomic upheaval in the homeland. 

Understandable, too, was the desire for something familiar on the part of

11 Kamphoefner (1987, 76)
12 Kamphoefner (1987, 9)
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the new arrivals. Hence, the maintenance of regional and cultural ties 

added a sense of security to the act of migration that helped drive the 

original plan to undertake such a risky journey and contributed to the 

quick success of many who found themselves relatively at home among 

familiar faces. To many Germans, finally arriving in America must have 

seemed the best of both worlds in spite of the hardships: one had the 

familiarity of the homeland with its cultural traditions still intact coupled 

with the promise of forging one's own way without the oppressive traps 

of Germany's socioeconomic structures.

Building Concordia

The first evidence of activity in the area that is now Concordia, 

first called "Freedom" township until receiving the name of Concordia13 

somewhat later in 1865, was the settling of Gilead Rupe two and a half 

miles south of Lexington, Missouri, in either 1815 or 1819, the date 

being unsure. One of the first professionals to settle in the area on 

record, Dr. Buck, built the first house in Lexington in 1822 or 1823 and 

the first circuit court was held on 17 March 1823. From the historical

13 Voigt (1960, 16). The Rev. Julius Biltz came to St. Paul's Congregation in May 
1860, where he served both as spiritual leader to St. Paul's and as Concordia's first 
official postmaster. He was probably the most prominent figure in the history of the 
town and Concordia was the name of his eldest sister who had died before he was born. 
He later founded St. Paul's College and was president of the Western District of the 
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, stretching from the Mississippi River west to the 
Pacific Ocean.
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work of Harry R. Voigt entitled Concordia, Missouri: A Centennial

History™ The Concordian, the local newspaper established in 1893,

reports in the edition dated 18 February 1915, the following:

History tells that the Louisiana Territory was bought from 
France in 1803, and just the other day we learned that 
the place where Concordia is now located, or partly 
located, was sold by the United States to Allen Wormack 
Nov. 8, 1837; Allen Wormack transferred it to Abner 
Evans in Oct. 1840; from Abner A. Evans it came to R.
T. Evans in 1842; Robert T. Evans sold it to H. Stuenkel 
in 1845. H. Stuenkel finally conveyed [s/cl the land in 
1871. Louis Stuenkel of near this city, a son of Conrad 
Stuenkel, sold 40 acres on part of which the St. Paul's 
College now stands.15

Stuenkel is one of the oldest family names in Concordia along with 

Heinrich Dierking, who, tradition has it, was the first German to venture 

into the territory, settling in 1838 or 1839. As for Heinrich Dierking, the 

"Ninetieth Anniversary History of St. Paul's Congregation"16 states: "His 

letters to his kin in Hanover [s/'c] soon brought them to his neighborhood. 

All of them came to seek improvement of economic conditions."17 This 

example of correspondence serves as clear proof of the establishment of 

chain migration in the Concordia area as well as confirmation of 

economic motivations for leaving Germany.

14 Harry R. Voigt was a professor and librarian at St. Paul's College.
15 Voigt (1960, 6)
18 Rodewald (1990, 4)
17 Rodewald (1990, 4)
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Most of the families that settled in the Concordia area during that 

time period were self-sufficient economically. Many took to growing 

hemp, an idea taken from the English18 settlers of the area, and wheat, a 

cash crop with a ready market. Others raised sheep for wool and 

trapped wild animals for pelts, another source of ready cash. Land from 

the government could be had for $1.25 or less per acre, so most settlers 

bought land directly from the government at first and then expanded 

their farms by purchasing land from their English-speaking neighbors. In 

this manner, the Germans in Concordia eventually came into ownership 

of most of the surrounding countryside, successfully driving the English- 

speaking landowners farther and farther out of the area. Most, it seems, 

were content to remain in the vicinity, expand their holdings, and raise 

families, but a few did follow the gold rush of 1849 and left the growing 

township for the lure of quick wealth.

The first business in Concordia was a gristmill, which burned in 

1859, soon followed by a blacksmith shop, dry goods store, general 

merchandise store and hotel. The stage coach line was active until 1875 

and ran twice a week on the road between Sedalia and Lexington, 

carrying mail and passengers.19 Voigt further lists a number of

18 The Concordians refer to the non-German settlers who were in the area with the 
collective term “de Englischen" meaning English-speaking, regardless of national origin. 
Many settlers in the area, however, were of English extraction.
19 Voigt (1960, 8-9)
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businesses that came into the area in the ensuing decades and takes

note of the Concordian's relationship with the English-speakers:

Had these forebears settled here at any other time than 
the time of strife in the Civil War period, they might have 
become integrated more quickly; their history might have 
been different. Having hostile neighbors, they became 
clannish. They associated with the English speaking 
people in so far as they were forced to do so in their 
business, but they never felt that they had the same 
ideals. He [the German immigrant] had learned from the 
immigrants who had come to the United States from 
Germany two hundred years before him, that the person
who wished to get ahead by the labor of his own hands

20could not compete with slave labor.

There was also a sense of frustration in the German community 

because its farmers felt they could not readily compete economically 

against the English-speaking farmers who owned slaves and therefore 

had access to many farmhands at little or no additional cost. The 

solution was to become more self-sufficient and hence, more isolated. 

By the turn of the century, many farmers in Concordia would only 

venture to another town a couple of times a year for staples and 

necessities. Thus, many interviewees remember as children that a trip to 

Higginsville, the county seat of Lafayette County only a few minutes 

drive from Concordia today, was the biggest event of their year. There

20 Voigt (1960, 14)
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were very few items that the Concordia Germans could not produce 

themselves, and what they could not produce, they simply did without. 

The Civil War Years

Many of the Germans who came to the United States settled in the 

northern states of the Union, such as Minnesota and Wisconsin, and did 

not have to deal directly with heavy fighting during the Civil War. 

Concordia, on the other hand, was plagued by bushwhacker raids 

throughout the war. Lafayette County alone had six thousand slaves, 

more than any other county in Missouri, although the Germans 

themselves were staunchly anti-slavery. This anti-slavery stance led to 

friction between the Germans and the local English-speaking people and 

served to further isolate the community while the random threat of the 

bushwhacker raids increased levels of tension and fear in the homes of 

German-Americans.

The Civil War years were also some of the harshest times endured 

by Concordians in the history of the town. By 1860, Lafayette County 

ranked fourth in population in the state, and indeed, first in slave 

population. In such border locations between the Union and the 

Confederacy, one often found individual stances toward various issues 

as divided as the country itself. The enmity between Kansas and 

Missouri was already in its advanced stages by the time of the
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bombardment of Fort Sumter in April 1861 and the Germans of 

Concordia came down firmly on the side of the Union, their opposition to 

slavery well known throughout the region. As Gilbert Knipmeyer states 

in his chapter on the Civil War contained in the centennial history by 

Voigt:

The Germans of Concordia were situated at the cross
roads of the marching armies of both sides, indeed 
almost surrounded by them and in the midst of the 
region where these battles [Boonville, Wilson's Creek, 
Lexingtonl had been fought. A few residents of the 
settlement had been members of the Home Guards at 
Lexington when the garrison surrendered, but they were 
soon paroled and returned home.21

With the surrender of the Union garrison at Lexington on September 20, 

1861, the Confederate Army remained in control of the region for some

time. According to Knipmeyer, the commander of the Southern troops in

the area. Colonel Edwin W. Price, was more kindly disposed to the 

people of Concordia and the results of the occupation were overall not as 

negative as they could have been. In fact, the three bushwhacker raids 

that occurred against the town, resulting in the deaths of twenty-four 

Concordians, were carried out by guerrilla bands and not by regular 

Confederate troops.22 Knipmeyer sums up with:

21 Voigt (1960, 20)
22 Voigt (1960, 20) See also pp. 20-34 for detailed accounts of each of the three raids.
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After almost one hundred years it is impossible to 
comprehend the tragedy and suffering of the people of 
Concordia. In misery, terror, and death no other community 
in Missouri exceeded and in Kansas no other suffered so 
much with the possible exception of Lawrence.23

After the Civil War

The Missouri Pacific branch freight line connecting Sedalia to 

Myrick was completed in 1871, after twelve years of construction, and 

ran through Concordia connecting Concordians to the outside world. 

Passenger traffic eventually decreased with the coming of the cross-state 

highway completed in 1925 and passenger train service was 

discontinued in 1932, when traffic was handled by a gasoline-powered 

vehicle called the "Doodle Bug" which hauled small amounts of freight 

and a few passengers on the Lexington Branch.24 Concordia suffered 

many hardships: in 1874 the local arsonist. Dr. Rush, set fire to a

number of buildings in Concordia, almost single-handedly causing the 

demise of the community until he was caught and hanged in the fall of 

that year. The following year in 1875, the locust plague almost ended 

farming in the area, and thereby, the town's livelihood. In 1878, the 

Concordia Savings Bank was robbed of $4,169 by three men, never

"  Voigt (1960, 25)
24 Voigt (1960, 37)
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captured, suspected of having been McCoy, Cummins, and Miller of the 

James Gang.25

It was not until the turn of the twentieth century that Concordia 

started to prosper, as is evidenced by the number of clubs and activities 

available including baseball (a perennial favorite among Concordians), 

basketball, croquet, bowling, a go-kart club, Chautauqua (a drama and 

music company), and the K.K.K. (Koncordia Komical Krew).26

Telephone service was approved by the local Board of Aldermen 

on June 1, 1903, and had thirty subscribers in its first year of service. 

Its dry cell batteries would often become weak, causing some 

subscribers to develop "phone voices" because they had to shout so 

much. That system was cheap, if inefficient, and remained in service 

until 1959.27

In 1907, St. Paul's College, the local Lutheran school, installed a 

generator to bring electric light to the college. A year later, Concordia 

received electric lighting when some stores and houses were wired, a 

generator was purchased, and street lights were set up on Main Street.

"  Voigt (1960, 38-41)
28 There is no mention of the obvious confusion or possible misrepresentation this name 
could have caused with the Ku Klux Klan. It seems that the club marched in parades 
and presented "comical tableaus' as their main contribution. There was, of course, no 
affiliation with the Ku Klux Klan, however odd their choice of names for the organization 
might have been.
27 Voigt (1960, 52)
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The street lights were used only during the "dark of the moon" and were 

turned off before midnight. The power plant itself was run only from 

dusk to eleven o'clock and from five in the morning to daylight until 

electric fans came into common use.28 

Concordia Today

Concordia currently has a population of around 2,160 with several 

dozen businesses and six churches of which one is Baptist, one 

Methodist, one Assembly of God, one Church of Christ, and two are 

Missouri Synod Lutheran. The town is situated on Interstate 70, an 

hour's drive east of Kansas City. The local newspaper. The Concordian, 

still remains on Main Street as does the primary church, St. Paul's 

Lutheran Church. There are a couple of motels, a bed-and-breakfast inn, 

grain elevator, beauty salon, barber shop, diner, Volunteer Fire 

Department, and other small businesses. The edge of town, particularly 

on the west side residential streets, runs right up to plowed fields, with 

the back yards of the last houses on the block bordering directly on the 

crops. There are no stop lights on Main Street. The feel overall is of a 

typical, yet cozy, rural farming town with a proud German heritage and 

an aging population. Many of the young people have left farming, gone 

away to college, and sought their livelihood elsewhere. Still others have

20 Voigt (1960, 54)
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tried to stay and maintain what they have, raise families and work the 

land, but sadly, they seem to be well in the minority. The revitalization, 

begun in 1989, which the Low German Club has offered Concordia is 

probably to be short-lived, for soon no one will be around to carry on 

with the skits and traditions discussed in chapter 7 of this dissertation: 

Language Death and the Concordia Dialect.
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Chapter 3 

Methodology

The grammatical analysis of the Low German presented in chapter 

4  is designed to provide a permanent historical record of the main 

features of the Concordia dialect and to preserve the data for future 

research for those interested in foreign language speech islands in the 

United States. Bearing this in mind, the dialect interviews were designed 

to collect data for comparison with the work carried out on German 

dialects in Germany and in German speech islands by Georg Wenker and 

his followers in the last quarter of the nineteenth century and throughout 

the twentieth century.

Determination of fluency did not figure into the dialect interviews 

greatly, due to the relative ease with which the informants use the 

language. In spite of the cohesiveness of the group of speakers, the 

dialect is on the verge of dying out because it has not been passed on to 

a successive generation. Most informants speak partially from 

recollection and partially from continuing yet sporadic speaking in 

conjunction with the functions of the Plattdeutsch Hadn Tohopa, the 

current Low German club in Concordia. English is now the primary 

language at home and outside, but many opportunities present
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themselves for speaking within the group's functions. Many would 

probably fall into Dorian's category of "semi-speakers" (1977), feeling 

more at home in English but able to make themselves understood in Low 

German. The core group of club members, however, demonstrates a 

high degree of fluency in the dialect. Many are capable of extended 

conversation in Concordia Low German on a variety of subjects, as is 

witnessed by their meetings and their annual Low German Theater 

Weekend of skits and music performed by the club for the public, usually 

in October or November.1

Code-switching to English is fairly uncommon excepting 

vocabulary items dealing with modern technology. These are generally 

assigned a gender and worked into conversation fluently without total 

reversion to English, especially in club function settings where an effort 

is made to converse in the dialect. In any case, informants easily 

provided the necessary data. Overall agreement on vocabulary and 

syntax was excellent.

The bilingual Low German-English capacity of the informants 

played an important role in the dialect interviews. Translation exercises 

were employed with English cues rendered into Low German equivalents

1 In 1997, the Low German Theater Weekend is scheduled for 1-2 November in 
Concordia.
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by the informants. Conversations were also bilingual with questions 

posed in English and responses gathered in Low German. This type of 

interaction posed no difficulties for the informants, as it has been a fact 

of life for all informants since childhood. Concerns about grammatical 

correctness varied from informant to informant, often depending upon 

whether the interviews were conducted with individuals or as a group. 

Such concerns were more likely to surface in the group format where 

some correction occurred (generally spouse correcting spouse) and a 

group consensus could be reached pertaining less to vocabulary and 

more to syntax. As for the format chosen, specifics were left up to the 

informants as to what best suited their needs in terms of scheduling and 

level of confidence. Those considering themselves to be less skilled with 

the language or further removed from the dialect temporally preferred to 

work in groups, usually with spouses or close companions, while core 

club members were often confident enough to proceed one-on-one. 

More often than not, this decision became a function simply of shyness 

and the feeling of being tested -- a fear which was quickly put to rest by 

the interviewer. Data were strong in both formats, with excellent 

agreement within and across groups and individuals.

The basic interview consisted of three distinct exercises designed 

to last ninety minutes to two hours. All informants were given the forty
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Wenker sentences in English and were asked to translate them into 

German (Appendix p. 155). The next translation exercise involved 

providing the German equivalents for as many of the 200 DWA  

(Deutscher Wortat/as) items as possible given in English and translated 

into German (Appendix p. 185). The final step was to request an 

anecdote in German. The anecdotes often included, but were not limited 

to, depression dustbowl stories, the first day of school, the wedding day, 

and family stories (Appendix p. 162).

The Wenker sentences were chosen because they have been used 

by German dialectologists since 1876 for the delineation of dialect 

isoglosses in Germany. Some of the criticisms leveled against the 

Wenker sentences include the possibilities that they are too provincial or 

have become outdated for the study of modern dialects. For the 

purposes of this study, however, their use has been very defensible as 

all of the informants were born into and grew up in a rural environment 

and all were able to translate the sentences into the Concordia dialect 

easily.

In further defense of Wenker sentences, with response specifically 

to the criticism that they have become outdated: They have provided, 

perhaps better than any other source for German dialectology, the 

opportunity for systematic synchronic and diachronic analyses of German
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dialects from 1876 to the present. Although they may, at some point in 

time, become outdated for use with modern dialects in Germany, their 

usefulness in the United States will easily outlive most of the dialects to 

which they could be applied -- Concordia Low German being no 

exception. Reasons for this situation will be explored more fully in the 

chapter on dialect death.

Following such a strong defense of the Wenker sentences, certain 

weaknesses must certainly be acknowledged. In a bilingual format, as 

must inevitably be employed, the presentation of the sentences in 

English (or in Modern Standard German for that matter) could influence 

an informant's response syntactically, unwittingly leading the informant 

into unnatural sentence structures for the target dialect. It is due to this 

limitation that the Wenker sentences will only be utilized to a small 

extent in the discussion of syntax and grammar. Here, heavier emphasis 

will be placed on results of free response exercises and materials such as 

skit scripts and grammar lessons provided during the initial interview by 

the principal informant.

The collection of the 200 items from the DWA stemmed from the 

desire on the part of the researchers to create a more complete 

description of the distribution of German dialects throughout the 

midwestern United States -- an assignment resembling that of Wenker
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and his successors in Germany. Although the task of providing all 200  

items proved to be impossible for the informants due to the fact that 

many plant terms deal with plants not indigenous to the American 

Midwest, the most common terms from the DWA, along with some 

supplementary terms developed for use in the Midwest by the 

researchers (Appendix p. 185), were successfully collected. A few  other 

terms dealing with occupations such as tinsmith or obscure items such 

as a barrel hoop had also been lost.2

The free response exercise in the initial interview was designed to 

gather Concordia dialect in a free speech environment. The informants 

were asked to describe three pictures of rural settings and were 

encouraged to elaborate on the landscape, buildings, weather, seasons, 

and animals (both domestic and wild) appearing in the pictures. Many 

informants found this exercise enjoyable and it led to the surprising 

recollection of more obscure terms for farm implements such as pitch 

fork and scythe. Also surprising was that this exercise produced usage 

of subjunctive verb forms, which could be considered as a measurement 

of an informant's ability to improvise within the dialect.

The ability to improvise was, however, not critical in determining 

which informant would serve as the principal informant for the

2 Informants were, however, able to provide the terms for barrel maker and barrel.
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grammatical and syntactic analysis since all informants were able to 

improvise with relative fluency. The deciding factor would have to be 

the ability to recite verb paradigms and noun phrases in context or in 

isolation.

The principal informant (Informant 1) chosen for this study was 

born in Concordia in 1912 and lists her ancestors as having arrived in the 

United States between 1830 and 1860 from the region around Hannover 

(specifically Krummendeich and Bremervorde), Germany. She was never 

schooled in Standard German and grew up speaking Concordia Low 

German at home and with friends. Among the residents of Concordia, 

she is highly regarded for her ability to speak Concordia dialect fluently 

and is often called upon to clarify any questions pertaining to grammar, 

syntax and vocabulary. She is also greatly responsible for the 

resurgence in interest in the Low German heritage among the inhabitants 

of Concordia and has written all of the scripts for the Low German 

Theater Weekends herself along with the previously mentioned grammar 

lessons which she also developed. Along with the data from the 

principal informant, transcriptions of recordings from several other 

Concordia speakers interviewed will be included in this study.

Information on the informants from 1995:

Informant # Sex Year of Birth
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1 F 1912

2 F 1930

3 M 1920

4 F 1917

5 M 1923

6 F 1916

Informants 1 and 2 were able to easily provide verb and noun 

phrase paradigms both in context and in isolation, while all informants 

interviewed were able to provide the same type of information with 

varying degrees of effort. It should be noted that all informants were 

extremely proficient in speaking the dialect, making many of the above 

ranking decisions arbitrary in nature. All were able to provide complete 

sets of Wenker sentences, DWA word lists, and free response 

descriptions of picture material. Many also provided anecdotes for 

preservation.

The family histories of the informants were researched in order to 

ascertain the place of birth in the United States and the region of 

ancestral origin in the German homeland. Though not every informant 

was able to give an exact town name, all report ancestral origin in the
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area between Hannover and Bremen as represented by the following 

table:

Informant # Mother's side Father's

side

1 Hannover Krummendeich

2 unknown unknown

3 unknown unknown

4 Hannover Hannover

5 unknown unknown

6 Hassel Oerel

Informant 1 reports one parent born in Concordia, the other in 

Alma, Missouri, with the grandparents emigrating from Germany 

between 1830 and 1860. Informant 2 reports that both sides of her 

family were from Concordia for two generations, but the information 

prior to those generations is unavailable. Informant 3 reports that his 

father was born in Germany in 1886 and his mother in Concordia in 

1890. Other relatives of Informant 3 are listed as simply having been 

born in Germany with the exception of his maternal grandmother who 

was born in Concordia in 1861. Informant 4  reports mother, father, and 

both paternal grandparents born in Concordia with the maternal born in
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Hannover, Germany. Information for Informant 5 was unavailable as the 

questionnaire was not returned with no reason given. Informant 6 

reports both parents born in Missouri (Lafayette and Saline counties) 

with the paternal grandfather from Oerel, Germany, and the maternal 

grandfather from Hassel, Germany. All informants are considered 

Concordia natives and recognize one another as such.

The transcription system used in this study is based on symbols

adopted by the International Phonetic Association. Vowels in the dialect 

are described in terms of position and tense / lax distinctions. Vowel 

length is not marked, since it is predictable that tense vowels in stressed 

syllables are naturally longer than tense or lax vowels in unstressed 

syllables3

Informants participating in the 1995 interviews were recorded on

Sony cassette tape using a Realistic CTR-51 cassette recorder. A small

external microphone was used during recording sessions, which were 

recorded in the homes of the informants or at the Senior Citizens' Center 

in Concordia.

3 See Moulton (1962, 62-64). Stress corresponds to Standard German patterns at both 
the word and sentence levels.
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Chapter 4

The Structure of Concordia Low German

This chapter presents an overview of the linguistic structure of 

Concordia Low German. The phonology, morphology and syntax of the 

Concordia dialect will be described and analyzed in the form of an 

"Ortsgrammatik" as completely as possible. Informant 1 has provided a 

homemade pronunciation guide with grammar lessons demonstrating 

some of the common vocabulary and fundamentals of the language used 

to aid speakers in remembering the dialect for production of the theater 

weekends. The information contained therein was of great help in 

determining some of the basic phonetic characteristics of Concordia Low 

German and in phonemic analysis of the raw data obtained in dialect 

interviews.
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Phonology of Consonants

The Consonants of Concordia Low German

Stoos Fricatives Affricates Nasals Liquids Approx.
/p/ /f / /ts/ /m / /I/ /]/
/b/ /v / /tj/ /n/ /r/ /w /
/t/ /d/ /d j/ /rj/
/d/ /s/
/k/ /z/
/g / / / /

/?/
/x /

____________/h/____________________________________________________
Stops

/p/ [pi - The voiceless bilabial stop is aspirated in word initial position 

and in consonant clusters directly preceeding a vowel. In word-final and 

syllable-final position before a following consonant, and in consonant 

clusters, the sound retains its voiceless nature, but with little or no 

aspiration in the release. It can also occur in intervocalic position where 

it remains voiceless.

word-initial - /pejat/ 'horse'; /pont/ 'pound'; /pspar/ 'pepper'; 

/podankint/ 'godchild'

word-final - /op/ 'on', preposition (Modern Standard German: a u f ); 

/kop/'head'
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intervocalic - /Isepal/ 'spoon'; /sloYpan/ 'sleep' verb infinitive; 

/apalboms/ 'apple trees'

clusters - /plats/ 'place'; /Jimpan/ 'to scold', infinitive; /aprikoza/ 

'apricot'; /spigal/ 'mirror'

lb / [b] - The voiced bilabial stop occurs mainly in word/syllable-initial 

position, sometimes intervocalically, and never in word-final position. 

Clusters containing /b/ and a following liquid or resonant occur only 

syllable-initially or word-initially.

word initial - /bsda/ 'bed'; /betar/ 'better'; /bi/ 'at', preposition 

indicating location (Modern Standard German: bei) 

intervocalic - /dobal/ 'double'; /trobal/ 'trouble' 

clusters - /blom/ 'flower'; /blaeja/ 'leaves'; /brot/ 'bread'

/t/ [t] - The voiceless alveolar stop occurs only occasionally in word-

initial position, where it is aspirated. It occurs most often in clusters as 

the second element, in word-final position, and intervocalically. One 

extremely rare variation noted for It / was /©/, the unvoiced fricative used 

in the word /ganGar/ 'gander'. Since this sound does not have phonemic
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status in Concordia Low German, and since this was its only occurrence, 

this could be an example of exagerrated aspiration of /t/.

word-initial - /tena/ 'teeth'; /tugan/ 'tongue'

intervocalic - /flitii?/ 'energetic'

word-final - /fact/ 'foot'; /vrt/ 'white'; /hant/ 'hand'

clusters - /bost/ 'chest; /trina/ 'Trina', feminine proper name.

/d/ [d] - The voiced alveolar stop occurs most often in syllable-initial

and word-initial position, but can also occur word-finally and 

intervocalically.

word-/syllable-initial - /d ig/ 'thing'; /dssti?/ 'thirsty'

intervocalic - /zida/ 'side'; /baida/ 'both'

finally - /gold/ 'gold'; /kled/ 'dress'

clusters - /drigkan/ 'drink', verb infinitive; /drai/ 'three'

/k/ [k] - The voiceless velar stop occurs aspirated word-initially and

alone syllable-initially. It is realized word-finally unaspirated and in

clusters both initially and finally.
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word-initial - /k in / 'chin'; /kop/ 'head'; /kejagan/ 'church' 

intervocalic - /fakejat/ 'wrong'

clusters - /mokst/ 'to make, do' 2nd person singular; /krar]k/ 'sick'; 

/knokan/ 'bones'

word-final - /ok/ 'also'; /baak/ 'book'; /handaok/ 'hand towel'

[g] - The voiced velar stop occurs alone word-initially 

preceeding a vowel or in a two-consonant cluster followed by a 

resonant. Intervocalically, it is realized as the voiced velar stop.

word-initially - /gold/ 'gold'; /gazi?ta/ 'face'; /gela/ 'yellow' 

intervocalic - /fraga/ 'to ask', 1st person singular; /spigal/ 'mirror'; 

/fagstan/ 'to forget', infinitive 

clusters - /glas/ 'glass'; /groYn/ 'green';

Fricatives

IV  [f] - The voiceless labio-dental fricative occurs most often word- 

initially and word-finally and also appears in clusters initially and finally. 

It can occur intervocalically, but such occurrences are rare.
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word-initial - /fsln/ 'to fall', past participle; /fa iar/ 'four'; /fama/ 

'farmer'; /fadooga/ 'today' 

intervocalic - /katofal/ 'potato'

syllable/word-final - /hsf/ 'to have', 1st person singular; /blif/ 'to 

stay', 2nd person singular, imperative; /ofgaon/ 'to walk off', past 

participle

clusters - /frao/ - 'woman'; /fruxt/ 'fruit'; /frost/ 'frost'; /flaiJV 

'meat'

/v / [v] - The voiced labio-dental fricative occurs only in word-initial

position, as in /vas/ 'was'. It is rare invervocalically, as in /lyva/ 'dear' 

and does not occur finally. In other environments, its realization is 

similar to the English continuant /w /, as in /tw slf/ 'twelve', /swart/ 

'black', /swigamota/ 'mother-in-law'.

/dl [d] - The voiced dental fricative occurs with some speakers in a 

position analagous to the English [d], generally intervocalically in 

cognates: /swigarfoOa/ 'father-in-law'; /grosfoda/ 'grandfather'.
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/s/ [s] - The voiceless avleolar fricative occurs in consonant clusters,

and in word-final position. Word-initially and intervocalically it is realized 

as its corresponding voiced alveolar fricative [z]. In clusters such as 

/sp/, /si/, and /st/, the /s/ remains alveolar and is not in free variation 

with the post alveolar fricative ///.

word-final - /hus/ 'house'; /fos/ 'fox'; /is/ 'ice' 

clusters - /besta/ 'brush'; /stslt/ 'to put', infinitive; /fsston/ 'to 

understand', infinitive; /desti<?/ 'thirsty'; /swigamota/ 'mother-in- 

law'; /swssta/ 'sister'; /slaw/ 'to hit', 1st person singular; /slsxt/ 

'bad'; /spigal/ 'mirror'

/z/ [z] - The voiced alveolar fricative appears both in word-initial and

intervocalic position. It sometimes interchanges with its corresponding 

voiceless fricative /s/ in conversational speech in both positions.

word-initial - /zolt/ 'salt'; /zss/ 'six'; /zida/ 'side'; /zekt/ 'to say', 

past participle; /z ik / 'him/herself', reflexive particle 

intervocalic - /vszan/ 'to be', infinitive; /goza/ 'geese'
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/J7 [f] - The voiceless post-alveolar fricative occurs relatively

infrequently overall, but is evidenced in word-initial and word-final 

positions and in clusters following [rj. It can also occur intervocalically 

and as the suffix //aft/ '-ship' (Modern Standard German : -schaft).

word-initial - /Jol/ 'should', 1st person singular; /Jena/ 'pretty', 

adjectival form.

intervocalically - /kajujta/ 'story

word-final - /flaij/ 'm eat', /d if/ 'table'

clusters - /der/an/ 'threshing', infinitive gerund

/<?/ [9] - The voiceless palatal fricative does not appear in word-initial

position. It varies from speaker to speaker between a soft /k / voiceless 

velar stop and the /?/ fricative. It is sometimes hardly discernable from 

/ / /  in a free response environment showing the tendency to alveolarize as 

in /kaji^ta/ versus /ka/ijta / or /desti?/ versus / dsstij/ when following a 

high front vowel. In other examples also following a mid front vowel, 

the expected /?/ has a tendency to velarize: /sls<?t/ versus /slsxt/. The 

degree of velarization seems to depend more on the y-axis than on the x-
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axis, that is height versus front-back placement respectively of the 

preceeding vowel.

/x/ [x] - The voiceless velar fricative does not occur in word-initial

position. It does occur occasionally in clusters followed by It/ as in 

/slsxt/ and /doxtar/. This consonant always follows back vowels and can 

occur intervocalically and after some front vowels as in /slsxt/ above.

intervocalically - /moxan/ 'to do'; /koxan/ 'to cook', infinitive 

preceeding ft/ - /ssxt/ 'to say', 3rd person singular; /flaixt/ 

'perhaps'; /broxt/ 'to bring', past participle 

finally - /gsnuox/ 'enough'; /hox/ 'high'

/h/ [h] - The voiceless glottal fricative occurs mainly in word-initial

position. In intervocalic position, it generally follows a junctural pause 

after a verb prefix as in /bihef di?/ 'behave yourself'. It can occur in 

syllable-initial position, especially following a verb prefix as in /ophoet/ 'to 

stop, cease', 3rd person singular.
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initial - /hsroma/ 'around'; /hai/ or /he/ 'he', 3rd person sing, 

masc. pronoun; /halt/ 'hot'; /hin/ seperable prefix of motion away 

from speaker (Modern Standard German: hin- as in hinaehen).

Affricates

its / [ts] - The voiceless alveolar affricate occurs intervocalically and in 

word-final position, but not word-initially. Its occurrence in these 

positions is roughly analagous to its occurrence in Modern Standard 

German, though it is less common in Concordia Low German.

intervocalic - /vitsi?/ 'clever, humorous'; /ytson/ 'frogs'; 

word-final - /blrts/ 'lightning'; /gants/ 'whole, very'; /plats/ 'place'

/t j /  [tf] - The voiceless post-alveolar affricate most often occurs as a 

result of the blurring of the syllable break between it/ and /]/ as in /lYtja/ 

'little', which can also be realized as /IYt/a/. Another instance occurs in 

word breaks where blurring results in the loss of the glottal stop as in 

/mrt jik/ 'with y'all', plural objective pronoun (Modern Standard German 

= mit euch) which is realized as /m rt/ik/. It can also occur word-finally 

as in /plaotditJV.
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Nasals

/m / [m] - The bilabial nasal occurs in all positions, including clusters as

in /sm/ and /sp/, though this is not evidenced in all speakers, some 

preferring the more heavily alveolarized /sm/ or /sp/ sibilant.

word-initial - /m ata/ 'mother'; /moxan/ 'to do, make', infinitive; 

/min/ 'm y', possessive pronoun

intervocalic - /koiman/ 'to come'; /Ismal/ 'jerk', derrogatory term; 

/ima/ 'always' 

word-final - /bom/ 'tree'

clusters - /boms/ 'trees'; /koimt/ 'to come' 3rd person singular

Ini [n] - The alveolar nasal occurs in all positions. It occurs often in 

clusters preceeding another alveolar consonant and can occur in 

combination with non-alveolar consonants at syllable junctures where a 

pause occurs between the nasal and other consonants. It can also be 

realized syllabically in reduced final syllables (endings).

word-initial - /nn^t/ 'not'; /naijan/ 'to sew', infinitive
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intervocalic - /onarz/ 'other, different'; /J0na/ 'pretty', adjectival 

form

word-final - /van/ 'when'; /fsln/ 'to fall', past participle; /storbn/ 

'died', past participle; /kogn/'cakes'

clusters - /vintar/ 'winter'; /kint/ 'child'; /zint/ 'to be', 3rd person 

plural; /olbarn/ 'silly'

/g/ [g] - The velar nasal occurs most often in combination with a velar

consonant and in word-final position. It can also occur intervocalically.

intervocalic - /joga/ 'boy' 

final - /dig/ 'thing' 

clusters - /Jtigkatsa/ 'skunk'

Liquids

/I/ [I] - The alveolar liquid occurs in all positions: word/syllable-

initial,, intervocalic, word-final, and in clusters as the second element. 

Finally, it is often realized syllabically in reduced syllables.
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word-initial - /lo ft/ 'air'; /Ismal/ 'jerk', derogatory term; /lya/

'people'; /lYtja/ 'little'

intervocalic - /a la/ 'all'; /gela/ 'yellow'

word-final - /Jbl/ 'should', 3rd person singular; /katufal/ 'potato'; 

/vodl/ 'carrot'

clusters - /stelt/ 'to put', 3rd person singular; /sloYpan/ 'to sleep', 

infinitive; /plats/ 'place'; /flotarmos/ 'bat'

Approximants

/j/ [jl - The palatal approximant2 does not occur in word-final position 

and occurs only occassionally in intervocalic position. It is most often 

found in word-initial position and at syllable junctures where, due to 

blurring, it may be realized as /t j / as discussed earlier under that section.

word-initial - /joija/ 'boy'; /ja/ 'yes'; /joa/ 'your', plural possessive; 

/jik/ 'you', plural objective pronoun

2 Intervocalically, this sound is sometimes difficult to define. As in the Modern Standard 
German /Jtejan/ 'stehen', one could interpret this sound's phonetic representation as 
/naijan/ or /naian/, /koYjan/ or /koYan/. Such is the case for many Modern Standard 
German words exhibiting the pattern -ehe- medially. All of the informants exhibit 
varying degrees of the diphthongization habitual in the speech patterns of the Southern 
Midlands of the United States which may serve to strengthen the /j/ effect beyond the 
typical Modern Standard German pronunciation.
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intervocalic - /kaija/ 'cows'; /tijan/ 'times'; /naijan/ 'to sew', 

infinitive; /koYjan/ 'to speak'

/r/ [r] - The realization of [r] varies somewhat between informants and

speech environments, as is the case with Modern Standard German. In 

the word-initial environment, Concordia Low German realizes this sound 

often as a flap or mild trill; in intervocalic position, as a flap; in word-final 

position often as a retroflex, possibly owing to some interference from 

English, as this tends to occur in cognates such as /vintar/ 'winter' and 

comparative forms such as /bstar/ 'better'. In word final position it is 

also sometimes lost altogether or is realized as vowel coloration. It can 

also occur in clusters where, in cluster-initial position, it is often realized 

more strongly as the flap or trill and in cluster-final position as the 

retroflex.

word-initial - /rain/ 'clean'; /rowa/ 'red'; 

intervocalic - /heroma/ 'around';

word-final - /vintar/ 'winter'; /bstar/ 'better'; /wotar/ 'water';

/p3par/ 'pepper'
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clusters - /dragen/ 'dry'; /brogan/ 'to break', past participle;

/swart/ 'black'; /frao/ - 'woman,wife'

/w / [w] - The bilabial approximant occurs in word-initial, occassionally

in intervocalic, and very occasionally in word/syllable-final position. It 

can also occur in clusters with /t / or /s/.

word-initial - /wotar/ 'water'; /was/ 'was', past tense of 'to be',

1st person sing.; /wol/'wanted', past tense of 'to want' 

intervocalic - /dowa/ 'death'

word/syllable-final - /slaw/ 'to hit', 1st person sing.; /fadooga/ 

'today'

clusters - /twslf/ 'twelve', /swart/ 'black', /swigamota/ 'mother-in- 

law'
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The Consonants of Concordia

Word-initial

/p/ /pej8t/ 'horse'

/beds/'bed'

/tena/ 'teeth 

/dig/ 'thing'

/kin/ 'chin'

/gold/ 'gold'

/fadawg9 / 'today'

/vas/ 'was'

/b/

/t/

Idl

/k/

/g/

/f/

/v/

/d/

/s/

/z/

/;/

/?/

/X /

/h/

/ts/

/tf/
/m/ 

/n /

/g/
/I/

/j/

/r/

/w /

/zolt/ 'salt' 

/Jol/ 'should'

/halt/ 'hot'

/motar/ 'mother' 

/ni?t/ 'not'

/loft/ 'air'

/ja/ 'yes'

/rain/ 'clean' 

/wotar/ 'water'

Low German

Intervocalic 

/opal/ 'apple'

/liba/ 'dear'

/flitif/ 'energetic'

/zida/ 'side'

/fakejat/ 'wrong'

/spigal/ 'mirror'

/katofal/ 'potato'

/lyva/ 'dear'

/swigarfoda/ 'father-in-law

/vszan/ 'to be'

/ka/i?ta/ 'story'

Word-final 

/op/ 'on'

/faot/'foot'

/kled/'dress'

/baok/'book'

/blif/'to stay'

/hus/'house'

/dij/'table' 

/desti^/'thirsty' 

/moxan/ 'to do, make' /hox/'high'

/ytsan/ 'frogs' 

/lYt/a/'little'

/lemal/ 'jerk' 

/onarz/ 'different' 

/joga/ 'boy 

/gela/ 'yellow 

/kaija/ 'cows' 

/hsroma/ 'around' 

/dowa/ 'death'

/blits/'lightning'

/plaotditJ/'LG'

/bom/'tree'

/vsn/'when'

/dig/'thing'

/vodl/'root'

/wotar/ 'water' 

/slaw/ 'to hit'
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Front Central Back
High Tense: i v u

Lax: I Y 0
Mid Tense: e 0 0

Lax: s os a 0
Low Tense: ae a

Diphthongs: ai, ao, oY, oo

Phonology - Vowels

Front vowels

/ i/ [i] - The high front tense unrounded vowel occurs in word initial, 

interconsonantal and word final positions. It occurs primarily in stressed 

syllables.1

word initial - /is/ 'ice';

interconsonantal - /zin/ 'his'; /min/ 'my'; /tijan/ 'times'; /blif/ 'stay'; 

/fif/ 'five'; /swigamota/'mother-in-law'; /swin/ 'pig' 

word-final - /di/ 'the' definite article (pi. and fem. sg.); /bi/ 'a t' 

(Modern Standard German =bei); /ji/ 'you all'(Modern Standard 

German = ihr)

1 Stress rules for Concordia dialect parallel Modern Standard German stress rules (see 
Duden 1984, 52-53). Tense vowels in stressed position are pronounced longer than 
their tense or lax counterparts in unstressed position, hence, stress and length are not 
specifically marked.
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/y / [y] - The high front tense rounded vowel is rare, but can be found

in both word-initial and interconsonantal position. There was no 

evidence of /y / in word-final position.

word-initial - /ytsan/ 'frogs' 

interconsonantal - /lyvo/ 'dear'; /lya/ 'people'

/I/ [I] - The high front lax unrounded vowel can occur in word-initial

and interconsonantal positions and in both stressed and unstressed 

syllables. It does not occur word-finally.

word-initial - /is / 'is', 3rd person sing.; /ik / 'I', 1st person sing, 

pronoun; /imar/ 'always'

interconsonantal - /vintar/ 'winter'; /v irt/  'to become', 3rd person 

sing.; /m rt/'w ith'; /hin/seperable prefix indicating motion away 

from speaker; /z in t/ 'are', 1st and 3rd person pi. of 'to be'; /fsrti?/ 

'finished, ready';

/Y / [Y] - The high front lax rounded vowel is evidenced in only two

positions, preceeding a consonant cluster: /lYtja/ 'little', /mYst/ 'had to,'
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participial form and medially in the conjugated forms of mussen, for 

example Ilk  mYs/ 'I m u s t/

lei [e] - The mid front tense unrounded vowel occurs most frequently 

in interconsonantal position in a stressed syllable and occassionally in a 

stressed, word-final syllable. There is no evidence of word-initial 

occurrence.

interconsonantal - /vego/ 'away, gone'; /fel/ 'much'; /segon/ 

'soap'2; /negan/ 'nine'

word-finally - /de/ 'the' (masc. sing, nom.); /sne/ 'snow'

lal [0 ] - The mid front tense rounded vowel occurs primarily in the 

stressed interconsonantal position and it is retained in the building of 

plurals and comparative/superlative forms, where it is often very heavily 

enunciated and drawn out in a diphthong-like manner. No evidence was 

found of [0 ] in word-initial or word-final position.

2 Here, one would expect some variant of IV  or /p/ like /sefan/ or /sepan/. The 
appearance of the Igl here is anomalous, but consistent across speakers.
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interconsonantal - /dragen/ 'dry'; /goza/ 'geese'3; /kola/ 'coals'; 

/holtan/ 'wooden'; /Jon/'good', adverbial form; /hoga/ 'higher', 

comparative form

/s/ [s] - The mid front lax unrounded vowel occurs in most commonly

in stressed interconsonantal position but rarely in word-initial position. It 

does not occur word-finally.

word-initial - /sst/ 'first'

interconsonantal - /mslk/ 'milk'; /kerl/ 'man, guy'; /feln/ 'to fall' 

past participle; /brsnt/ 'to burn' past participle

/ce/ [oe] - The mid front lax rounded vowel occurs seldom in

comparison with its tense counterpart, [0 ], and is only found in closed 

syllables such as /ophoet/ 'to cease', 3rd person sing.

/ae/ [ae] - The low front tense unrounded vowel only occurs in

interconsonantal position in stressed syllables.

3 The realization of lei is sometimes so extreme as to almost suggest diphthongization. 
Thus, 'geese' would often be something akin to /goejza/ in its actual realization.
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interconsonantal - /blaeja/ 'leaves'; /vaeja/ 'weather'; /laepal/ 'spoon' 

Central Vowel

/a / [a] - The central lax unrounded vowel only occurs in unstressed

syllables. It does not occur in word-initial position.

interconsonantal - /fadooga/ 'today'; /foidan/ 'feet'; /fakejat/ 

'wrong'

word-final - /aprikoza/ 'apricot'; /zida/ 'side'; /baida/ 'both'

Back Vowels

/u / [u] - The high back tense rounded vowel occurs in stressed

syllables in word-initial, interconsonantal and word-final positions.

word-initial - /unastan/ 'bottom' (superlative meaning 'undermost'); 

/unten/ 'down here'; /us/ 'our', 1st person possessive; /utkoman/ 

'to turn out'

interconsonantal - /hus/ 'house'; /hunt/ 'dog'; /brun/ 'brown'; 

word-final - /du/ 'you', 2nd person sing. nom. pronoun
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/o / [ol - The high back lax rounded vowel occurs in stressed and 

unstressed syllables. It occurs exclusively in interconsonantal position.

interconsonantal - /bost/ 'chest; /gold/ 'gold'; /swigamota/ 

'mother-in-law'

/o/ [o] - The mid back tense rounded vowel occurs mainly in

interconsonantal position in stressed syllables. It can occur word-initially 

and word-finally in a stressed syllable

word-initial - /ophaet/ 'to stop, cease', 3rd person singular; /ona/ 

'without'

interconsonantal - /kola/ 'cold', attributive adj. with ending;

/kogan/ 'cakes'; /got/ 'good'

word-final - /to/ 'to'; /vo/ 'where'and 'how'as in N o  fel/ 'how  

much'

/o/ [o] - The mid back lax rounded vowel occurs in stressed syllables

in word-initial and interconsonantal position. It is one of the most 

common vowels occurring in the dialect and varies from a barely
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perceptible vowel coloration to the most salient sound in a word. Many 

times a vowel in carefully pronounced speech in an isolated environment 

such as /makan/ may lapse into /mokan/ or even /moxan/ in normal 

speech.

word-initial - /obam/ 'oven'; /omt/ 'evening'

interconsonantal - /stol/ 'stolen', past participle of 'to steal'; /kop/ 

'head'; /Jopa/ 'sheep' pi.

/a/ [a] - The low back lax unrounded occurs in word-initial and

interconsonantal position. Some examples are:

word initial - /anfaqan/ 'to begin', infinitive; /afgaun/ 'to walk off', 

infinitive

interconsonantal - /vasan/ 'to grow', infinitive; /fraga/ 'to ask' 1st 

person sing.; /fama/ 'farmer'; /gants/ 'whole, very'

Diphthongs

/a i/ [ai] - The diphthong /ai/ occurs in word-initial, interconsonantal, 

and word-final position in stressed syllables.
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word-initial - /a ia/ 'eggs'

interconsonantal - /halt/ 'hot'; /gaist/ 'to go' 2nd person sing.;

/maista/ 'most', superlative

word-final - /drai/ 'three'; /va i/ 'pain, hurt';

/ao/ [ao] - The diphthong /ao/ occurs in interconsonantal and word-final 

position, but is not evidenced in word-initial position.

interconsonantal - /ofgaun/ 'to walk off', past participle; /daon/ 'to 

do'

infinitive; /braoa/'brother'; /baoan/ 'to build', infinitive 

word-final - /frao/ - 'woman, wife'

/oY/ [oY] - The diphthong [oY] occurs primarily in interconsonantal 

position with one instance evidenced in word-initial and none in word- 

final.

word-initial - /oYr/ 'her', possesive and dat. fern. sing, 

interconsonantal - /koYjan/ 'to speak'; /sloYpan/ 'sleep' verb 

infinitive; /groYn/ 'green'
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Distinctive Phonemic Features of Concordia Low German

Many of the common distinctive features of Modern Low German 

(henceforth Modern Low German) and their development from the Middle 

Low German (henceforth Middle Low German = Mittelniederdeutsch) are 

expected - and indeed found - in Concordia Low German: the relative

absence of the effect of the High German sound-shift; the partial or 

complete syllabization of the final nasal or liquid preceded by /o/ and the 

expected regressive assimilation to the preceding consonant in certain 

speech environments; the weakening or loss of h i in the medial or final 

syllable; the tendency towards a decrease in overall consonant clustering 

when compared with Modern Standard German; metathesis in medial 

syllables.

Historically, the Second Sound Shift (SSS) served to separate the 

High, Middle, and Low German dialects in the time period beginning 

around the 5th century A.D. and ending around the beginning of the 8th 

century. It is within this history that the realizations of the hard It/, /p/, 

and Ikf were especially defining for the distinction between Low, Middle, 

and High German as is still evidenced today. The realizations of these 

sounds were dependent upon two instances of occurrence:

(1) their realizations initially, medially, and finally after consonants, and
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(2) medially and finally after vowels. In the first instance, /t/ became 

realized as Its/ in High German, but remained /t / in Low German. An 

example of this is the Modern Low German (and Concordia Low German) 

term /swart/ 'black' which is realized in High German as /Jvarts/. An 

example of instance (2) found in Modern Low German is /vater/ and 

Concordia Low German /wotar/ 'water'.

The lack of evidence of the High German sound-shift places 

Concordia Low German firmly in the category of a Low German dialect. 

For example, the voiceless dental stop ft/ of Low German did not shift to 

its corresponding High German affricate /ts/, so we find words such as 

/tena/ 'teeth' and /sw art/ 'black' where we would historically expect 

/tsena/ and /Jvarts/ for High German. Likewise, the Low German /p/ and 

/k / are not shifted to High German /f/ and /x / respectively as in, /op/ 

'on', /kogan/ 'to cook', and /ik / 'I'. They are generally not shifted in 

clusters, in medial position as in /laepal/ 'spoon', nor in loan words.

The weakening of the final /a/ in the /an/ configuration and the 

subsequent syllabization of the final nasal and liquid consonants in many 

words is a common earmark of Low German dialects. In Concordia Low 

German, blurring often occurs in rapid or casual speech as the carefully 

enunciated /hsban/ 'to have', infinitive, /laepal/ 'spoon', /koxan/ 'to cook',
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and /obam/ 'oven', become /hebn/, /laipl/, /kogn/, and /obm/ 

respectively. In more extreme cases, it is also possible to find /hsm/ 'to 

have', infinitive, and /om/ 'oven', showing strong assimilation.

The /r/ has completely disappeared from certain environments, 

especially preceeding /st/ in words like /dsstiq/ 'thirsty', and weakened 

to vowel coloration in others. Two examples from Middle Low German 

are borste which in both Modern Low German and Concordia Low 

German becomes /bssta/ 'brush' and the Middle Low German gerste 

which becomes Concordia Low German /gssta/ 'yeast', /r/ is also often 

absent before /t/ as in /pejat/ 'horse' or occurs as mild vowel coloration 

in the same position. Another instance of the loss of /r/ occurs in 

Concordia Low German /vodl/ 'root' in which the simplification from the 

Middle Low German wortele becomes apparent.
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Pronominal Morphology

Nom. Obj. Poss.

1st person sing. ik mi min(a)4
2nd person sing. du di din(a)/(an)
3rd person sing, masculine he/de/hai5 (d)sn/en zin(a)/(an)

feminine ze/di/zai/ eja/oYa eja/oYa/(an)
neuter d at/st dat/£t zin(a)/(an)

1st person plural wi (ala) i / us(a)/(an)
2nd person plural/sing, formal (d/Jji (alaj (dj)jik jo(a)/(an)
3rd person plural dai/zai de/zai eja/oYa/(an)

Pronouns in Concordia Low German follow patterns which one 

would expect from a Low German dialect and can be placed north of the 

mi/mik line running between Hannover and Bremen. Concordia Low 

German is further differentiable from Nordhannoversch by the third 

person plural accusative pronoun which is realized in Nordhannoversch 

as "jum" and in Concordia Low German as /zai/ them.

As the table indicates, the pronomial system of Concordia Low 

German tends to collapse into nominative and objective cases with dative 

meaning demonstrated by word order or prepositional usage much like 

one would expect for English. Third person pronouns distinguish

4 Parentheses indicate types of case endings attested for that pronoun.
5 Order is indicated in terms of usage preference. For example, /he/ is preferred by most 
speakers with /hai/ occurring as a variation.
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masculine, feminine, and neuter forms in the singular. Variations in 

pronunciation are indicated, particularly in 3rd person singular feminine, 

though these are non-morphological free variants as demonstrated in 

sentence 9:

/ik was bi de frao on hsf st eja zsgt an ze zskt za vol dat to eja 

daxta zsgan/ M was at the woman's and told it to her and she said, she 

wanted to tell it to her daughter too.'

Here, the variation /oYa/ for /eja/ is also possible for both meanings of ihr 

'her' in feminine dative and possessive forms. Interestingly, though both 

pronouns ihr in the above sentence indicate the primary dative meaning 

of "to a person or thing" either directly or for the noun being modified, 

the preference is to use dative/accusative sentence structure for the first 

occurrence of "to her" and the prepositional form of "to" (/to/) in the next 

occurrence with the possessive pronoun "her". This choice was fairly 

consistent across speakers, though Informant 5 also chose to insert /to/ 

before the first occurrence of ihr as well.

In the 3rd person neuter form, the preference for most speakers 

was to use /dat/ over /st/ as demonstrated in sentence 2:
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/dat vaeja dat virt bstsr wsn dat (st) sstma ophoet ta snaian/

'It will soon stop snowing, then the weather will get better again.'

Approximately equal distribution between pronoun and demonstrative 

form usage was indicated with all genders in the nominative case with 

the third person singular neuter forms predominating in objective as well.

Formal Pronoun

/(dj)ji/ Ihr 'you': Informant 1 reports that the 2nd person plural

pronoun is used in formal conversation, usually between members of 

different generations. This is interesting since it follows the archaic 

practice in Germany and was somewhat less common in the nineteenth 

century when migration to the United States began. No example was 

found in normal usage probably since all remaining speakers belong to 

the same generation and, hence, no longer need to draw this distinction. 

The more commonly used informal form, which possibly shows English 

contamination from the commonly used American English form y'all, is 

/(dj)ji al0 / in the 2nd person plural nominative.
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Impersonal 'man'

The impersonal man occurs in some written materials provided by 

Informant 1 - mainly old proverbs and sayings - but is not used regularly 

in daily speech, where the tendency is to substitute the impersonal 'you' 

in the form of the 2nd person singular nominative /du/.

Reflexive Pronouns

The use of the reflexive pronouns /di/, /mi/, and /z ik / is not 

uncommon and occurs with many of the same verbs demonstrating 

reflexivity in Modern Standard German with exception of the imperative 

anomaly /bihef di/ 'behave yourself!' which appears to have the qualities 

of both a loan-word and a loan-translation. The reflexive particles 

mentioned above can also occur with the reflexive pronominal intensifier 

/zslbs/. These sentences contain examples of reflexivity in Concordia 

Low German:

/ik hsf mi fakelt/ 'I caught a cold'

/hai stslt zik an as vsn hai hvrt vas fowa dat derjan oba dai 

hae:want fowa zik zelbs don/

'He acted as if they had hired him for the threshing ,but they did it 

themselves'
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Genitive case

There is no productive genitive case in Concordia Low German. 

Instead possession is expressed using the preposition /fon/ 'von'.

Interrogative pronouns

The interrogative pronouns collected are: /veja/ 'who?' nom.

sing.; /vsn/ 'whom?' acc. sing.; /vofol/ 'how many much?'; /vat fona/ 

'what kind of?'; fvo/ 'where?'; /vat/ 'what?'; /varoma/ 'why?'; /vsn/ 

'when?'
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Nominal Morphology

Definite Articles
Nom. Obj.

Masculine de dsn
Feminine di/de di/de
Neuter dat dat
Plural de/di de/di

As shown by the chart above, nouns and articles are declined for 

three genders - masculine, feminine and neuter - in Concordia Low 

German with some overlap between masculine and feminine reminiscent 

of the Dutch de versus het formation of a common gender versus neuter 

nominal system. As stated earlier, case collapse has left no distinction 

between dative and accusative. As for number, usage in the feminine 

singular seems to prefer /di/ over /de/ with the opposite holding for the 

plural article so that some semblance of a system is maintained, though 

many speakers often interchange usage in the same sentence. 

Adjectives can show either nominative (/-a/) or objective (/-an/) endings 

for masculine singular, but otherwise their declension tends to be very 

asystematic in application. Plural declension for adjectives occurs most 

often as /a/, as in /de beza geza/ 'those mean geese', but is sometimes 

realized as /an/, as in /de dregan blaeja/ 'the dry leaves'. There seems to
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be no system evident for predicting the adjective ending in such 

instances.

Plurals

Formation of plurals in Concordia Low German can occur in 

several different ways depending on the noun as in Modern Low German. 

The noun stem sometimes shows raising (Umlaut) in anticipation of the 

plural suffix vowel. Some examples are:

Singular Plural
/blat/ /blaeja/ 'leaves'
/kol/ /kola/ 'coals'
/fact/ /foidan/ 'feet'
/gos/ /goza/ 'geese'
/hus/ /hyza/ 'houses'

N-Class nouns:

No masculine nouns of this class are marked with endings. The 

expected N-noun for the Wenker sentences would be Herz in sentence 

34, which does show a vestige of the dative inflectional ending in vom 

Herzen /vona hara/. Interestingly, the form /hara/ does not follow the 

name of the Low German Club in Concordia, the Hadn Tohopa, "Hearts 

Together."
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Diminutive Suffix

The Modern Standard German diminutive suffixes -chen and -lein 

are not evidenced at all in Concordia Low German, which is interesting 

since many informants have had some exposure to Modern Standard 

German. Perhaps even more interesting is the notable lack of any 

diminutive suffix in normal speech, including the expected Modern Low 

German -ken or some variation thereof. The Concordia Low German 

rendering of the diminutive is contained solely in the attributive adjective 

/lYtjo/ 'little'. Some examples:

/lYtja fogals/ 'little birds'; /lYtja vant/ 'little wall' as in the 

sentence:

/vat fona Jena lYtja fogals srt da boam op de lYtja vant/ 'What kind of 

little birds are sitting up there on the little w all.'

Adjectives

The adjective system of Concordia Low German is extremely 

simplified over that of Modern Standard German, but lacks systematic 

predictability in that, as stated earlier, the only possible adjective 

endings are /-a/ and /-an/. This includes endings that would normally
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vouch for gender, case and number, such as the neuter attributive 

ending in mein i/ebes Kind which is realized as /min lyva kint/ 'my dear 

child'. This inconsistency carries over to the plural endings for 

attributive adjectives - which never go unmarked - but are sometimes 

realized as /-a/, sometimes as /-an/ with the two occurring in an 

interchangeable manner. Thus, the primary function of the adjective 

endings seems to be to promote flow within the spoken language rather 

than to give grammatical information pertaining to gender, case and 

number. As was also stated earlier, the occurrence of the ending /-an/ is 

only somewhat predictable for masculine singular accusative as in /in  

joan gon/ 'in your (pi.) garden'. As one would expect, predicate 

adjectives show no endings for Concordia Low German.

Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

Concordia Low German forms the comparative of the adjective 

with the suffixation of /-a/ and the raising of the vowel where possible. 

Some examples from sentences 16 and 29: /hox/ 'high', /hega/ 'higher'; 

/grot/ 'big', /groeta/. There is often a very strong hint of r-colorization 

present in the /-a / ending suggesting perhaps the the influence of English
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has helped to maintain the comparative ending in Concordia Low 

German.

Verbal Morphology

Verbs in Concordia Low German are conjugated for the first, 

second, and third person singular and for plurals. There is no distinct 

future tense as the present tense with a future time element acts in this 

capacity. Concordia Low German contains indicative, subjunctive, and 

imperative moods as well as present, present perfect, and simple past 

tenses. Past perfect was not found. The primary voice is active, but 

there remains some production of passive forms, especially when those 

forms are demanded in response to Wenker translations.

Present Tense

Most of the present tense conjugational forms often lose their -e 

ending in the 1st person singular as in /ik slaw di/ Ich sch/age dich 'I'll 

hit you; /ik hsf dat/ Ich habe das 'I have that'. However, in most 

instances the 2nd person ending -st is retained, as are the 3rd person 

singular and second person plural. Some examples are: /du mokst/ du 

m achst' 'you are making/doing'; /du gaist/ du gehst 'you are going'; /zai
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zskt/ sie sagt 'she says'; /dfji mart ni<?t/ ihr durft nicht 'you (all) may not.' 

The following auxiliary verbs are conjugated for the present tense:

/vszan/ 'to be' /hsban/ 'to have' /daon/'to do'
ik bin hsf dau
du bist hast daost / daist
he,ze,dat is hat daot / dait
vi zint hst daot
djji zart hsft daot
de zint het daot

And the modals6:

miissen wollen sollen konnen durfen
/ik mut/ /ik  vil/ /ik Jal/ /ik kan/ /ik draf/
/du must/ /du vost/ /du /lis t/ /du kanst/ /du drafst/
/hai mut/ /hai vil/ /hai Jil/ /hai kan/ /hai draf/
/vi moet/ /vi vrt/ /vi Jrt/, /vi Jiln/ /vi kaent/ /vi draft/

moaen 
/ik maX/ 
/du maXst/ 
/hai maX/ 
/vi m0?t/

Present Perfect7

The present perfect tense is periphrastic as in Modern Low German for 

most verbs save the most common. Haben, sein, and the modal verbs

6 The plural forms in first, second, and third person are identical with the /vi/ form for all 
modals.
7 For a more extensive discussion of participial and simple past forms of less common 
verbs, see chapter 5.
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tend to occur more often in simple past. The use of sein is retained as 

an auxiliary of sein and verbs of motion. Some examples are as follows:

/ik bin gsstarn in k/vnkordia ve^an/ 'I was in Concordia yesterday' 

/he is gsstarn koman/ 'He came yesterday';

and with haben:

/hst d/ji salaiva gslt hat/ 'Did you (formal) ever have money?'8 

With the verb sein, the preference seems to be the periphrastic 

past tense with 1st and second person singular and plural as above, but 

the simple past /he vas/ 'he was' with the 3rd person singular. This 

pattern does not necessarily repeat itself with other, less common verbs.

Also evidenced is the periphrastic past with modal verbs and a 

quasi-double infinitive structure, especially in the subjunctive:

/vi hsn dat daun ken/ 'We could have done that';

8 Interestingly, the determination to use the present perfect seems to be dependent upon 
whether or not the adverb 'ever' is present in the sentence: if so, then present perfect; 
if not, then simple past. The cadence, which changes with addition of 'ever', seems to 
be important in determining the wording of the sentence with reference to tense form, 
though the same basic tense meaning is retained.
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however, the Modern Standard German inversion of the auxiliary does 

not occur when such an example is expressed with dependent word 

order:

/ven ik gsstarn arbaitan mYst hewa/ 'If I had had to work 

yesterday...'

An earmark of Westphalian and Low Saxon, all participles in 

Concordia Low German have lost the ge- prefix as a participial marker, 

for example, /frokt/ 'asked' [gefragt], including the strong verbs, though 

end-placement of the participle is still retained.

Simple Past

The simple past of sein and haben are used with relative frequency

in relation to the simple past forms of other verbs; such forms do exist

for some common strong verbs and modals. Many of the stem vowel

changes are diphthongized and/or umlauted. The forms are:

Haben Sein
/ik h£w8/ /ik vas/
/du h£wast /du vast/
/hai h£wQ/ /hai vas/
/vi hs an/ /vi ve an/
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and for the modals:

mussen wollen sollen konnen durfen
/ik mYs/ /ik vol/ /ik Jal/ /ik ksn/ /ik  drsf/
/du mYst/ /du volst/ /du fast/ /du ksnst/ /du drsfst/
/hai mYs/ /hai vol/ /hai Jal/ /hai ksn/ /hai drsf/
/vi mYsan/ /vi voln/ /vi Jsln/ /vi ksnt/ /vi drsfan/

mogen 
/ik  moe9t0/
/du mce^st/
/hai mce^t/
/vi mor^t/

Passive and Subjunctive

There is no productive passive in Concordia Low German. For 
subjunctive forms provided by Informant 1, see chapter 5 of this text.

Syntax

In analyzing syntax, one must always take into account the effect 

of cueing sentences in English. Therefore, it is possible that the Wenker 

sentences used here could have affected the responses of the subjects. 

However, many concerned subjects pointed out early during the 

interview that their translations into Concordia Low German would not 

have the same structure as the English cues, to which the interviewer 

responded that they should translate into a form representative of their 

natural speech. By and large, there was little to no evidence of 

contamination in the responses collected, and the informants seemed to 

be very skilled at separating the German from the English.
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Main. Coordinate, and Subordinate Clause Word Order

Concordia Low German shows little deviation from Modern Low 

German word order in main and coordinate clause constructions. The 

finite verb is generally in second position with any other verbs or verb 

forms (such as participles) occurring in final position. Hence, 

Ausk/ammerung is a rare occurrence. Some examples are:

/vi /ait den fogal/ 'We shoot the bird.' Wir schie Hen den Vogel.

versus the periphrastic past tense construction:

/vi het den fogol fodan/ 'W e shot the bird.' Wir haben den Vogel 

geschossen.

Standard word order is also observed with seperable prefix verbs:

/hai mokt de dern tau/ 'He is closing the door.' fir macht die Tur 

zu.

and as expected, in the periphrastic past:
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/hai hst de dsrn taumokt/ 'He closed the door.' Er hat dir Tur 

zugemacht.

The finite verb is also in second position in questions containing an 

interrogative:

/vea hst min koaf flaij stoln/ 'Who stole my basket of meat?' Wer 

hat meinen Korb Fleisch gestoh/en?

In coordinate word order, the verb occurs in the expected Modern Low 

German position:

/ik vas bi di frao on hsf oYa dat sskt on zai zskt zai vol dat tao 

oYa doXta zsgan/ 'I was at the woman's and told it to her, and 

she said she wanted to tell it to her daughter too. Ich war bei der 

Frau und sagte das ihr, und sie sagte, sie wolle das ihrer Tochter 

auch sagen.
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Expected LG word order is strictly maintained even in extended 

discourse. The only examples exhibiting Ausklammerung occurred 

during translation when an informant realized he or she had left part of 

the sentence out and tacked the missing phrase on as an afterthought. 

In all cases, the informants who did this immediately corrected 

themselves and restated the sentence with the verb phrase in the 

expected LG position.

Subordinate Clause Word Order

As expected, subordinate word order retains the verb in clause- 

final position, even with multiple verbs. Interestingly, with periphrastic 

tenses in subordinate clauses, the auxiliary verb does not occur first in 

the verb phrase as in Modern Standard German.9 An example collected 

in the subjunctive is:

/vsn vi dat daon voln hae^an/ 'If we had wanted to do that...'

Wenn wir das hatten machen wollen...

9 Examples of this instance in Modern Standard German would occur in sentences like: 
Ich weiBnicht, was er gestern hat machen miissen. 'I don't know what he had to do 
yesterday.'
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Wenker sentence number 24 is also commonly used to test dependent 

word order and has been used in dialect studies in Germany:10

/als vi gsstarn aman na hus koYmn ws^an de ala in bst an 

sloYpan/ 'When we got home last night, the others were already 

lying in bed and were fast asleep.' Als wir gestern abend 

zuruckkamen, da lagen die anderen schon zu Bett und waren fest 

am schiafen.

Loan words and Borrowings

The only examples of loan words collected appeared in two 

hesitantly attempted Wenker sentences given by Informant 2 .11 In 

sentences 15 and 23 we find:

/vi zint taiart an dosti?/ 'We are tired and thirsty,'

and in number 15:

10 See Konig (1978, 163) for a discussion of the use of this specific clause in German 
dialect geography.
11 In sentence 23, Informant 2 paused thoughtfully and then chose to insert the word 
/taiart/ when the Concordia Low German word would not come. However, other 
informants were able to produce the word /utavoan/ 'worn out' or /m oYa/ mude. In 
sentence 15, /biheft/ was given immediately as the participle with no hesitation by all 
informants.
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/du has fadawga dat maista lernt an has di  ̂ gut biheft/ 'You 

learned the most today and were well behaved.'

Almost all informants said at some point during the interview 

process that if they could not remember a word in Concordia Low 

German, they would insert an English word and give it a Concordia Low 

German pronunciation. This type of borrowing, however, has not been 

collected in any of the interviews to date. All informants were very 

mindful of the need to use Concordia Low German and often preferred 

struggling to remember the Concordia Low German term rather than 

simply code-switching to English.

Concordia Low German and the Dialect in the Homeland

Concordia Low German speakers report their origins as the area 

between Hannover, Bremen, and Hamburg, which would place them 

firmly in the Nordhannoversch dialect region. In comparing Concordia 

Low German to the modern Low German dialects in the homeland, one 

finds, as expected from informants' reports of ancestral origin, a mixture 

of elements of Eastphalian, Westphalian, and North Saxon [see
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pp. 142-44 for maps) with the majority of forms stemming from North 

Saxon.12

Vowel diphthongization, monophthongization, and rounding 

constitute some of the more interesting points of comparison between 

Concordia Low German, North Saxon, and Westphalian. The two main 

features distinguishing North Saxon and Westphalian are the Westphalian 

Modern Low German long [a] becoming the rounded back vowel [o], 

while the North Saxon vowels coalesced to give a long [a]. An example 

from Concordia Low German is the word for 'sheep' realized /Jop/ in 

Concordia Low German, North Saxon, and Westphalian. However, 

Westphalian and North Saxon diverge with the form maken where one 

finds Westphalian realizing /a/ and North Saxon realizing lo/. Concordia 

Low German tends toward the North Saxon realization /mokan/.

The Westfalische Brechung, which serves in part to delineate 

North Saxon from Westphalian, is exhibited in the following manner: Old 

Saxon short vowels in open syllables become short diphthongs in 

Westphalian and long monophthongs in North Saxon. For example, the 

Old Saxon /i/ in witan develops into the Westphalian diphthong wieten

12 See Russ (1989) Chapters 2 and 3 for more on the delineation of North Saxon and 
East- and Westphalian.
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and the North Saxon monophthong weten. Concordia Low German 

follows the North Saxon form again with /vetan/ 'to know.'

Oddly, one of the anomalies in Concordia Low German occurs in 

the pronominal forms, specifically in the second person plural objective, 

which is sometimes realized as /jik/ and sometimes as /ji/. The 

realization /jik / follows the Eastphalian pronominal pattern while /ji/ 

follows the Westphalian and North Saxon realizations, the Eastphalian 

having generalized the old accusative form while the Westphalian and 

North Saxon have taken the old dative forms.

In contrast, the Eastphalian vestigal participial prefix realized as e- 

(as compared to the Modern Standard German ge-) is not present in 

Concordia Low German. Hence, Concordia Low German here follows the 

Westphalian and North Saxon patterns. Furthermore, Concordia Low 

German conjugational forms follow the Westphalian and North Saxon 

patterns, preferring -(e)t endings in the plural.

Finally, the frequency usage of the s-plural morpheme is higher for 

Low German dialects in general than for Modern Standard German, 

especially in an environment following nasals and liquids. The most 

common example occurring in this study is /lYtja fogals/ 'little birds' 

showing consistency across all speakers. Concordia Low German also
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shows frequent usage of the final -e (sometimes with umlaut) in the 

formation of plurals, some of which would take different plural 

morphemes in Modern Standard German. The -e +umlaut plural 

morpheme, as in the Concordia Low German IgeizQl 'geese,' is more 

common to Westphalian than to North Saxon.
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Chapter 5

Unique Forms and Anomalies in Concordia Low German

Aside from the other informants in this study, Informant 1, who 

also provided scripts and grammar lessons for the Low German Club's 

revitalization efforts, is currently able to produce forms that vary 

significantly from the other informants and so will be handled separately 

in this chapter.1

Informant 1 is able to produce unique forms for both the simple 

past and the subjunctive in Concordia Low German which no other 

informant has been able to duplicate. The reasons for the production of 

these forms are uncertain, however a couple of hypotheses could 

provide a suitable explanation:

1. Informant 1 's knowledge of Modern Standard German is superior to 

that of the other informants in this study, due in part to the fact that 

Informant 1 was a school teacher and therefore has first-hand knowledge 

of prescriptive Modern Standard German grammar including simple past 

and subjunctive forms. Informant 1 can then apply this knowledge to

1 See appendix p. 164  for some of the supplementary materials provided by Informant 1.
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Concordia Low German to produce forms to which other speakers do not 

have access.

2. The case could also be that Informant 1 had a different home 

environment whose dialect included the use of these forms. This 

scenario is somewhat less likely, since Informant 1 reports familial origins 

from the same region of the German homeland as the other informants; 

therefore dialect differences should not be so pronounced as to produce 

radical forms not available to any other speakers.

3. The forms may have been lost by the other speakers who did not 

have the kind of prescriptive access to dialect that Informant 1 had.

Whatever the explanation. Informant 1 does produce forms not 

found among the other speakers of Concordia Low German, which are 

linguistically interesting and merit special attention in the course of this 

work.

Subjunctive and Simple Past of Sein and Habert

The present and simple past of sein collected in interviews with 

Informant 1 is relatively expected:

Present

/ik bin/ 'I am' [ich bin]
/du bis(t)/ 'you are' [du bist] 
/hai is(t)/ 'he is' [er ist]
/vi sint/ 'we are' [wir sind]

Past

/ik vas/ 'I was' [ich war]
/du vas(t)/ 'you were' [du warst] 
/hai vas/ 'he was' [er war]
/vi ve^an/ 'we were'[w/r waren]
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however, subjunctive forms of sein are unique in both the present and 

past tenses. An example taken from interviews with Informant 1 is:

/vsn ik da vajal 'If I were there...' [Wenn ich da w a r e present tense 

subjunctive;

/vsn ik da vszan vas/ 'If I had been there..." [Wenn ich da gewesen 

ware...] or the alternative form /vsn ik da vszan vejai, both past tense 

subjunctive.

Haben

Comparing Informant 1's present tense of the verb haben to the 

simple past, the following forms appear, which are very similar to what 

one would expect from North Saxon except that North Saxon tends to 

retain the /s/ throughout the conjugational sequence in the present 

indicative:

Present Indicative Simple Past Indicative/Present Subjunctive
/hsbm/ 'to have'; infinitive

/ik hsf/ 'I have' /ik hae:w0/ 'I had'
/du has(t)/ 'you have' /du hae:wast/ 'you had'
/hai hat/ 'he has' /hai hae:^a/ 'he had'
/vi hst/ 'we have' /vi hae:want/ 'we had'2

A pattern appearing in the periphrastic past tense is:

2 Notice that in the present tense 1st person plural conjugational form the ending is - L  whereas in the 
past tense the ending gains a vestigal -n- before the final -t, the historical form for Middle Low 
German.
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/ik hsf hat/ 'I had' [ich habe gehabt] in which the conjugational forms of 

/hsf/ continue as they would in the present tense indicative. Moreover, 

this example can be restated with the subjunctive forms given above to 

form a past tense periphrastic subjunctive:

/ven ik gelt hat hae^a/ 'If I had had money...'[Wenn ich Geld gehabt 

hatte...]

The Verb Werden

The present tense of the verb werden 'to become' shows some

inconsistency in its forms for Informant 1's speech:

/dat maiwat kolt vewan/ 'It might get cold' [Es konnte kalt werden.], 
infinitive;
lik  vewa/ 'I become' [ich werde]
/du vas/ 'you become' [du wirst]
/hai vas/  'he becomes' [er wird]
/vi vewant/ 'we become' [wir werden]

It is also produced as a participle in the periphrastic past tense:

/dat is gans kolt wo^an/ 'It sure got cold.' [Es ist ganz kalt geworden.] 

and has the simple past form:

/dat V0 wa kolt in djanjuwa/ 'It got cold in January.' [Es wurde kalt im 

Januar.].

The simple past of werden seems to overlap both in pronunciation and 

meaning with the simple past form of sein given above. Concordia Low 

German does not appear to draw a clear distinction in past tense
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between the ideas 'It was' and 'It became' except perhaps in contextual 

situations. It does, however, appear in the subjunctive as:

/vsn dat vanamt kolt vowa/ 'If it gets cold tonight...' [Wenn es heute 

abend kalt wurde...), indicating a differentiable form from that of sein in 

the subjunctive. The past tense subjunctive is then:

/vsn dat kolt vowan vas/ 'If it had gotten cold...' [Wenn es kalt geworden 

ware...).

The Verb Wissen

Informant 1 's present tense conjugational forms that show

consistency across informants of wissen 'to know' are:

/ik  vait/ 'I know' [ich wei/J)
/du vaist/ 'you know' [du weiBt]
/hai vait/ 'he knows' [er weiB)
/vi vacant/ 'we know' [wir wissen).

In the simple past, the forms more closely follow those of Modern 

Standard German:

/ik vil dat wstan/ 'I want to know' [Ich will das wissen], infinitive;
/ik  vosta/ 'I knew' [ich wu&te]
/du vust/ 'you knew' [du wuBtest)
/hai vost/ 'he knew' [er wu/ite)
/vi vYsant/ 'we knew' [wir wudten)

It can also appear in the periphrastic past tense in both indicative and 

subjunctive:
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/ik hsf vost/ 'I knew,' and /ik hae.^a vast/ 'I would have known' and in 

the present subjunctive as:

/ik  vista/ or /ik vYsta/ 'I would know' [ich wiiBte].

Comparison with Modern Low German Forms

Many of the earmarks of Modern Low German are present in

Concordia Low German and can be delineated in the examples given

above. One example is participial formation involving the loss of the ge-

participial prefix which was still in existence in Middle Low German up

until the seventeenth century, when the language ceased to be used in

official documents. At this point the language became primarily a

spoken dialect and the ge- dropped out of usage.3

Another example that runs counter to Meyer's discussion of

subjunctive in Modern Low German is the retention of the -e ending in

the subjunctive. Meyer states:

"Das Zeichen des Konjunctivs war im 
Mittelniederdeutschen ein schlieBendes e. Da dieses e 
abgestoBen wurde, ist der Konjunktiv im lebendigen 
Gebrauche heute untergegangen und tritt nur noch in 
sparlichen Oberresten der dritten Person Singular in 
festen Verbindungen, stehenden Redewendungen und 
Sprichwortern auf."4

3 See Meyer. G.F.. p. 81.
4 Ibid. p. 82
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Examples of Informant 1's speech from above indicate that this loss of 

the final -e in the subjunctive is not the case in Concordia Low German 

as in the above example:

/vsn ik da vejat 'If I were there...' [Wenn ich da ware...] where the final 

/a/ indicates either a still-present vestige of Middle Low German or 

diphthongization caused by the loss of /r/. The absence of the final /a/ in 

the indicative indicates that the subjunctive ending is intentionally added 

as a marker for the subjunctive along with some raising and fronting (or 

some more radical change) of the vowel indicating some existence of 

umlaut. Meyer continues by stating that:

"Man konnte geneigt sein, diese Formen dem Sinne nach 
den Konjunktivformen zuzurechnen. DaB aber das 
plattdeutsch sprechende Volk keine Empfindung dafur hat 
(wenn sie ihm nicht durch die Schule anerzogen ist), geht 
daraus hervor, daB es immer die Indikativform setzt, sobald 
es Hochdeutsch sprechen muB."5

In closing, if we take Meyer at his word, it would appear that 

some of the forms produced by Informant 1 may not have been in use 

since around the seventeenth or eighteenth century. Since Informant 1 's 

family came to the United States from the area northwest of Hannover in 

the mid-nineteenth century, and both parents were born in Missouri, the

5 Ibid.
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source of these anomalies is difficult to pinpoint. Hence, the interesting 

conundrum remains Meyer's confirmation of their legitimacy as archaic 

forms which now merely seem to be out of place in time.

Further Examples of Simple Past Forms in Concordia Low German

'to do' 'to come'
/ik dei/ 'I did' /ik  keim/ 'I came'
/du deist/ 'you did' /du keimst/ 'you came'
/hai d0 \l 'he did' /hai keim/ 'he came'
/vi dei^an/ 'we did' /vi kei:m/ 'w e  came'
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Chapter 6

Language Death and the Concordia Dialect

When the settlers from the areas of Germany between Hannover 

and Bremen began to arrive in Missouri in the late 1830s and early 

1840s, they set up enclaves in the rural farming areas and began to farm 

Lafayette County, Missouri, in and around Concordia, including Alma, 

Emma, Sweet Springs, and Blackburn as well as in the vicinity of the 

town of Cole Camp, now an hour's drive south from Concordia. All of 

these towns exhibit nearly identical Low German dialects except for Cole 

Camp, Missouri, whose dialect is very similar. These similarities are not 

surprising since the settlers of Cole Camp-Concordia region landed there 

as a result of chain migrations from proximal areas in Germany. 

According to interviewees, the pressure to assimilate into the American 

cultural mainstream must have been very slight until well past the turn of 

the twentieth century. In fact, the local German (Modern Standard) 

weekly newspaper, the Missouri Thalbote: Ein Wochenblatt fur deutsche 

Famiiien, was printed in Higginsville, the county seat of Lafayette 

County, until well after the turn of the twentieth century, and boasted a 

healthy readership numbering around fourteen thousand. It cost $1.50
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per year and its goal was, as stated on the front page of the 1 January 

1903 edition: "... to serve the growing readership, hoping for 5000 new 

subscribers in the new year." Serve it did, very well indeed, with 

everything from international to local news and advertisements from as 

far away as St. Louis and serial reprints of current popular novelettes 

and short stories all translated into German for the benefit of the non- 

English-speaker.

The interviews conducted with dialect informants while gathering 

data in 1995-96 specifically soliciting information pertaining to the 

decline in the usage of the dialect in Concordia resulted in consistent 

responses to most questions across informants. Since no official study 

has been done in Concordia that can be used as a basis of comparison 

with J. Neale Carman's observations on foreign languages spoken in 

Kansas,1 only individual reports of informants' recollections could be 

used to form the basis of a coherent picture of the state of the Concordia 

dialect earlier in this century. This author's basic assumption in dealing 

with the death of the dialect is that there must necessarily be some form 

of positive reinforcement present for the speakers of any given language 

to continue speaking that language; otherwise it will become extinct.

1 See Carman's Foreign Language Units o f Kansas, published in 1962 and contained in 
Kenneth Spencer Library's Kansas Collection, University of Kansas, Lawrence
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Positive reinforcement for speaking the dialect in Concordia diminished 

steadily throughout the period during and after the World Wars, 

especially World War II. It was during this time that the dialect was no 

longer passed on to successive generations and its death became 

inevitable. This chapter will explore the various factors contributing to 

the decline and revival of Concordia Low German and its eventual 

extinction.

The death knell for the dialect occurred, as it did with many of the 

German dialects in the United States, during the transition of generations 

following World War I and World War II. For a number of reasons, the 

preceding generation did not pass the dialect on to its children. For 

example, it was during this period that many states passed laws similar 

to the Kansas State Statute of 1919 stating that "all elementary schools 

in this state, whether public, private, or parochial shall use the English 

language exclusively as the basis of instruction."2 In interviews with 

Concordians born to the generation of the late nineteenth and turn of the 

twentieth century, many remembered having grown up in the 1920s and 

1930s speaking almost solely in the dialect at home, in the fields, and 

frequently on the playground at both Lutheran parochial and public 

schools. Lessons were taught in English and in High German, particularly

2 from the State of Kansas Session Laws 1919, Chapter 257 , Section 1.
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in the parochial schools; some lessons were still taught in High German 

as late as 1942, according to informants. Low German was, however, 

never spoken between student and teacher even in casual conversation, 

as it was considered by most to be a far too jovial and informal language 

for this sort of interaction.

Language Legislation in Missouri and the Great Plains3

In general, one can say that the inhabitants of the Great Plains 

states were, in contrast to the East Coast at the time during and just 

after World War I, relatively intolerant of ethnic and immigrant groups 

which were differentiated from the native Americans on the basis of 

religion and language. These sentiments ranged from indifference to 

open hostility in an especially volatile period during which the United 

States was facing critical decisions about the degree of its own 

involvement in World War I. As the United States decided to join the 

war on the side of the Allies, meaning the country would go to war 

against Germany in the European theater, anti-German sentiment was 

reaching a high point due in part to superpatriotic movements centered in 

the American Midwest in the state of Nebraska.

3 For an in-depth treatment of language laws passed during and after World War I by 
many states in the Midwest, see Luebke (1980).
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With the Siman Act of 1919, sponsored by Senator Harry Siman 

of Nebraska and signed into law on 4  April 1919, it became a 

misdemeanor "to teach any subject to any person in any language other 

than the English language ... in any private, denominational, parochial or 

public school."4 This decree, along with other enactments such as the 

federal Smith-Towner bill and Nebraska's even more stringent Reed- 

Norval Act, was eventually declared unconstitutional by the United 

States Supreme Court on 4  June 1923 in the now famous Meyer v. 

Nebraska. Robert Meyer was a teacher at a one-room schoolhouse 

maintained by the Zion Lutheran Church of Hampton, Nebraska, who, in 

order to skirt the Siman Act's prohibiting of foreign language instruction 

during official school hours, taught a religion class in German during the 

lunch break from 1:00 to 1:30 in the afternoon. The Zion congregation 

had declared its official school hours from 9:00 to 12:00 in the morning 

and 1:30 to 4:00 in the afternoon specifically in order to make room for 

religious instruction in German; and the Nebraska courts charged in to 

put an end to what they saw as an attempt to slip through a loophole in 

the Siman Act on a technicality. Meyer was summarily convicted of 

violating the Siman Act and fined twenty-five dollars, but with the 

backing of the congregation, he refused to pay. This outcome was

4 From Luebke (1980, 13}
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upheld by the Nebraska Supreme Court, but was overturned by the 

United States Supreme Court a year later in 1923 as an unconstitutional 

interference with Meyer's right "to teach and the right of parents to 

engage him so to instruct their children." The further opinion of the 

Court concerning the case stated, "no emergency has arisen which 

renders knowledge, by a child of some language other than English, so 

clearly harmful as to justify its inhibition with the consequent 

infringement of rights long freely enjoyed."5

In Missouri, the general patriotic spirit of the populace may have 

indeed agreed with the laws passed by many other states in the 

Midwest, but no such act was ever signed into law by the state 

legislature. However, the Missouri Council of Defense did issue a 

statement in July 1918 which "expressed its opposition to the use of 

German in schools, churches, and public meetings, but did not expressly 

prohibit it."6 The failure to pass such laws in Missouri is not so 

surprising when one takes into account the strength in that state of the 

German-American Alliance (also called the DANB for Deutsch- 

Americanischer National-Bund), a hierarchical federation which guided 

propaganda campaigns and promoted leadership within the German-

5 Luebke (1980, 1 4 -1 5 )
6 See Ross (1994, 46).
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American community, particularly in the greater St. Louis metropolitan 

area.7

According to Detjen in his historical look at German-Americans in 

Missouri entitled The Germans in Missouri, 1900—1918: Prohibition, 

Neutrality, and Assimilation, the proliferation of German-language 

schools was widespread, particularly in the St. Louis area, which boasted 

a German population of over 100,000 at the turn of the century. In fact, 

the first public school in St. Louis opened in 1838, but the first German- 

language school had already been established two years prior to that in 

1836. By 1860 there were thirty-five public schools with 6,253 pupils 

and 38 German-language schools with a total enrollment of 5,524. Of 

those 38 German-language schools, twenty were Protestant, six were 

Catholic, ten were nonsectarian, one was Free Thinker, and one was 

Jewish .8

Because of the intense growth experienced by the German 

schools, and because of the stiff competition they posed the native 

American public schools, the St. Louis Public School Board began to 

allow German classes to be taught in public schools as early as 1864 in 

order to compete with and undercut the appeal of these private German

7 For more on the DANB and their activities, see Detjen (1985).
8 Detjen (1985, 16)
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schools. This attempt succeeded to a degree, but as Detjen points out, 

such a degree of deference toward a particular ethnic community 

aroused resentment among native Americans. One may also assume 

that the German-Americans resented being specifically targeted and 

labeled as competitors as well.

It was not until 1887 that the elimination of German from the 

public schools became a hot issue in St. Louis, with lines drawn between 

the "citizens slate," proponents of the elimination, and the "Turner 

slate," opponents of the same.9 From there, it quickly became divided 

along partisan lines into a Democrat versus Republican issue, with the 

Democrats siding with the "citizens slate" in order to break what they 

deemed to be the Republican's control of the School Board. The 

Republicans, on the other hand, sided with the "Turner slate" 

retentionists. With the German community itself still divided along 

Catholic-Protestant lines, the "Turner slate" did not have the cohesion it 

needed in order to enforce its will. Hence, the "citizens slate" would go 

on to win the debate and German instruction was abolished under the

9 The term "Turner slate" originated from the German Turnvereine, originally gymnastic 
clubs which sprang up in St. Louis offering not only the opportunity for physical exercise 
but also libraries with German and English texts, barrooms, ballrooms, kitchens, concert 
halls, card and billiards rooms, and other types of services which would be more 
associated with that which we call a 'community center" in modern terminology. These 
Turnvereine gave Germans places to meet and to develop social networks, which in 
turn, helped the German community gain momentum,cohesion, and financial and political 
clout.
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guise that it cost too much to hire German-speaking teachers, though 

Detjen rightfully assumes it was actually because of a combination of 

"nativist pressures" and sore feelings on both sides of the issue .10

Low German Language Death Research in the United States

Dressier (1981) defines language death as:

...an extinction of a minority language due to 
language shift, physical liquidation (genocide) of 
all speakers of a language or brutally enforced 
assimilation to a majority language (linguacide) or 
rapid extinction of a language without 
intermediate bilingualism (multilingualism). But 
usually ... language death is understood as the 
final stage of decay of linguistic structure a 
minority language undergoes on the way to total 
language shift.1

Though the terms genocide and linguacide do not apply, as defined 

above, in Concordia, the lack of intermediary bilingualism in its language 

community is a definite earmark of impending language death. Not 

surprisingly, the rate of dialect extinction seems to be so rapid in 

Concordia that the number of semi-speakers weighed against the number 

of fluent speakers is very low, with only one generation of speakers 

showing real signs of the aforementioned intermediary bilingualism. To

10 Detjen (1985, 25)
11 See Dressier (1981).
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put it simply, most of those speakers remaining, though they have not 

spoken the dialect regularly since before World W ar II, can still be 

considered fluent rather than semi-speakers, especially in light of recent 

efforts to reenvigorate the dialect. The generation that followed, for the 

most part, did not learn the dialect at all.

Obviously, pressure from all sides during the latter half of World 

War I and afterwards continued to affect the speaking of foreign 

languages, particularly German as the language of the enemy, as the 

superpatriots ran their xenophobic anti-foreigner campaigns. The 

negative effects of such laws on dialect speakers are intuitively obvious, 

but the more subtle effects of exposure to an overwhelming and 

geographically dominant language group, native American English- 

speakers, on speech islands may not be so intuitive.

As an example of how individualized a given speech island's 

situation can be, the current situation with respect to language death in 

Concordia stands in opposition to Enninger's hypothesis pertaining to the 

Pennsylvania Dutch which asserts that Pennsylvania German is so firmly 

anchored in the the daily routine of the dialect speakers that the halting 

of the use of Pennsylvania German in school instruction has had little or 

no effect on the proficiency of the speakers or on the frequency of usage
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outside of the instructional environment.12 One could also conclude that 

the message sent via the legislative changes in the language laws, 

namely that foreign languages - especially those of the enemy - are not 

welcome in this country, may have been stronger in the conservative 

Midwest than in the more ethnically diverse Northeast.

Enninger argues, perhaps somewhat counter-intuitively, that 

Pennsylvania German exhibits more "vitality" [Vftalitat] than, say, Amish 

High German (AHG) because of the "structural instability" [strukturelfe 

Instabilitat] within the framework of Pennsylvania German's diachronic 

syntactic history, which allows it greater flexibility in dealing with the 

dominant language, i.e., American English. From these ideas, he further 

concludes that Amish High German, being reliant upon a body of "frozen 

Texts" [gefrorene Texte] as a prescriptive linguistic determinant is, 

therefore, actually closer to language death than is Pennsylvania 

German, even though AHG is more prescriptively aggressive. At this 

point, the issue seems to be merely a matter of philosophical 

perspective: Which avenue is more effective at preserving a given

speech island dialect, borrowing extensively from the dominant language, 

or remaining strictly pure and prescriptive in dialect application? 

Furthermore, does Pennsylvania German's "structural instability"

12 See Enninger (1985).
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indicate a core dissolution of the dialect or a more peripheral fraying, and 

to what degree is Pennsylvania German prescriptively flexible? The 

answers to these questions must lie somewhere between the 

"prescriptive" and "flexible" ends of the spectrum.

Neither prescriptive action nor "structural instability" seems to be 

the case for Concordia Low German, as there is no prescriptive text 

guiding its syntax -- save perhaps the grammar lessons created by 

Informant 1 which are more descriptive than prescriptive in nature - and 

little to no borrowing from English. However, the argument remains of 

interest in comparing the situations of Concordia Low German and 

Pennsylvania German because of the similarities of the "firm anchor" of 

daily dialect usage and the sudden cessation of dialect speaking within 

environments of formal instruction. Following Enninger's arguments, the 

instability of Pennsylvania German syntax allows it to grow and stretch 

to accomodate outside influences and interferences, thereby keeping 

itself more "alive." Hence, such should have also been the case with 

Concordia Low German, as it, too, was deeply rooted in its community 

both in social and religious contexts. The crux of the matter seems to be 

the political backdrop of both communities and the desire of the 

inhabitants to "fit in" with the dominant language group. The 

Pennsylvania Dutch sectarians such as the Amish have always been
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somewhat more socially isolated and protective of their ways than have 

the Concordians, though both groups are bound internally by strong 

sense of church and community. Thus, the desire of the Pennsylvania 

German to "fit in" with the dominant group has always been secondary 

to the need to belong to their own culture; unlike in Concordia where 

cultural traditions were already more similar to the dominant group from 

the beginning, making such transitions less difficult.

Enninger's assertions, though they may imply some cultural 

differences behind Concordia Low German and Pennsylvania German, fail 

to apply to Concordia Low German as he does not specifically account 

for the relative religio-cultural conservatism of the Pennsylvania Dutch 

and their self-imposed separatism from the modern world as a force in 

the retention of Pennsylvania German. One cannot, however, conclude 

from this instance that the linguistic effects of World War II were much 

greater in the Midwest than in the Pennsylvania German settlements of 

Pennsylvania as the number of variables is too great to warrant such 

certainty. The end effect was indeed the dislodging of the "firm anchor" 

of daily dialect use within the span of a few years in one community and 

not in the other.

Following Dressier (1981), the premise that a breakdown of the 

morphological rules that govern the formation of neologisms in a dialect
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is a signal of language death is also questionable with reference to 

Concordia Low German. Johnson (1994) reports the neologism 

geblacktoppt (meaning to asphalt a road) as an example of neologistic 

formation which still follows the rules of the Volga German dialect under 

study. Thus, the continuing application of the morphological rules of the 

dialect in order to create a neologism would, according to Dressler's 

arguments, only be considered a secondary precursor to language death 

as opposed to the total breakdown in word formation rules as a primary 

precursor. He suggests a spiraling effect by which productive word 

formation rules become unproductive as a natural function of the 

speakers' diminishing opportunities to speak the dialect and, because 

unproductive rules get lost, any recent neologisms cease to follow the 

rules. Lexicalization becomes rampant and the morphological 

transparency of derivatives increases to the point that the motivation to 

speak the dialect is reduced so drastically that the dialect ceases to be 

spoken - only remembered. At this point, the dialect has ceased to be 

productive and hence, it has ceased to exhibit Vita/itat and it dies.

Once again, Concordia Low German seems to flaunt this 

conventional logic. Although speakers of Concordia Low German report 

that, when the Concordia Low German word will not come to them, they 

merely insert an English word, this perception is not evident in the data.
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In other words, although the dialect is in its last generation of speakers, 

they seem to have full command of usage, and therefore no need to fall 

back on borrowing from English. It seems that Concordia Low German 

has skipped Dressler's intermediary steps in dialect death and will, with 

the death of the last speaker, move from fluency to non-existence in one 

moment. This author would suggest that Concordia Low German has 

experienced a slight modification of Dressler's "linguacide" which, rather 

than being a "brutally enforced" edict on the part of an outside force, 

has stemmed from within the subconscious of the speakers themselves, 

due to their merest perception of the national Zeitgeist during the first 

half of the twentieth century. The change in dialect usage frequency 

and social definitions of when and where the dialect was to be spoken 

became subtly ever more altered and limited as speakers' exposure to 

English slowly increased. Thus, with time, it simply became easier to 

use English in all language situations and Concordia Low German was 

put into storage by default. It is striking to note that, within a single 

speaker's lifetime, that person could experience a series of language 

events like the following:

1) learning Concordia Low German and using it exclusively for the

first decade of life;

2) slowly becoming bilingual over the next decade;
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3) supressing Concordia Low German ability slowly over the 

ensuing several decades;

4) rediscovering and reviving Concordia Low German usage in the 

last two decades of life.

There exists much literature on the subject of language 

maintenance and death in the Midwest by a number of different scholars 

representing the various immigrant groups of the nineteenth century. 

Jan Bender, professor at Lewis and Clark College, has written many 

works on the Germans in Nebraska,13 while Paul Schach, professor 

emeritus at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, has chosen language 

extinction in both German and Scandinavian immigrant groups from 

Manitoba to Texas for study.14 The patterns of language maintenance 

and death for communities of immigrants weave a consistent story of 

initial discrimination leading to reduction of dialect usage and eventual 

conformity with the dominant language group. As is demonstrated by 

Enninger's study, the multiplicity of reasons for language death is as 

individual as are the speech island communities themselves.

13 See Bender (1960) and Bender (1980)
14 See Schach (1953).
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Speaking the Dialect in Concordia

In contrast to the situation in St. Louis, the speaking and teaching 

of German in Concordia was only broken during the time between World 

Wars I and II by the arrival of a new teacher sent by the Missouri 

Lutheran Synod in 1936 to the local Lutheran school who did not speak 

German. Some informants who attended school during this time 

remembered all too well the abuse they took at his hands because they 

could not speak English. This was the first taste of discrimination for 

many and, according to one informant, they learned their English lessons 

very quickly for fear of corporal punishment. By the same token, the 

students could talk to one another without the teacher being privy to the 

conversation, which must have caused the teacher to seethe with 

frustration, allowing him a sense of personal justification for his 

treatment of the students. Though this event may not have seemed so 

important to the populace at the time, this author feels that it signaled a 

turning point in the history of the dialect and set the stage for its decline. 

Psychologically, with a good deal of the students' opportunity to speak 

German removed by force and rule, the reasons for passing the dialect 

on to future generations were undermined and the foundation of positive 

reinforcement for speaking the dialect began to erode. This 

psychological pressure coupled with the very real pressure imposed by
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society during and following World War I not to speak the "tongue of the 

enemy" dealt the final blow to the desire to pass the language on to 

successive generations. It was possibly the first time for many that they 

had ever been made to feel shame for having a German heritage and 

speaking the language of their forefathers. As one interviewee states, 

"some folks look down on it [German]," indicating the social stigma still 

attached to Low German today by some factions of non-supporters of 

the Hadn Tohopa.15

Under the "new teacher" the children began to discover the 

paradox of communicating with an "outsider": they discovered that they 

could not make themselves understood to the outside world and that the 

communicative ability they had always taken for granted within their 

community was now a hindrance in dealing with the rest of the country. 

The citizens of the United States were becoming increasingly mobile and 

had more contact with Concordia, while Concordia had better travel 

access to other parts of the United States via the Missouri Pacific 

railroad line between Sedalia and Myrick, with conncections to St. Louis 

and Kansas City. Later, Highway 40, now Interstate 70, would cut its

15 These 'factions' are, for the most part, not actively hindering the Hadn Tohopa, but 
rather passively boycotting functions and questioning why its members would want to 
dredge up the past, especially the language which caused their loyalties to be 
questioned and caused them some embarrassment with outsiders.
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stretch between St. Louis and Kansas City right through Concordia, 

ending the town's relative isolation.

Conversely, speaking Low German in a relatively isolated speech 

island had its advantages as well. The language, along with the 

Lutheran heritage of the local families, served to promote sentiments of 

cohesion among the members of the farming communities of Lafayette 

County that helped bind them together for over 150 years. This binding 

effect is expressed on a smaller scale in the story of the new teacher not 

being privy to his students' conversations. The shift from "overt" 

speech act to "covert" speech act on the part of the students reflects 

the shift in attitude of the entire community of speakers at the onset of 

World War II: a "forbidden" language moving underground, out of the 

public arena and into the private.

World War I did not appear to have as great an effect on the 

speaking of Low German in Concordia as did World W ar II, although the 

beginnings of discrimination were apparent during the period immediately 

following World War I. Many informants reported remembering the 

burning of the German Lutheran Church in Sweet Springs, a neighboring 

community considered primarily "English" in background. The church 

was burned along with its school and the temporary building used as a 

school thereafter because of the teaching, reading and writing of
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German.16 For 80 percent of the informants, however, the message 

appears to have been more subtle, as they report in their surveys having 

experienced no discrimination.17 The reasons for this came out in a most 

interesting discussion with a group of informants who almost 

unanimously concurred that they [Concordians] themselves were the 

ones who did the discriminating against outsiders. They all recollected 

how the Germans of the area bought out the "English" farmers one by 

one and sent them packing to Kansas City or Saint Louis to make their 

way in the big cities. According to all, the German settlers in the area 

were very self-sufficient, not dependent upon trade with outsiders save 

for the most necessary of items that could not be fashioned at home or 

obtained by barter with a neighbor.

18 Interestingly, one informant reports that the school was not burned by the "de 
Englischen' as was believed to be the case, but rather by members of the church's 
own congregation. He refuses to reveal names, but insisted that he has further 
knowledge of the crime, which he claims stemmed from the fear inside the community 
of Germans in Sweet Springs that questions were being raised about their loyalties to 
the United States. According to him, they burned the church and school and blamed the 
act on “die Englischen' in order to halt the teaching in German there, the perceived 
cause of 'outside' (possibly government) suspicion.
17 It should be noted here that oral discussions with some informants yielded 
recollections pertaining to specific instances of mild discrimination which may not have 
been considered serious enough to report.
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Frequency of Dialect Usage
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Based on responses to the survey questions and oral interviews, 

the decline in usage of the dialect occurred rapidly over the course of 

three generations as can be seen on the chart above.18 From the 

founding of Concordia in the 1830s until the 1920s Low German was 

the common language, spoken by many to the total exclusion of English. 

Hence, informants born in the 1920s and before have excellent 

command of the dialect and report having spoken it in the home and at 

school until the time around the beginning of World War II when they 

were told by their parents not to speak German in public any longer. At 

this point, dialect usage at school and on the streets experienced a sharp

18 Percentage figures for the charts are subjective approximate projections meant only as 
a relative gauge of proficiency. They do not represent hard data from those time 
periods. The assumption is that dialect-primary speakers are 100%  proficient and that 
proficiency drops as English replaces the dialect as the primary language.
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decline while home and work usage remained high. This trend continued 

for approximately fifty years and forced the use of Concordia Low 

German out of public areas and back into the home. Many members of 

the generation born during this period report understanding "some to 

well" but speaking "little to none." It was also at this time that the 

women of Concordia became the primary retainers of the language. As 

the men toiled relatively unaccompanied in the fields during the day, the 

women had more opportunities for social contact where the language 

could be spoken with neighbors and friends.

Projected Decline in Proficiency over Time
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90 --

80 --
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This trend led to the present gender differences in speaking 

abilities among informants expressed in the chart above.19 Women

19 See note 15.
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interviewed have retained the language better in most instances than

have the men, with few  exceptions, in part because, as daughters raised

in a traditional environment, most stayed home and helped their mothers

during the day. After marriage, husbands went to work in the fields with

loud heavy machinery, which does not lend itself well to open

conversation; while the women worked at home or went into town and

consequently had more opportunities to converse about a variety of

20subjects. Therefore, in determining a critical year for Concordia Low 

German, this difference could be taken into account and critical years 

assessed for both genders. The female critical year would then fall later 

than the male critical year, though the critical year determination for both 

genders, would fall between 1930 and 1940, with the female critical 

year closer to 1940 and the male critical year closer to 1930. In families 

where the prior generation of non-nuclear family members lived in the 

same household, the critical year for both genders would be somewhat 

later, the children learning German in order to communicate with the 

proximate relative or relatives. One male interviewee born during this 

period, considered the youngest true speaker of the dialect by the other 

informants, has a very good understanding of the dialect and reports

20 The term 'critical year,' as defined by J. Neale Carman, refers to the approximate last 
year in which the dialect was used in 50%  of households with children. Hence, children 
born after the critical year are less likely to have been exposed to the dialect on any
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having spoken the dialect at home growing up; but his language 

synthesis is greatly dependent upon having a speaker-response21 

environment to guide his construction. Hence, he has difficulty 

producing the Wenker sentences in isolation, but he is able to relate full- 

length anecdotes and jokes that he remembers from his childhood very 

fluently and has, because of this talent, been accorded the informal role 

of "humor preservationist" for the group. Based on informal interviews 

with several children -- now in college -- of this generation of fluent 

speakers, the younger generation has no dialect knowledge apart from 

understanding the occasional phrase used around the home.

As would be expected, the introduction of radio and television into 

the homes of Lafayette County residents must also be considered as 

playing a major role in the decline of Low German usage and the 

consequent acceleration of English into position as the primary language 

of choice. The lack of German programming became another reason that 

the young people never felt the need to learn German - another signal 

that the world outside of their area spoke a different language and would 

refuse to yield and learn their dialect. A great many of the residents

meaningful level. They may be able to understand or even use phrases, but typically do 
not generate spontaneous structures with any proficiency.
211 have used the term “speaker-response environment' to denote an environment of 
free conversation containing at least one other speaker of Concordia Low German upon 
whose contextual cues the above-mentioned informant may 'feed .'
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interviewed, especially those in outlying areas, have satellite dishes in 

their yards for television reception as they, like most Americans, have 

participated in the beginning technological age. Such overpowering 

influences may become responsible for the influx of English terminology 

into the dialect. As one informant stated, if a word is not known or does 

not exist in the dialect, one is borrowed from English and 

"Germanized."22 This borrowing is not unexpected, as it occurs in most 

(if not all) instances where languages come in contact with one another; 

but it is one of the markers that can signal the death of a dialect in an 

isolated speech island environment surrounded by a dominant language.

In final analysis, the Low German dialect of Concordia, Missouri, is 

on the verge of extinction. The beginning of the decline can be traced to 

the period during and following World War I and continuing through the 

two decades that followed (critical year approximately 1935), a time 

when the use of the dialect became restricted to the home environment 

and gradually faded. The resurrection of the dialect that has occurred 

within the last decade comes in part as a response to the dissolution of 

the community and the disappearance of family farming culture in favor 

of corporate farming concerns.

22 This is the case as reported, though no good examples of actual borrowings have 
surfaced in normal dialect usage.
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In his work on the Volga German dialect of Ellis County, Kansas, 

Johnson cited four reasons for the decline and death of that dialect as 

follows:

1) loss of a self-contained community tied together by a local 

dialect;

2) loss of desire to maintain cultural identity through the German 

language;

3) lack of formal institutions to support the use of the German 

language;

4) outside pressure to assimilate into the English-speaking 

American cultural mainstream.

There are many superficial similarities, both concrete and 

existential, between the Volga Germans of Ellis County and the Low 

Germans of Concordia in the sense that both are primarily rural farming 

cultures with many of the same types of concerns for the future 

involving collective ideals of community and livelihood and perceived 

threats to both. Both communities are becoming increasingly unsure of 

their futures as the younger generation departs with no plans of 

returning to farming, leaving the family-run operations there open to 

corporate farming concerns poised to move in for the kill. Soon, the 

older generation will be gone with fewer and fewer to replace it, the
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populations will dwindle, and the towns will shrink to a minimal 

population.

It is, however, the differences between these two groups of 

German-speakers that are more striking, not the least of which is location 

relative to population centers. Ellis County lies in west central Kansas 

off of Interstate 70, several hour's drive from any major population 

center; while Concordia, also on 1-70, is within an hour's drive from 

Kansas City, Missouri. Hence, the Volga Germans of Ellis County are 

much more isolated and rural in comparison with the Low Germans of 

Concordia. The point of making an attempt at dialect preservation via 

the formation of organizations such as theater groups, choirs, and the 

like is completely lost in a more insular, more subsistence-oriented 

agricultural population. The main focus in such groups is on existence 

rather than enrichment. Furthermore, tensions between Catholic and 

Protestant (predominantly English) villages, stemming from the 

maintenance and eventual repeal of the non-intermarriage policies of the 

Catholic Volga Germans, as reported by Johnson, are not present in 

Concordia due primarily to the Lutheran homogeneity of that region. The 

religious differences between nearby communities in Ellis County have 

led to competition with and suspicion of each other which, in turn, has 

generalized to suspicion of all outsiders and of the government. These
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aspects of Ellis County communities, which are not present in Concordia, 

represent social structures that developed in the years following World 

Wars I and II, and which have hindered the retention, usage and chances 

for rehabilitation of the Volga German dialect.

Thus, in contrast to Johnson's reasons for dialect decline and 

extinction, only reason number four, 'outside pressure to assimilate into 

the English-speaking American cultural mainstream," seems to have any 

bearing on the current situation in Concordia.23 Reason one, "loss of a 

self-contained community tied together by a local dialect," was never the 

case in Concordia, because many of the decendants of the families 

which originally settled in the area in the 1830s are still residing in 

Concordia. In fact, Concordia's attempts at reviving interest in the 

language are in direct opposition to reasons one through three, though it 

is most probably too late for a successful re-establishment of the dialect 

without the installation of a program for teaching it to the young children 

of the town.

23 See Johnson's chapter (1995) on language death for more on Schoenchen dialect 
extinction.
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Chapter 7

The Marketing of Concordia Low German

The original idea for the Low German club (called Plattdeutsche 

Hadn Tohopa - Low German Hearts Together) stemmed from the club 

activities of the Low German community of Cole Camp, Missouri, about 

an hour's drive southeast of Concordia. According to informants in 

Concordia, Cole Camp began its club approximately two years prior to 

the inception of Concordia's club in 1990. Some of the residents of 

Concordia were aware of the activities of the Cole Campers and 

approached them about beginning their own club based on the example 

of the Cole Camp club. Because of the nature of these beginnings, 

relatively strong ties have developed between the Concordians and Cole 

Campers, and each regularly attends the functions of the other, often 

using these functions as an opportunity to announce an upcoming event 

in the neighboring community. Further, the members of both clubs take 

yearly field trips to Low German conventions and celebrations such as 

the one in Davenport, Iowa, in September 1995.

This genesis is particularly interesting in light of Johnson's 

research on the Volga Germans of Ellis County, Kansas, and the
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communities of Schoenchen and Peiffer in particular. According to 

Johnson (1994), each community has a strong sense of "in-group 

affiliation" associated with being a member of the German-speaking 

community in one's hometown even though the differences between 

dialects are negligible. This in-group affiliation leads to competitive and 

often antagonistic relations between members of each community 

toward the members of the other, a fact still evidenced today in many 

facets of life such as high school athletics, family ties and marriages, 

derogatory terminology (each has terms for the other), and agricultural 

endeavors.

The explanation of this rivalry most probably lies in the pre

existing traditional village rivalries left over from their ancestral times in 

Germany and Russia. These lingering rivalries do not exist between Cole 

Camp and Concordia. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note the effect of 

each environment in terms of the other. Both the Volga and Low 

German dialects will die within a generation, but the nature of those 

deaths will be vastly different.

Ellis County's dialect will die mostly forgotten and, save for Keel, 

Johnson and Carman, recorded late in its life cycle due in part to the 

more suspicious, reserved nature of the speakers and the relative social 

isolation of each of the communities. Concordia's and Cole Camp's
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dialects will die having experienced a renaissance of sorts in their own 

communities, having become a source of pride and cohesion among 

community members - pride which shows in their level of cooperation 

with this project.

Although the Low German club of Concordia currently carries 45 

active members, most of whom are senior citizens, there are factions 

within the community that have felt a sense of persecution about being 

German-Americans since the 1930s. These factions do not support nor 

do they believe in what the Low German club is attempting to preserve 

and accomplish in Concordia; and, although they make little or no 

attempt to hinder the activities of the others, they make no effort to 

attend the functions as well, passively making their opinions known. 

Feelings run from indifference to hostility, some simply questioning why 

anyone would be interested in reviving that part of their heritage and 

some openly stating that, because they are now Americans, that part of 

the past must be forgotten. One can only surmise from such 

conversations that many of these people felt the sting of discrimination 

at some point in the past and do not want to be reminded of those 

experiences.

Concordia markets itself much in the same manner as Cole Camp, 

with its German club being responsible for many of the festivities
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throughout the year. The major festival for the Plattdeutsche Hadn 

Tohopa is their Low German Theater Weekend, which offers theater skits 

and sketches on Friday and Saturday evenings at the Concordia 

Community Center usually in October or early November. Turnout for 

the event is usually around 200 for the two days and, beginning in 1995, 

the presentation was accompanied by a catered meal and billed as a 

"Dinner Theater" which appeared quite successful. The presentation 

itself is a mixture of choral performances by the club's chorus with an 

interspersion of skits and story-telling, jokes, and local color plots lasting 

around two hours. The greeters, whose jobs are to distribute programs, 

are Little Miss Wunderbar and Little Mister Wunderbar, elected by a 

contest held in the town park where different questions are posed to and 

answered by the contestants, ages usually six to twelve.

A further town heritage event are the Wunderbar Days during 

which one event per month is presented. Some examples of past events 

include a Bushwhacker raid reenactment, an antique car show, and a 

Maypole dance in the park. All of these events are sponsored by the 

Concordia Chamber of Commerce.

Driving through the downtown itself, from the exit off o f Interstate 

70 to the far end of town on the road to Knob Noster, one first notices 

the cut-out plywood figures that line the main street, females in
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traditional Bavarian dress and men wearing Lederhosen and traditional 

Bavarian hats. The paradox of a Low German heritage represented by 

Bavarian symbols is not immediately apparent to those passing through 

or to those unaware of the differences between Bavarian and Low 

German cultures, but to the knowledgeable observer it is obvious. When 

asked to explain why Bavarian symbols were chosen, the answer was 

pragmatic: most Americans are familiar with these symbols and

recognize them readily as German in origin; while the symbols that might 

be used to specifically represent the culture of northern Germany are not 

readily apparent as German to many Americans.

The second overt marker of the German heritage of the town is 

the naming of the local businesses on the main street with German 

terms. The newspaper office is called "Die Zeitung," the flower shop 

states "Blumen," the town hall is "Das Rathaus," and at the south end of 

town is the "Feuerwehr" and so forth for the four-block length of the 

main street. It is interesting that Modern Standard German was chosen 

for these designations instead of the local Low German, but 

understandable since the written form of the dialect has no real 

standardized spelling system. Furthermore, the standard language would 

be recognizable to anyone with even basic German language familiarity 

upon passing through as unmistakably German. These figures and signs
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mark the town as having a German heritage to all those who pass 

through, including those just pulling off of the freeway for fuel. The 

hope is that those who are interested in the character of the town will 

stop and look around and possibly return for a town event.

Conclusion

Concordia, Missouri, is not unlike many rural farming towns in 

America in its sense of pride, of community, of heritage, and, 

unfortunately, of impending loss. The attempt has been made, with this 

document, to preserve one aspect of what the citizens of Concordia 

would like remembered about the uniqueness of their community's 

history and its roots. One may think it interesting, in coldly academic 

terms, to research such things as speech-island dialects, or socio-cultural 

interactions, or vestigal economic sub-strata, or the like in any given 

number of similar small towns sprinkled across the map; and in a very 

clinical, analytical way, to produce some conclusions worthy of 

publication in some high-flown journal. But once again the mission has 

failed; the most human aspect of preservation -- perhaps one which 

could never be captured by an outsider looking in -  has been 

overlooked: the moment of generations changing hands, and the passing 

of a way of life.
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Plattdeutsch Gottesdeenst *
(Low German Divine Service)

Dat anfangt Musik

Grusen un wat bekannt to maken is.

Gemeen seegt dat Gloria P a tri

Prelude

Greetings and Announcements

Pastor:

Ehr wees den Vatter un den Sdhn un den Hilligen Geest, as dat wdrr in ’n Anfang, 
nu un all de Daag un von evig Tiet to evig TieL Amen.

Kyrie eleison. Kyrie eleison.
Gemeen: Herr, erbarm di doch! Lord, have mercy on us!
P asto r: Christe eleison. Christe eleison.
Gemeen: Christus, erbarm di doch! Christ have mercy on us!
Pastor: Kyrie eleison. Kyrie eleison.
Gemeen: Herr, erbarm di bver us! Your mercy be upon us!
Pastor: In di, lebe Gott, is us Hoffnung! In you, dear God. is our hope!

C hor: Singt een Leed: Alleen Gott in de Hddchd de Ehr A ll G lory Be to God on High

1. Alleen Gott in de Hddchd de Ehr 
un Dank fdr all sien Gnaaden, 
doriim dat nu un nummermehr 
us rdhren kann keen Schaaden. 
Een goot Gefalln Gott an us hett, 
de us to Segen kaamen lett; 
all Stried hett nu een Ennen.

/yyie* * /

Wi laavt di, pries di, bedt di an, 
dien Ehr singt wi mit Danken, 
iim dat du, Gott, von Anfang an 
regeerst alleen ahn Wanken.
Nich uttometen is dien Macht,
dat kummt, as du’t hest wullt un dacht,
woll us, wi sund dien Kinner.

a *

3. 0  Jesus Christus, Gott sien SChn, 
ut Gnaaden Minsch us worden, 
de du fdr all wullt Heiland ween, 
de hier in Siinn verlooren.
Hest geven di in diiiister Noot, 
bust fdr us storven bittern Dood: 
Schenk du us dien Erbarmen!

4. 0  Hilligen Geest, du hddchste Goot, 
von Gott ddrch Jesus geven. 
schenk du us Glooven schenk us Moot 
stiiiir du us’ Christenleven:
Bring du tosaamen dien Gemeen. 
laat us in Freden een bi een 
nu Gott sien Riek hier booen!

Pastor: De Herr Gott wees mit jo. The Lord God be with you.
Gemeen: Sien Wohrheit mit di. His truth be with you.
Pastor: Laat us behen ... Let us pray.
Gemeen: Amen.

Pastor: De Lesung The readings

Gott maakx Himmel un Eer 1 Mose 1, 1-5 God created heaven and earth Genesis 1:1—5

Ganz in den Anfang hett Gott Himmel un Eer m aakt Un up de Eer see dat duster un wddst ut, un 
Over dat Water wdrr dat stickendiiuster: Aver Gott sien Geest swev Over de Floot.
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Do seh Gott: “Dat schalJ hell warm!” Un m it een Slag wdrr dat hell. Un Gott see, dat dat Licht 
goot wdrr. Do maak Gott een Scheed twischen dat Licht un de Duiistemis. Un Gott nddm dat Licht 
“Dag,” un de Duiistemis nddm he “Nacht." So wdrr dat Abend un Moin: en eerste Dag.

Na Gott sien B ild  1 Mose 1,26-31 After God's own image Genesis 1:26-31

Do seh Gott: “Laat us Minschen maaken na use egen Bild! Se schiillt de Herren warm dver de 
Fisch in de See un dver de Vagel unner den Himmel un dver dat Vee un dat Wildvee in de wide Feld 
un dver dat Kruupschiitt, wat up de Eer krupen deit.” Un Gott maak den Minsch na sien Bild— na 
G ott sin Bild hett he em maakt; un he maak ehr as Mann un Fro. Un Gott segen ehr un seh: “Nu 
weest fruchtbar un breet jo ut; denn de Eer schall vull vun Minschen warm! Un bringt alles in jo 
Gewalt un regeert dver de Fisch in de See un dver de Vagel in de Luft un dver all de Dinger, de up de 
Eer krupt un sik tummeln doot!”

Un Gott seh den noch: Ik geev nu in jo Hand all dat Kruut, wat goot to eten is up de ganze Eer, 
un all de Bddm, de Frucht bringt un dor de Kum in. Dor schullt ji vun leven! Un fdr all dat Wildvee 
in de wide Feld un fdr all de Vagel in de Luft un fdr all dat Lebennige. wat up de Eer krupen deit, is 
dat Kruut dor. Dat schullt se to’n Leven hebben!” Un Gott see alls an, wat he maakt harr. un he miisz 
seggen: dat wdrr gans goot! So wdrr dat Abend un Moin: en soszte Dag.

De eerste Sunn 1 Mose 3, 1-7 The f irs t sin Genesis 3:1-7

Un de Slang wdrr listiger as all de Dinger up de Feld, de Gott maakt harr. Un se seh to de Fro: 
Segg mal! Is dat wuridich so? Hett Gott seggt: ji ddrft nich vun all de Bddm in den Gaam eten?" Do 
seh de Fro to de Slang: “Gewiss ddrft wi eten vun de Appeln, de an de Bddm in den Gaam waszt. 
Blosz vun de Appeln an den Boom, de merm in den Gaam steit—hett Gott seggt— . daar schullt ji 
nicht vun eten. De Ddrft ji ok nich anreken; denn just gung ji doot."

Do seh de Slang to de Fro: Och, snack doch nich so! Wariim schull he dat wull seggt hebben! Ji 
warm nich staven. Use Herr Gott weet ganz goot: an den Dag. wo ji daar vun eten doot, maakt ji grote 
Ogen, un denn weet ji just so as Gott siilben. wat goot un wat slecht is."

So see de Fro, wat fdr een herrlich boom dat wdrr un dat de Appeln goot smecken wdrm; un se 
neem sik dar een vun. leet sik dat goot smecken un geev ehm Mann en Stuck af, un he probaat dat 
ok.

Do maken de beiden grote Ogen, un se marken. dat se nakelt wurm. Un se neiten sik Bledem vun 
den Giftboom tohopen un maken sik jedereen een Kleed.

D at Evangelium  The Gospel

Dat Evangelium as Johannes dat vertellt hett in Dat 3 Kapitel. 13-17 John 3:13-17

Keen een is noch na’n Himmel rupgahn. de nich vdrher vun’n Himmel hendaalkaam is. un dat is 
de Minchensdhn! So as Mose de Slang in de Wddst uphung hett. so schall ock de Minschensdhn 
uphung warm, dat jedereen, de an em gldven deit, in cm ewiges Leven kriggt. Denn so’n leev hett 
Gott de Welt hatt, dat he sin eenzigen Sdhn hergaven dS; denn he wull, dat jedereen, de an em gldven 
deit, nich verlom geit, sunner dat ewig Leven kriggt. Den Gott hett den Sdhn nich in de Welt schickt, 
dat he dwer de Welt Gericht holen schull. Ne. de Welt schall ddrch em Sicht warm.
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De Wiehnachten Geschicht as Lukas dat vertellt hett in D at 32 Kapitel, 1-20  Luke 2:1—20

In diisse Tied kaam von den Kaiser Augustus een Order rut, dat jedereen sick in de Stiiiirlisten
inschrieben schull. Diit wdrr gans wat Nies— dat wdrr to’n ersten Mai ddr(ch)gahn— un doraols wdrr
Kyrenius Stattholer dwer Syrien. Ja, jedereen mak sick denn ock up de Reis na sin Heimatstadt un leet 
sick anschrieben. So gung ock Josef von GalilSa ut de Stadt Nazareth na Judaa, na David sin 
Heimatstadt—de heet Bethlehem— denn he hdr to David sin Verwandtschaft un Familie un woll sick 
anschrieben laten mit Maria, de em antruut wdrr. Un de schull Moder warm. As se nu dor worm, 
kaam de Tiet, dat se to Iiggen kaam schull. Un se broch ehm irsten Sdhn to Welt un wickel em in 
Windeln un 12 em in een Kriipp; denn se harm siinst keen Platz in de Harbarg.

Un nu Worm in desiilben Gegend Schepers buten up de Feld. De holen Nachts bi de Nachtuul de 
Wiak. Un wat passeer? Mit een Mai stunn den Herm sin Engel vdr jum. un use Herrgodd sin 
Herrlikeit liicht dwer jum up. So verjagen se sick bennaa. Un de Engel seh tojiim: “Jedock jo keen 
Angst! Ne, en grote Freud heff ick ju to vertellen— un all de Lii schiillt dat to weien kriegen—denn 
for ju is vdrdaag de Heiland bom. De Herr Christus is dat, in David sin Stadt. Un dat schall for ju dat 
Gleeken ween: ji wull’n dat Kind finn’n, inwickelt in Windeln, un liggen deit he in en Kriipp."

Un knapp harr he’t seggt, do sweven iim den Engel en grote Swaam von use Herrgott sin 
Hoffsteed. De loben Gott un sungen:

“Lddv un Ehr da baben fdr use Herrgott 
un Freden hier nerm up de Eer for de Lii. 
de dat hartlich meent un de gooten Willn hett!"

Un as de Engel wedder to’n Himmel forhn dan. do sch’n de Scheper een to'n annen: "Nu lat us 
flink rdverlopen na Bethlehem un diisse Geschichtc seen, de dor passeert is un de de Herr us bekannt 
makt hett!" Un se eilen sick bennaa un funn’n Maria un Josef, dorto ock dat Kind, dat wurkli in en 
Kriipp leegt. Un as se dat seen harm, do vertelln se overall, wat jum vun diit Kind seggt wdrr. Un alle 
Lu, de dat to Ohm kaam, wunnem sick dver dat, wat de Schepers vertellt harm.

Maria aver behdll all diisse Wddr un leet ehr sick iimmer wedder ddrch dat Hart gahn.

Un de Schepers gung toriig vuller Gotlldov dwer all dat, wat se hort un seen hanm. Dat wdrr all’s 
genau so. as jiim dat vertellt wdrr.

P astor:de Gemeen bekennt den Glodven: The Apostles’ Creed
Gemeen: Ik glddv an Gott, den Vatter

he alleen is allm2chdig.
He hett Himmel un Eer ut nix weem Laten.

Ik glddv an Jesus Christus,
Gott sienen eenzigen Sdhn. usen Herm.
He is Minsch woom ddr den Hellegen Geest
vun de Jungfroo Maria,
hett leeden un is an’t Kriiiiz slaan
unner Pontius Pilatus,
is storben un to Grab brocht,
dahlfddhrt nah dat Dodenriek.
He is den driidden Dag opstahn vun de Doden 
un is upfodhrt nah’n Himmel.
Dor sitt he an de rechte Sied vun Gott,
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den allmSchdigen Vatter.
Vun dor kommt he wedder,
Gericht to hollen
Over de Lebennigen un Over de Doden.

Ik glddv an den Hellegen Geest,
Een hellege christliche Kaik,
de Gemeende vun de Hellegen,
ik glddv, dat de Siinden vergeven weerd,
dat de Doden opstaht,
un dat ewig Leben geven weerd. Amen.

Gemeen singt een Leed vor de Praken

1. Wit Gott Deit, dat is alltiet goot. 
nah sien Woort will ik leben
he packt de Sack all rechtig an. 
hett mi veel Leevde geven.
He is mien Gott, de ok in Noot 
mi woll weet to erholen.
An em will ik mi holen.

2. Wit Gott Deit, dat is alltiet goot. 
he will mi nich bedregen,
un brengt mi weer up ’t rechte Padd, 
is mal mien Goot utgeven.
Hebb ik ok Schuld, he hett Geduld, 
will all mien Ungliickwennen.
Sieri Gootdoon will nich ennen.

Pastor: Praken

De Apostelgeschicht' as Lukas dat vertellt hett

Sermon hymn

3. Wit Gott Deit, dat is alltiet goot, 
he is mien Liicht un Leben, 
de mi nix Schlechtes andoon kann. 
ik will mi nah em geven.
In Noot un Dood meent he dat goot, 
un bo ik mal an’t Klagen,
Iett he mi nich verzegen.

Wit Gott Deit, dat is alltiet goot. 
drum will ik bi em blieben, 
un is dat duuster urn mi to. 
sien Liicht kann’t all verdrieven.
Du bust de Sunn, un kummt mien Stiinn, 
deist du de Dddr mi open.
Ja, dorup will ik hoffen.

Sermon

in Den 2 Kapittel, 1-17 Acts 2:1-17

As nu de Pingstdag dor wdrr, do seeten se all’ tohop un luem up dat. wat nu kamn schull. Un dat 
duer nich lang, do fiing dat an to susen un to brusen vun’n Himmel her. grad so as wenn en Storm 
upkiimmt, un in dat ganse Huus, wo se seeten, wdrr dat to spdm. Se kreegn ock Tung to sehn, as 
wenn dat Fiierflammen warn. Se versammeln sick wedder, un up jedeneen vun ehr sett sick een dal. 
Un se wOrm all’ vull von Hellegen Geest, un se fung an un snacken in annere Sprachen, grad as de 
Geest ehr dat ingifft, dat ut to spreken.

\ Nu wahnten in Jerusalem allerhand Juden, de dat mit ehm Gloven, ganz genau nahmen un frdher
' in’t Utland levgt harm. Overall, wo dat Minschen gifft iinnem Himmel. De kOdm. as dat Bmsen
j losgung, in groten Swarm tohop un maken grote Ogen; denn jedereen hdr, as se grad in sin Sprock

snacken d2n. Un se wiissen nich, wat se dorto seggn schulln un wunnem sik banna un sehn: “ Wodenn 
geit dat to? Sund diisse all’, de dor snacken dot, nich ut Galilaa? Wodenn is dat doch blosz mdgli, dat 
wi jiim hdm un verstahn dot jedereen in sin Moderspruck, in de wi gebom sund? Dor sund Parther 
un Meder un Elamiter, un denn weke, de in Mesopotamien un Judaa un Kappadokien, in Pontus un 
Asien, Phrygien un Pamphylien, Agypten un in de Gegend vun Libyen bi Kyrene to huus sund, ock 
de Rdmers, de sik hier anbuut hett, Juden un so’n Lii, de diissen Glowen annahmen hett, Kreter un
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Araber—wi hOrt jum snacken in use Moderspruck vun all’ dat Grote un Wunnerbaar, dat Gott dan 
hett?”— Ja. se kreegn wiirkli gans dat swiegen un wussen nich. wat se dorto seggn schulln. Un de Een 
seh to den Annem: “Wat hett dat bloots up sik?" Annere aver maken sik spaasz un sehn: “Ach. de 
sund bi drinken! Hebbt toveel Wien hart!”

Do aver stiinn Petrus mit de Olben up un sa luuthals to jiim: “Jiidische Landlii un all ji BOrgers 
vun Jerusalem! Dat schullt ji doch weten, un wat ick nu segg. dat markt ji! Diisse Lii hier sund all 
anner as verdrunken! Dat is doch ock irst Klock negn un ist nichmal up’n Vdrmiddag! Na dat denk 
jo man nich! Aver nu will ick jo seggen: Nu is dat angahn, wat de Profet Joel mal seggt hett:

“ Wenn de letzte Tiet kummt— so seggt Gott— . denn geev ick vun min Geest ut up all Fleesch.”

A ngeven Offering
(Offering plates have been placed in the church narthex, and in the school auditorium where 
refreshments will be served following the service. All donations received will be used to meet 
expenses for this service and to encourage use of the Low German language.

C hor: Singt een Leed Gott, Us' Gott. Wi Roopt D i To (Holy God, We Praise Thy Name)

1. Gott, us Gott. wi roopt di to. 
hdr us behen, hdr us singen!
Vfir di staht wi. Mann und Froo. 
all us Dandschuld di to bringen:
Du bust Gott un du bust Herr,
di hdOrt Himmel. Luft un Eer!

2. Sunn un Maand regeert dien Hand; 
all de Steem rdppst du bi Namen. 
Du throonst (jwer See un Land, 
lettst de Minschen gahn un kamen. 
Dusend, dusend Johr vergaht 
ewig fast steiht bloots dien Raad.

3. All wat di tosingen kann,
all de Engel hooch in’n Himmel. 
stimmt mit us dat Dankleed an, 
di alleen de Ehr to geven:
Help us, Herr, ut all us’ Nood.
Du alleen bust goot un groot.

4. Grote Gott in’n Himmel hooch. 
Herr, wi liggt vdr di op Kneen.
Du biist Herr un Kdnig noch; 
wat du wullt, dat mutt geschehen. 
Sitt wi ok in duster Nacht,
du steihst hooch un hOllst de Wacht.

Let us pray. 
W: pray The Lord’s Prayer

Dien Naam wees helleg.
Dien Riek kaam.
Dien Will laat warm
so as in’n Himmel so ok up de Eer
Us’ DSSglich Broot giff us vondaag.
Un vergiff us use Schuld,
as wi ok vergeevt wat de us schiillig sund.
Un laat us nich versdchen warm.
Un maak us loos von dat Bbdse.
Denn di hbdrt dat Riek un de Kraft 
un de Herrlichkeit in Evigkeit. Amen.

Pastor: Laat us behen ...
Wi Beden dat use Vatter:

Gemeen: Use Vatter in’n den Himmel,
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Pastor: Gott sien Freden gah nu m it jo! 
Gem een: Gott, den Vatter wees Dank un Ehr!
Pastor: segent de Gemeen

De Herr sege di un bewahr di, 
de Herr kiek di frundlich an 
un wees goot mit di.
De Herr holl sien Hand Over di 
un geeft di Freide. Amen.

G o d ’s peace now go with you! 
To God the Father be thanks and praise! 

The pastor blesses the congregation

The Lord bless thee and keep thee. 
The Lord make His face shine upon 

thee and be gracious unto thee. 
The Lord lift up His countenance 

upon thee and give thee peace.

Gemeen seggt een lesde Vers:

Glokken von’n Karktoom 
roopt (jver dat Ddrp hin, 
se seggt den Siinndag an, 
laadt us to Kark in:
Se roopt in Huus un Stall, 
se roopt de Minschen all: 
Kaamt, latt mit Dank un Sang 
nu Gott us ehren!

* The vowels in the Low German script are treated phonetically as they are in the High German. 
The “a” is pronounced “ah”; “e” is pronounced “a”; “i” is pronounced “e"; "o” is 
pronounced “o”; “u” is pronounced “ooh”; “ ie" is pronounced “e” and “ei” is pronounced 
“ i ” .

* * * * * * * * *
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Program from Low German Theater Weekend in
Concordia, Missouri

€£oncort»ia rsf 
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f)re<icnti tlje 0ixt|| Annual

SSuttberbat @;oitcotbia.

Soto (Zermatt ^eattc
Saturday, October 7, 1995 6:00pm 

Dinner Theater

Sunday, October 8, 1995 2:OOpm 
Matinee — Theater only

Concordia Community Center 
802 Gordon Street, Concordia, MO

The Concordia Plattdeutsche Hadn Tohopa Club (Lou/ German Club) is proud  
to present the sixth annual Low German Theatre. The purpose o f  the Theatre 
is  to promote. preserve, and enjoy the Low German Language as w e ll as our 
German Heritage. We hope you have a most enjoyable nme r

Sponsored b y :
C on cord ia  C ham ber o f  C om m erce
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Program from Low German Theater Weekend in
Concordia, Vtissouri (inside)
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Program from Low German Theater Weekend in
Concordia. Missouri (back)
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Transcriptions of Wenker Sentences in Concordia Low German

1. /de droegan bleja de flaij heruma in vintar/ 'In the winter the dry 

leaves fly around in the air.'

2. /dat vaeja dat virt betar wen dat (et) estma ophoert ta snaian/ 'It will 

soon stop snowing, then the weather will get better again.'

3. /du ma en badan koila in de amb dat de melk anfarj to koxan1/ 'Put 

coals into the stove, so that the milk will start to boil soon.'

4. /de goa kerl de is in dat is doibrogan mit zin pert an is in dat kola 

wotar feln/ 'The good old man broke through the ice with his horse and 

fell into the cold water.'

5. /foa fai o_a zes vegan is hai stowaban/ 'He died four or six weeks 

ago.'

1 Informants 3 and 5 realize /koxan/ as /kogan/.
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6. /dat fYr vas to hait so is de koxan2 swart brent an de onastan zida/ 

'The fire was too hot. The cakes are burned black on the bottom.'

7. /hai et zin aia ima ona zalt an pepa/ 'He always eats his eggs without 

salt and pepper.'

8. /mina foidan de dot so ve ik  gleva ik hef de afgaon/ 'M y feet hurt so 

much. I believe, I have walked them off.'

9. /ik was bi de frao on hef et eja zegt on ze zekt za vol dat to eja daxta 

zegan/ 'I was at the woman's and told it to her and she said, she wanted 

to tell it to her daughter too.'

10. /dat vil ik  salaiva ni vea daon/ 'I also don't want to do it ever 

again.'

11. /ik  sloa di oma de oran mit an hoeltan laspal du lemal/ 'I am going to 

hit you around the ears with a wooden spoon, you monkey.'

2 Informants 3 and 5 realize /koxan/ as /kogan/.
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12. /vo gaist du hin Jut vi m it di gaon/ 'Where are you going? Should 

we go with you?'

13. /de tian de zint slsxt3/ 'The times are bad.'

14. /min lYva kint blif hia Yntan de goza de bit di to doa/ 'My dear child, 

stay down here. Those mean geese will bite you to death.'

15. /du has fadawga dat maista lernt an has di? gut biheft du kanst flai?t 

fraia na hus gaon as di andarn/ 'You learned the most today and were 

well-behaved. You may go home earlier than the others.'

16. /du bis ni? grot ganok dain gansan vinbotal Isdi? to mokan du mas 

ersma an baedan vasan an gretar vs^an/ 'You aren't big enough to drink a 

whole bottle of wine. You have to grow some more first and get bigger.'

17. /ersta so got an zex dina swesta se Jol dat naian fsrti? mogan fo_a 

dina motar dat rain mogan kan mit an bersta/ 'Go be so good and tell

3 Informant 1 realizes /slBxt/ as /sle?t/.
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your sister she should finish sewing the clothes for your mother and 

clean them with a brush.'

18. /hsst du den betar kint dan vs„a dat ala betar utkoman an hai vewa 

nox betar af vezan/ 'If only you had known him! Things would have 

turned out differently and he would be better o ff.'

19. /vea het min koaf flai/ stoln/ 'Who stole my basket of meat?'

20. /hai stelt zik an as ven har hYrt vas fo„a dat der/an oba dai has.-^ant 

fowa zik zelbs don/ 'He acted as if they had hired him for the threshing, 

but they did it themselves'

21. /ven hat he dat kajijta vatelt/ 'To whom did he tell the story?'

22. /du most gans lua koian anas kan hai di nigt faston/ 'One must 

shout loudly, otherwise he doesn't understand.'

23. /vi zint taiart4 an dostig/ 'We are tired and thirsty,'

4 Informant 3 realizes /moia/ instead of /taiart/.
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24. /als vi gestarn aman na hus koYmn ws^an de ala in bst an sloYpan/ 

'When we got home last night, the others were already lying in bed and 

were fast asleep.

25. /de sne blif bi uzan plats ofa grunt gsstan omt famo^an isa ala vega/ 

'The snow at our place stayed on the ground last night, but it melted this 

morning.'

26. /hinda uz hus da stont drai Jena apalbomz mit lYt/ja roa apals/ 

'Behind our house stand three beautiful little apple trees with little red 

apples.'

27. /toifma an omlik dsn go„an vi ala mitfjik/ 'Couldn't you all wait a 

moment for us. Then we will go with you.'

28. /dfji maiat ni£t so albsrn vesan/ 'You all may not be so silly.'
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29. /uza bargan zint m?t gans hox jo^a zint fel h0 ga/ 'Our mountains are 

not very high. Yours are much higher.'

30. No  fel punt vost an vo fel brot vilt tjji hsban/ 'How many pounds of

sausage and how much bread did you all want?'

31. /ik kan djik m?t faston koiat an baedan lua/ 'I don't understand you 

(all). You must speak a little louder.'

32. /hst d/ji nigt an stYk zegan op den dif fo„a mi fondan/ 'Didn't you

(all) find a piece of soap for me on my table?'

33. /zin braoa de vil twai Jena hyza baoan in joan goan/ 'His brother 

wants to build himself two beautiful new houses in your garden.'

34. /dat vowat is garada fon hara koman/ 'That word came straight from 

his heart.'

35. /de het dat re?ta dir) don/ 'They did the right thing.'
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36. /vat fona Jena lYt/a fogals srt da boam op de lYt/a vant/ 'W hat kind 

of little birds are sitting up there on the little wall.'

37. /de famas hean fif osan an negan kaia an twelf lYtJa Jopa in den 

dowaf braxt de volan de ala fakoepan/ 'The farmers had brought five oxen 

and nine cows and twelve little sheep before the village. The wanted to 

sell them.'

38. /de lya zint ala opan fslt an mai^et/ 'All the people are outside 

today in the field and mowing.'

39. /goma tao de bruna hunt de dai di niks Joan/ 'Go on, the brown dog 

won't hurt you.'

40. /ik  hef de lya vea ova den pasta broxt5 no dat groina felt/ 'I drove 

with the people back there over the meadow into the grain field.'

5 Informants 3 and 5 realize the harder stop M  in /brokt/.
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Anecdotes in CLG

/enmal as vi nox nax Jaola gon kint dat ola pErt den bAgi1 ni?t hawim de rodan de 

vewan so drskan^ dat dat vas to da^ipa dsn moson vi dat pert rijan an mina swesta 

de kre? ima den zotal an ik mos hin rop zitan so vi da Jaan an da koim di ola zotal 

los an dan hsf ik d£n zotal opdaon an hsf Et nif strama antaon so as vi nax hus 

gYqan da v£wan vi in dEn badam bi den knk an da s£8 enmal jemant vat is dat On 

dain pErt sin foltan kaikan vi dox hin da an dan rYtJan vi an rYt/an vi an dan voelik 

ina drsklox an min swssta de sait garada op mi sai vas Jon rain/

Once, as we were still going to school and the old horse did not know 

the way home, the roads were so muddy and too deep. We had to ride 

the horse and my sister always got the saddle and I had to sit up on the 

horse's back. We looked and the old saddle had come loose and then I 

turned it back up on top without tightening it. So as we were heading 

home we found ourselves in the bottoms by the creek and then 

somebody said, "What is the matter with your horse?" and we leaned to 

looked down and began to slide off and tumbled into a mudhole. And 

my sister landed right on top of me and she stayed completely clean.

1 The a  is not a sound belonging to CLG, but appears here in the borrowed English pronunciation of 
the word /bAgi/ ‘buggy’ meaning a small horse-drawn vehicle.
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/in harst vsn de hskanaepal ola foln den soim vi de op an ven vi nax hus gYg den 

smaitan de mi<? mit de hskanaepal so ik  he^a an ganzdn dikan fetan hekanaepal ina 

hant an de juqa de dat pert ret dat pert vas an bedan ful so dat pert de hea ima den 

swans an bedan ap fan ziq so ik hetan fetan hekanaepal an wil den juqa damit 

smidan owa ik het den juqa nitraubant de hekanaepal is Ynar den swans fan dat pert 

gau^an an dat pert de hat den swans doknaeban an is utknaeban mit den hekanaepal 

daruna de jurja is gonz flik na hus koman den Omt/

In the fall when the hedgeapples all fall, we would pick them up when 

we were on the way home and they would throw them at me. So I got 

this big fat hedgeapple in my hand and the boy who was riding the horse 

- the horse was a bit lazy and it always held its tail up a little like this 

[gestures] - so I had this fat hedgeapple and wanted to throw it at the 

boy, but I missed and the hedgeapple went under the horse's tail and 

the horse clamped its tail down and took off with the hedgeapple under 

its tail. The boy got home faster that day than ever before.
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Grammar Lessons Provided by Informant 1 
(transcribed from manuscripts)

Lesson 1: Pronunciation Guide

a, A =  as the a in father 
danka (thanks) 
alia (all) 
kann (can)
Glas (glass)

salat (salad) 
Kaffee (coffee) 
ja (yes) 
krank (ill)

a, A = as the a in ask
wakn (week) Tanna (teeth)
ladig (empty) ahsen (first)
lasn (to read) faetig (finished)

e, E =  {as the e in eight, as the e in get 
Stehn (stars) wenn (when)
Dehn (girl) Feld (field)

I, I =  (as in machine, ie as in brief, as in wind 
wie (we) nicht (not)
mien (mine) stilla (silent)
Krieg (war) Stimma (voice)

o ,0  = {as in obey, as 
Brodt (bread) 
wo (where)
Koen (corn)

in often, "aw" as in shawl 
brokn (broken)
Knokn (bones) 
stokn, stawkn (stalks)

u, U = {as in root, as in foot
Buk (stomach) und (and)
Juni (June) hunthet (hundred)
Uha (clock or watch) bunt (colorful) 
dutz (dozen)

aw = when together within a word as "o" in log
spaws (saving)

ie = {as in brief
siena (his) jie (you all)
lieba (dear) zieda (side or aside)
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shient (shines) ziebsig (seventy)

ei =  {as in ice 
neit (new) 
Freidag (Friday) 
keina (not any)

weit (know) 
twei (two) 
beida (both)

eu = {as in *oy" in boy (and as in Deutschland)
Freund (friend) seukn (to hunt)
Heuntha (chickens) Feutn (feet) 
teuf (wait) Steula(chairs)

au = {as in "ou" in house
haupt (main) Klaus (man's name)
taufen (to baptize) August (month of August)

ch = {as in hue, the c does not combine with the h as in chew,
chime, chase
noch (yet) nechs-mah (next time)
recht (right)

g = {g at end of word has the same sound as 'c'
notig (necessary) fehtsig (forty)
flietig (energetic) ewig (forever)

j = {as the y in yes, and also as j in joy
(j) jie (you) jau-a (yours)
(y) jumma (always) jeda (everyone, j or y)
(y) Junga (boy) jetzt (now)

s = {when 's' is the first letter in a word it is 'z'
{when 's' is the last letter in a word it is 'ss'
{when 's ' is in the middle it is 's ' in 'so' 
sahm (seven) wass (was)
sinni (silently) inseet (inside)

sch = {as the letters sh in fish
Schaula (school) scholl (should) 
Schuffeln (shovel) schona (nice) 
Schaua (shoes) schimpn (scold)

st = {when 'st' is at the beginning of a word, it is pronounced 'sht'
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Stimma (voice) Stille Nacht (Silent Night)
Strumpf (stocking)
{when it is at the end of a word, it has the normal 'st' sound

sp = {when 'sp' is at the beginning of a word, it is pronounced 
'shp'
spaws (fun) Spiegel (mirror)
Spinnabuk (spider)
{when 'sp' apears lesewhere in the word it has the normal 'sp' 
sound

w W = as 'v ' nearly all the time
wenig (very small amount) wie (we)
Windt (wind) watt (what) wo (where)

v V = {as the f  in fish - the letter 'f' is also used the same as the
letter 'v '
von (from) vahn (front) Fahmahn (this morning)
Familia (family)

z Z = {is pronounced as 'ts' in hats (put pressure on both letters)
wittzig (sly or smart) Blitz (lightning) 
ziebsig (seventy)

o 0  = {as in O Du Froliche
schon (nice) Konig (king) wohklich (really)

ii 0  {as in 'eel' with the mouth more rounded
Lusa (lice) lutja (little) Musa (mice)
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Vocabulary

Colors:
guld (gold) witt (white) swatt (black) gal (yellow) rot (red)
blau (blue) greun (green) brun (brown) gries (gray) 
pink, purple, violet - are as in English sulva (silver)

Sentences:
Iss dien Kled witt? (dress)
Iss diena Buksen brun? (pants)
Iss dien Hus gal utha witt? (house yellow or white)
Iss dien Hemp blau? (shirt)
Dei Blaum iss rot. (flower)
Dei Blaha sind greun. (leaves, green)
Dei Bohma sind greun. (trees)
Stroh is gal. (straw)
Dei Apple iss tau greun tau aten. (too green to eat)
Sind diena Ogen blau utha brun? (eyes blue or brown)

Unsen K5epah (Our Body)
Kop (head) Gesichta (face) Nasa (nose) Ogn (eyes) Ohen (ears) 
Munt (mouth) Kin (chin) Bakn (cheeks) Tahna (teeth)
Tungn (toungue) Hawa (hair) Bawdt (beard) Hals (throat)
Nakn (neck) Shullen (shoulders) Anm (arm) Ahms (arms)
Hant (hand) Hanna (hands) Finga (finger) Fingen (fingers)
Finga-nagel (fingernail) Puckel (back) Mawgn (stomach)
Bust (chest or bosom) West (waist) Hufta (hips)
Hinthasen (rear or seat) Bein, Beina (leg, legs) Knei, Kneien (knee[s])
Faut (foot) Feuten (feet) Tohna (toes) Hada (heart)
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Lesson II Everday Expressions

Watt iss los?
Et rengt.
Et sneit.
Et is winnig 
Et iss in Oadnung.
Datt stimmt.
Du bist recht.
Du biss fakeht.
Datt kumpt tha rup an. 
Gawiss.
Datt is ganauch.

W hat's the matter? 
It's raining.
It's snowing.
It's windy.
It's alright.
That's right.
You are right.
You are wrong.
It depends. 
Certainly.
That's enough.

Ick heff nicht ganauch Geld. I don't have enough money.
Datt kann wahn.
Et mawkt nichs oot. 
Weis du?
Ick weit.
Wie waht.
Ick weit nicht.
Ick kanna aha nicht.
Iss datt woeklich waha?
Nawhaha
Nu
Balt
Et iss gaut.
Datt iss shon.
Et iss shlecht.
Et iss schrecklich.
Et iss wuntha shon.
Hei iss krank.
Ick feula mie traurich. 
Ick bin ootawohn.
Ick mutt nawh Abeit.
Ick mutt nawh Bett.

Maybe.
It doesn't matter.
Do you know?
I know.
We know.
I don't know.
I son't know her.
Is that really true?
Afterwards
Now
Soon
It is good.
That's nice, (or pretty) 
It's bad.
It's terrible.
It is beautiful.
He is sick.
I am sad.
I am worn out.
I must go to work.
I must go to bed.

Using common verbs: 
danken = to thank
Ick danka. Du dankst. Hei dankt. Sei dankt. Wie dankt. 
deint = to serve
Ick deina. Du deinst. Hei (sei, wie) deint.
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lofft = to believe
Ick lowah. Du loffst. Hei (sei, wie) lofft. 
koppa = to buy
Ick koppa. Du koffst. Hei (sei, wie) kdppt. 
hd-et =  to hear
Ick ho-ah. Du ho-est. Hei (sei, wie) ho-et. 
grussa = to greet
Ick grussa. Du grusst. Hei (sei, wie) grusst. 
kawkn = to cook
Ick kawka. Du kawkst. Hei (sei, wie) kawkt. 
le-ahn = to learn
Ick le-ah. Du le-ahst. Hei (sei, wie) le-aht. 
mawkn = to make
Ick mawka. Du mawkst. Hei (sei, wie) mawkt. 
mehn =  to mean (or to say)
Ick mehna. Du mehnst. Hei (sei, wie) mehnt. 
feuen =  to travel
Ick feu-a. Du feu-ast. Hei (sei, wie) feu-et. 
segn = to say
Ick sega. Du segst. Hei (sei, wie) segt. 
kiekn = to look
Ick kieka. Du kigst. Hei (sei, wie) kiekt. 
spawhn = to save
Ick spaw-a. Du spawst. Hei (sei, wie) spaw-et. 
spaln = to play
Ick spalla. Du spallst. Hei (sei, wie) spallt. 
stahln =  to steal
Ick stahla. Du stahlst. Hei (sei, wie) stahlt. 
seukn =  to hunt for or look for 
Ick seuka. Du sochst. Hei (sei, wie) socht. 
dansen = to dance
Ick dansa. Du danst. Hei (sei, wie) dannst. 
wawnt = to live (reside)
Ick wawna. Du wawnst. Hei (sei, wie) wawnnt. 
well = to want
Ick well. Du wutt. Hei (sei, wie) wutt. 
wehn = to cry
Ick wehna. Du wehnst. Hei (sei, wie) wehnt. 
wiesen = to show
Ick wiesa. Du wiest. Hei (sei, wie) wiest. 
tahln = to count
Ick tahla. Du tahlst. Hei (sei, wie) tahlt.
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keu-an = to talk
Ick keu-a. Du keu-est. Hei (sei, wie) keu-et. 
schlawpn = to sleep
Ick schlawpa. Du schldppst. Hei (sei, wie) schlawpt.

More Vocabulary 
Household Items 
In the kitchen: (Kogn)
Dish or Tish = table 
Staul = chair 
Iss-bux = refrigerator 
Awm = stove 
Bak-awm = oven 
Glas = glass 
Shop = cabinet 
Tassen = cup

In the bathroom 
Hand-dauk (towel)

Other areas in the home
zofah = sofa Wandt =  wall Staul = chair
Stepdekkn = quilt Bettlawkn = sheet
Telefon = telephone Kussabeuan = pillow case 
Dish-lawkn = tablecloth Bauk = book
Lampn = lamp Zeitung = newspaper
Betta = bed Biebel =  Bible Klockn = clock
Fenstha = window Uha = watch Dohn = door
Bilt =  picture Treppn = steps, stairway

Now you can read:
Datt Bilt hangt an dei Wandt.
Dei Lampn steit oopn Tish.
Dat Brot bahkt inn Bak-awm.
Zett die henn oopn Zofah.
Dau datt Fleish (meat) inna Iss-bux.
Dei Klocka schleit (strikes) tein (10) Uha.
Ick mutt nu nawhn Betta gawn.
Gudn-nawmmt. (Good night.)

Kaffee pott = coffee pot 
Tellah =  plate 
Pott = pan or pot 
Messt = knife 
Gahwel = fork 
Lapel =  spoon 
Keupn = cup, mug

Seppn = soap wawtah water
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Lesson III

Food items:

Meal = Mahlteet Dinner = Mittag Breakfast = Freustuck

milk = Malk 
beer = Bei-a 
bread =  Brod 
bacon = Speck 
beef = Rindnfleish

coffee = Kaffee tea = Tee wine = Wien 
water = wawtha juice = Sahft 
butter = But-then eggs = Eia 
ham = Shinkn Chicken = Heunthafleish 

fish = Fisha
turkey = Troot-hahn potatoes = Kahtoofeln 
beans = Bohn spinach =  Spinawt peas =  Ahsnen or Ahfken
corn =  Kohen beets = Roha Reuva carrots =  Gahla Reuva
lettuce = Salaad cream =  Flott cabbage = Kohl
pancakes = Pahnkaukn cherries = Kee-ashun apple = Ahpel
strawberries = Erdbahen plums = Pluhm pears = Bahen
gooseberries = Stickabeie nuts = Notta

Sentences:
1. Watt wutt du aatn? Ick w ill aatn.
2. Watt machs du? Ick m ach .
3. Watt iss gaut fah die?________ iss gaut fah mie.

Numbers:
1 =  ein 2 =  twei 3 =  threi 4  
6 =  zess 7 = zahn 8 =  acht 9 
100 = hunthed 1000 = dausend

fei-ah 5 = feef 
nagn 10 = tein

the...
1st = dei ahasta 2nd = dei tweita 3rd = dei thrudda
4th = dei feiahta 5th = dei fiifta 6th = dei zessta
7th =  dei zafta 8th = dei achta 9th = dei nagnta
10th = dei teinta

Now we can talk some more:

What is your name?
My name is  .
I live in  , _______
How long have you lived there? Wo langa hass du dawh wawnt? 
Do you go to school? Geis du nawh Schaula?

W att is dein Nawhm?
Mien Nawhm iss____
Ick wawnna in
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I have finished school. Ick bin fahtig mitt Schaula.
Are you married? Bis du fah-heirahted?
Yes, I am married. Yah, ick bin fah-heirahted.
W hat kind of work do you do? W att vonna Aabeit deis du? 
I work in a restaurant. Ick aabeita in en Restaurant.
W hat does your husband do? W att deit dien Keal?
W hat does your wife do? 
My husband is a farmer.
My wife works in the bank. 
Do you have a family.

Wat deit diena Frau?
Mien Keal iss en Fahmah.
Miena Frau aabeit in dei Bank.
Hett jie en Familia?

We have one girl and one boy. Wie hett en Dehn und en Yung.
Have you a dog? Hett jie en Hund?
We have no dog. We have a cat. Wie hett kein Hund. Wie hett en

Katsa.
I'm glad to have met you. Ick bin froh datt wie bakant sind.

Opposites:
good, gaut - bad, schlect 
cool, kullig - warm, wahm 
happy, froh - sad, traurig 
big, grot - small, lutjet 
empty, ladig - full, full 
smart, klauk - stupid, dumm 
straight, lieka - crooked, scheif 
open, awhpen - shut, tau 
smooth, ahm - rough, un-ahm 
right, recht - left, links

cheap, billig - costly, duhah 
poor, ahm - rich, rieka 
clean, reina - dirty, thrackig 
bright, hella - dark, dustha 
sweet, zeuta - sour, zuha 
new, neit - old, oldt 
many, massa - few, wenig 
busy, eelich - idle, fuhl 
quiet, stilla - noisy, lu-ah 
work, ahbeitn - play, spalln

well, gesundt - sick, krank 
cold, koltd - hot, heit 
short, kawet - long lahn 
light, lichta - heavy, schwaha 
dry, drdga - wet, naat 
thick, dicka - thin, dunna 
fat, fett - slim, dunna 
loose, losa - tight, wissa 
right, recht - wrong, fahkeaht 
well-behaved, awhtig - naughty,

unawhtig
young, jung - old, oldt 
high, hoch - low, ziet 
fast, flink - slow, lanksom 
soft, weika - hard, hadt 
pretty, schon - ugly, eeklich 
tall, hoch - short, kawet 
over, awvah - under, untha 
hunt, zeukn - find, finnd 
wild, wild - tame, tahm 
start, anfahngn - stop, stoppn
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Lesson 4  Conversation (based on Lessons 1, 2, and 3)

Part 1:
Wie wutt nu frawgn, und fah dei Antfawt mott jie oop Les. 1 kiekn.
1. Watt is dei besta Fahva utha Kald-ah fah die?
___________ iss dei best Kalo-ah fah mie.
2. Wenn du en Ahpel isst, gliegst du en rohen utha en gain Ahpel?
Ick gliecka e n ___________ __________ .
3. Gliegst du leiva brun Brod utha witt Brod?
Ick glieka_______________________ batha an s_______________________.
4. Iss diena Uhr Sulva utha Guldt?
Miena Uhr iss fo n ___________mawkt.
5. Dei meistenj Wienacht's Blaum sind rot. Anhandt sind s a _________
utha__________ . Wekka denks du iss dei shonsta Kalo-ah?
Ick mach leiwa d e i__________ Blaum liehn.
6. Dei vashiedenen Kalo-ah fah dei Lichta
oopn Wienacht's Bohm sind__________  ___________ __________
__________  und  . Ick gliecka d e i____________Lichta am
besten.

Part 2 Regarding "Unsern Keopah" (Our Body)
1. Rangt et?
Ick weit nicht.
Denn stack d ien  oota Doahn. Denn finndst du bald oot.
2. Diena T shient jo sau witt. Wo deis du dei mitt putzen?
Ick putza m itt Tahana Kliesthah.
3. Du hast die vakullt. Hass du dei Vakullung inn K , inna
N__________ inn H , utha inna_B___________?
4. Du geis jo sau scheif. Hass du et inn P___________?
Ick hefft inn P und ook in miena K___________.
5. Mie daut dei B ook anhandt weih.
6. Ein Dag wass dei Temperatur untha null. Datt wass Bootn sau koldt,
ick bin weiha inn Huus kawhn. Mien G___________ und B__________
wohen sau rod, und miena T___________ fungn ann tau sitt-then. Ick
woll gans shuha dein Frust inn miena F___________ und T__________
griegn.
7. Ditt wass Vahdawga en battn haadt tau lasen, awvah miena
M__________ ahbeitd jumma en battn batha mitt datt Platdutcha lasen
und keuen.
8. Balt kann ick miena T___________jus sau gaut regieren ans jie, dei all
lange Yaka Plattdutch keuet hett.
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Part 3 Coffee Time
1. Kumm rinn und mawk dei D___________ tau.
2. Zett die henn bie mie ahn T__________ . Et iss K___________ Teet.
3. Miena ahsta T___________  K iss ladig.
4. Dawah iss noch meha Kaffee in K___________  P__________ .
5. Kann ick die en T___________  K__________ bringn?
6. Nimmst du Sukka in dien K__________ ? Und dawah bie nimm mann
ook en battn Flott.
7. Sau! En L foil Sukka und feinen frischen Flott.
8. Nu konnt wie isch jo watt vatelln.
9. Blief taun eetn. Ick heff dat Mittag oopn A___________ und datt
Fleish ist inn B___________ A__________ .
10. Datt iss bald K 12:00. Denn eetd wie Mittag.
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Lesson 4  
Part 1:
Wie gawht nah Kaagn.
Wo gawht jie denn nah Kaagn? W att bis du?
(a) Ick b in____________ .
(b) Ick gawh nah d e i___________ Kaagn.

Oosa lutjen Kintha mott ook leehn nawh Kaagn tau gawhn.
(Our little children must also learn into church to go.)
Sei mott leehn stilla tau zittn, gaut tau hohn, und tohoppa singn und 
baahn. (They must learn to sit still, listen well, and together sing and 
pray.)
Jeden Sonntag gawt wie alia nah Kaagn.

Part 2
1. Guttn Dag. Wo geit die datt Fahdawga?
Dankaschon. Mie geit dat jo gans___________.
Wo geit die sulbst?
2. Woneiah ist dien Gabohtstag. (When is your birthday?)
3. Wo wawhnst du? (Where do you live?)
4. Segga mie mawh, watt machs du aatn? (Tell me, what do you like to 
eat?)
5. Wenn du Tiet tau spawhn hast, watt machs du daun? (When you 
have time to spare, what do you like to do?)
6. Watt vonna Aabeit machs du daun? (What kind of work do you like 
to do?)
7. Biss du leiwa Bootn utha inn Hoosa? (Do you rather be outdoors or 
indoors?)
8. Watt Tiet geis du nah Aabeit? (What time do you go to work?)
9. Wawhnst du inna Stadt utha inna Kunthrie? (Do you live in town or in 
the country?)

(a) (b)
Evangelisch
Lutheranisch
Baptist
Methodist

Evangelischa 
Lutherischa 
Baptista 
Method ista
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Lesson 5

Proverbs -- Sprichwoatha

1. When the cat is away, the mice will play.
Wenn dei Kaata weg iss, den spahlt dei Musa.

2. He laughs best who laughs last.
Weha am letsten laacht, dei laacht am besten.

3. He who lives in a glass house should not throw stones. 
Weha inn glazenet Hus wahnt scholl keina Steina smietn.

4. As you make your bed, so you must lie in it.
Sau ans du dien Bett mawkst, mus du tha inn lingn.

5. Well begun is half done.
Mittn rechtn anfang iss dei halfta fahtig.

6. Birds of feather flock together.
Vogel mitt dei sulwigen Fahen fleigt tauhoppa.

7. New brooms sweep clean.
Neia Bessens fagt reina.

8. You must strike the iron while it is hot.
Mann mutt datt lesen slawn wenn it heit iss.

9. All is not gold that glitters.
Ahns iss nicht Guld watt glisthet.

10. You can't fell an oak with a single stroke.
Mann kann kein Eikn Bohm dawl bringn mitt ein schlach.

11. Experience is the best teacher.
Erfahrung iss dei bessta Schaumestha.

12. No rose without a thorn.
Keina Rausen awhna Do-en.
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Family Conversation

1. I am sleepy. I would like to go to bed early.
Ick bin meu-a. Ick moch freu nawhn Betta gawhn.

2. Wake me at six o'clock. I must be at work early.
Wawk mie oop bie Klocka zessa. Ick mutt freu anna Aabeit.

3. Did you rest well? Did you have enough covers?
Haas du gaut schlawpn? Haas du ganauch Deckn hatt?

4. Where is Maria? Maria is dressing.
Wo iss Maria? Maria tut zick ann.

5. Anna was already dressed, but now she is changing.
Anna was all antawgn, awvah nu tut sei zick umma.

6. Anna changed her mind. She would rather wear the red dress. 
Anna hatt zick bazuhn. Sei woll leiwa datt roha Kleet an tein.

7. That's how it goes with girls. They never know what they want. 
Sau geit datt mitt Dehns. Sei waht niemahls watt sei wutt.

8. Ben is clean now. He washed his hands with soap.
Ben iss nu reina. Hei hare ziena Hanna mitt Zeepn wuschen.

9. Soon we will all be ready. Have you put the dog out?
Baldt sind wie alia faetig. Het jie dahn Hundt root lawn?

10. Dad is already in the car. He blows the horn.
Papa iss all inna Kawha. Hei blawsst dat Hden.

Familiar Rhymes - Bekannta Rhiemarei

1 .
Maria heah en lutjet Lahmm,
Lutjet Lahmm, lutjet Lahmm;
Maria heah en lutjet Lahmm 
Siena Wulla was witt wie Schnei.
Und allawahnks wo Maria gung,
Maria gung Maria gung;
Und allawahnks wo Maria gung,
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Datt Lahmm follgt jumma nawh.

2.
Ulla Mutha Hubbard,
Gung nawh ehan Schapp 
Fah en Knawkn fah ehan Hundt.
Awvah, ans sei nawh Schapp keum,
Wass datt Schapp ladig;
Und dei ahma Hundt haha kein Knawkn.

3.
Lutja Bo-Peep
Hatt eha Schawpa falawen 
Und weit nicht wo sei sah findn scholl. 
Lawt sah gawehn, sei kawmt nawh Hus 
Und schlabbt eha Schwansa ahtha-heha.

4.
Jack Spratt konn kein Fett aattn.
Siena Frau droff kein Fleish
Sau twischen alia beida —Suh mah henn --
Hett sei dahn Telia reina lickt.
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Lesson 6

Translation.

1. Did you bring a friend with you?
Hass du en Frund mitt die brocht?

2. We want to eat now.
Wie wutt nu attn.

3. Come and sit by me.
Kum und zitt bie mie.

4. Today many people came.
Fadawga sund fah I a Leue kawhm.

5. Did you see the birthday cake?
Sus du dahn Gaboatsdag Kauken?

6. Who has a birthday this month?
Waha hatt ditt Monawht en Gaboatsdag?

7. What will you do this afternoon?
Watt wutt du Fanawhmadag daun?

8. The sun is shining and it is nice and warm. 
Dei Siinna shient und et iss fein und wahm.

9. It would be nice to go fishing.
Dat was fein nawhen fishen tau gawhn.

10. We could drive around in the country.
Wie konn-n rumma feuen unn dei Kunthrie.
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Examples of Skit Scripts from the Low German Theater Weekend in
Concordia, Missouri

Title: Warrumma Saun Gashenk? [Why such a gift?]

Players: Young Lady, Rosina; Doctor Ludwig; Dentist; Delivery man

Scene 1:0utdoor doorway. Ludwig is bringing Rosina home from an 
afternoon band concert. Curtain opens as they are talking at the door.

Rosina:
Ick well die dankn fawh saun fein-n Nawmadag, Doctor Ludwig. Dei Tiet 
iss sau flink fabie gawhn. Und dei Leua in dei Band hett schauah feina 
Musik mawkt.
Ludwig:
Yeah, ick heff ook einmawh saun Grodt Hoen hatt. Mitt datt groda Hoen 
heff ick mien Weg doeh dei College tootd!
Rosina:
Doeh dei College tootd? Datt wass awahs tau fahl Maloah in saun 
Gabeuda! Hett sah die rootsmatn?
Ludwig:
(laughs) Ach, no, Rosina, datt mehnt nich datt ick doah datt Gabeuda 
machie-et heff, weil ick mien Hoen tootn deu! Datt mehnt datt ick heff 
Geldt fadient alia feiah Yawha mit mien Hoen. Yeda Waka deun wie in 
saun Band Concert spaln und wie dreign gaut batawlt. Datt ick gaut 
tootn konn hatt mie en massa Geldt fadient.
Rosina:
Yah, Doctor Ludwig. Awvah sau thraafts du hieah rumma haha nich fon 
dien tootn keuen. Hieah wenn en Mann zick ein tootd hatt datt mehnt 
gans wass anthes. Und datt hoet zick nich gaut ann fawh en Docthah.
Du hass dien Hoen blawst. Datt hoet zick batha ann.
Ludwig:
In twei Wakn hett sei weiha en Band Concert. Wenn du weiha mitt mie 
geis, denn kawhm ick in mien Model T  und denn blaws ick mien Model T 
Hoen faw die. (He gets up here)
Rosina:
Oh dat dau ick gans gehn. Twei Wakn fon Fahdawga?
Ludwig:
Bie Klocka eina? (They part in whatever manner seems fitting; Rosina 
goes indoors)
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Scene 2
(Rosina is in her living room. Edmund knocks; Rosina opens the door 
and admits Edmund)
Rosina:
Oh, Edmund, wo kummst du oopm mawh weg?
Edmund:
Ick hahs nich fahl tau dauna in miena Office. Dei Leua hahn vollshienlich 
kein Tahn-doctah notig Fahdawga. Und ick woll fahbie stuppn und von 
die frawgn opp du mitt mie gungst nawhn Appel-Fest bie Waverly 
fanawhmt. Awvah heff ick recht feina datt Docthah Ludwig fon dien 
Hoos keum en omlick trugga? Bis du krank Rosina?
Rosina:
Oh no, Edmund. Ick bin nich krank!
Edmund:
Denn warumma hass du dahn Dochtah kawhm lawtn.
Rosina:
Ick heff ahn nich frawgt root tau kawhm. Hei iss hieah fabie kawhm 
glieks nawh Mittag und freuk wenn ick mitt ahn gung nawh Higginsville. 
Hei moss dawh en drankn Keal zein. Hei saha datt wass sau einsahm 
allena tau feuen. Dau bin ick mitt gawhn.
Edmund:
Warumma hatt hei die frawgt mitt tau gawhn? Hei haha jo mann ziena 
Mutha utha ziena Swestha mitt nahm konnt.
Rosina:
Well, falleicht voll hei datt nich. Hei gliegt geehn mitt mie tau wahn, jus 
sau wie du, Edmund.
Edmund:
Watt vonn Vahgnugn wass datt fah die, mitt ahn tau gawhn en krankn 
Menshcen tau bazeukn?
Rosina:
Oh, datt hatt mann en Ohmlick nawhm. Nawh datt hatt hei mie nawhn 
fein-n Band Concert nawhm.
Edmund:
Rosina! Hatt hei die oopm anthera Tiet all wohns henn nawhm?
Rosina:
Yeah, en pawh mawh. Hei iss en gansen fein-n Keal, und datt is en 
Vahgnugn mitt ahn tau wahn.
Edmund:
Rosina! Ditt finn ick sau plotslich oot - datt kann ick nich lobm. Du hass 
mie jumma seggt datt du gliegst mitt mie tau wahn.
Rosina:
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Ick weit. (pause) Und du muss mie enschuldigen wahn ick die ahagalick 
mawkt heff. Und ick mutt baalla tau bazinnung kawhnm -- entweethah 
ahn utha du. Ick kann keina twei Keals hemm!
Edmund:
In alia Weldt, Rosina! Du denkst doeh nich sau fahl fon ahm (he hangs 
his head and wals the floor and thinks awhile). Hei iss fahl olletha wie 
du, und alia watt hei dei jeden Dag iss (pause) hei keuet tau dei Krankn, 
hei kickt zah awvah, hei petts zah hieah, und drucks zah dawh, und denn 
schlect hei zah oopa Knei und frawgt, "Deit datt weih?" Denn segat hei, 
'Stick diena Tungn oot." Denn schrifft hei watt dawl oopm lutjet stuck 
Papieah, watt kein Menscha lazn kann.
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Translation of 'W hy such a Gift?"
Scene 1 
Rosina:
I want to thank you for a nice afternoon. The time went by so quickly. 
And the people in the band surly gave us a good music program.
Ludwig:
Yes. At one time I had such a big horn, too. With that big horn I 
"tooted" my way through college.
Rosina:
"Tooted" through the college? That must have been a lot of noise going 
through a building! Did they throw you out?
Ludwig:
(laughs) Oh no, Rosina. That doesn't mean that I marched through the 
building tooting my horn! That means that I earned money all four years 
in college by blowing my horn in band concerts. We'd get paid for that. 
Because I could "toot" my horn so well, I earned a lot of money playing. 
Rosina:
Yeah, Doctor Ludwig. But around here you shouldn't be talking about 
having "tooted" around. Here it means something way different when 
someone got himself "tooted" -- and that doesn't sound good coming 
from a doctor. You must say you blew your horn. That sounds better. 
Ludwig:
In two weeks there will be another band concert. If you go with me 
again, I'll come in my Model T and then I'll blow my Model T  horn for 
you.
Rosina:
Oh, I'd love to. Two weeks from today?
Ludwig:
At one o'clock.

Scene 2 
Rosina:
Oh, Edmund. Where did you come from?
Edmund:
I didn't have much to do in my office. The people probably had no need 
for a dentist today. And I wanted to stop by and ask you if you'll go 
with me to the Apple Festival at Waverly tonight. But did I see 
correctly? Was that Doctor Ludwig who just left from your house? Are 
you sick, Rosina?
Rosina:
Oh no, Edmund. I'm not sick.
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Edmund:
Then why did you ask Dr. Ludwig to come?
Rosina:
I didn't ask him to come. He came by here right after noon-time and 
asked if I would go with him to Higginsville. He had to visit a sick man 
there. He said it was so lonely to drive to Higginsville by himself, so I 
went with him.
Edmund:
Why did he ask you to go along? He could just as well have taken his 
mother or his sister.
Rosina:
Well, maybe he didn't want to. He likes being with me just as you do. 
Edmund:
What kind of pleasure was that for you to go along to visit a sick man? 
Rosina:
Oh that only took a few minutes. After that, he took me to a nice band 
concert.
Edmund:
Rosina, I'm finding out about this so suddenly. I can't believe this. You 
always told me you enjoyed being with me.
Rosina:
I know, and you have to excuse me if I am making you angry. And I 
have to make up my mind soon whether it's to be Dr. Ludwig or you. 
Edmund:
In all the world, Rosina! You surely don't think that much of him? He is 
much older than you -- and all he does every day is (pause) he talks to 
the sick, he looks them over, then he knocks them on the knee and asks, 
"Does that hurt?" Then he says "Stick out your tongue." Then he 
writes something down on a little piece of paper which no man can read.
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LOW-GERMAN DICTIONARY

a
about

church
claus

kaegn
klaus

above clock klockn
advice rawdt clock klocka
afterward nawhaha clock or watch uha
age 51 la coffee pot kaffee pott
all alia coffee kaffee
always jumma come over Kawma ravvah
amazing fahmost cold kolt
and und colorful bunt
are sind colors fawa
arm ahm - come kumm
arms ahms cook kawkn
as c o m coen
ask fragen count tahln
at cry wehn
august august cup tassen
back puckel cup or mug keupn
bad Schlecht , ", L  y y , 

taufen ^  ® '
dance dahsen

baptize day
beard bawdt dear lieba /
beautiful wunthasbon definately badeutlich
because do
bed bett doctor doctha
bed bedda dog hundt
before doer doha
believe lofft dozen dutz
bible biebel dress kled
big

swatt
during

black ears ohen
blue blau empty ladig
body koehpah energetic flietig
bones knokn enough ganauch
book bauk evening aumt
both beida everyone jeda _
boy junga everything
bread kgrodt examine unthazeukkn
broken brokn eyes ogen
brown brun eyes ogen
but auva face gesichta
buy koppa fah for
by family familia
can - kann feet feutn
certainly gawiss feet feuten
chair staul field feld
chairs steu11 finger finga
cheeks bakn f ingers fingen
chest or bosom bust fingernails finga nagel
chickens heuntha finished faetig
child first ahsen
ch in kin flower blaum
Christmas wiennachten foot faut
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for knee knei
forever ewig knees kneien
fork gahwel knife messt
forty fehtsig know weit
friday freidag lamp lampn
friend freund lantern lichten
from von last lettzt
front vahn late lawta
fun spaws later nahaha
girl dehn laugh lachen
give learn leahn
glass glas leaves blaha
glass cabinet glas shop leg be in
glass glas legs beina
go lice .. liisa
gold guld lightning blitz
good gaut little lilt ja
goodnight gudn nawmmt live wawnt
grabbed grabn look kiekn
gray gries love lieba
green greun main haupt
greet griissa make mawka
hair hawa — man
hand han t ^  "  £ - me
hand hanna mean mehn
hangt hang meat fleish
happy(glad) froh mice miise
has hatt mine
have ' mirror spiegel
he XL/ money geld
head kop more mien v
hear hoet morning fahmahn
heart hada mouth munt
him my
hips hiif ta myself siilbn
his s iena naturally naturlich
hot heit necess nootig a’ -
hour stuswna ^ *■ neck Nakn
house hus new Neit
how newspaper zeitung
hundred hunthet next time nechs-mah
hungry hungrich nice (pretty) shon
hunt or look seukn nice schona
hunt seukn nice shon
hunt jagen .v - . / no
husband nose Nasa
I ick not nicht
in not any keina
inside inseet now nu
it now ^tfctzt 

also vJune Juni ook
keep bahoh1 on ■*. <-f3
king kon i g one
kiss kiissen or Ou'tr'—J S

rV ^
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owe you shiillig
our
out
other
oven bak awm
pain weihdawga
pan or pot pott
pants buksen
person J U X U -
picture bilt
pillowcase kiissabeuan
Plate tellah
play spaln
probably vollshienlich
put stelln
quilt stepdekkn
raining rengt
rather
read las en
read lasn
really woeklich
really wohklich
rear or seat hinthasen
red rot
refrigerator iss bux
right recht
right recht
sad trurich
saving spawsom
say segn
school Schaula
scold schimpn -y
see
send schickn
serve deint
servi^ -a s -s — spawhn
seventy ziebsig
seven saahn ~ i •
seventy ziebsig
she
sheet bett lawkn
shines sheent
shirt hempt
shoes schaua
should schol1
shoulders shullen
shovel schilf f eln
show "wiesen
sick krank
sick krank
side or aside zieda
silent stilla
silently sinnig
silent Night stille Nacht

sing zingn
sleepy meua
s leep schlawpn
sly or smart wittzig
small amount wenig
sofa zofah
soon bait
spider spinnabuk
spoon lapel
stairway treppn
stalks stokn
stalks stawkn
stand steit
stars stehn
steal s tahIn
stocking strumpf
stomach buk
stomach mawgn
stove awm
straw stroh
strike schleit .
table dish
tablecloth hand lawkn
take
talk keuan
teeth tanna
terrible shrecklich
thank danken
thanks danka
that datt
the dei
their
there *

these i
M ^they

thirsty dostich
this >  V  ^

those
throat hals
tired moah —
to
to be
to do y .
toes tohna
tongue tungn
travel feuen
tree limb telgn
trees bohma
tried probeiat
true waha
two twei
until
us
voice stimma
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voice stimma wife
wait teuf window fenstha
wall wandt windy winnig
want Wel! ( y / wind to'indt
war drieg .7 * with •/*?•%*. w- '*V
was wass r without -VI
watch uha woods hult
we wie work abeit
week wakn woman
what watt wrong fakeht
when wenn yellow gal
where wo yes ja
where wo yet noch
which you jie
white witt yours jau-a
who

W - a *
zett £ z set
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